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I can’t believe how quickly time flies
by. It seems like only a few weeks
ago, I was putting together the
finishing touches for the last issue of
Whotopia, and here we are again,
publishing another new issue. I guess
as we get older, our concept of time
changes where now it seems to just
rush by. I can remember being five or
six years old and when my mum or
dad would tell me, “oh we’ll do that
next week”. That ‘next week’ seemed
like months away. Now it seems like
‘next week’ is here before you know
it.

I’m really excited with this issue. It’s
been a while since we’ve taken an
really in-depth look at a recently
broadcast season, but this issue we’ve
got a really comprehensive look at
Jodie Whittaker’s first season as the
Doctor.

one of our past issues
where Matthew Kresal
discusses the release of
“The Tomb of the
Cybermen” on audio.
Oh, before I forget,
there’s also an article by
some guy named Bob
Furnell discussing the
current on-going debate
within fandom regarding
the casting of Jodie
Whittaker as the first
female Doctor Who.

First off our team of reviewers - Matt
Dennis, Charles Martin, Matthew
Kresal, Hamish Crawford, Frank
Danes, Katya Arfin, Cheuk Ma, Michael
S. Collins, Dan Tessier & Andrew
Hsieh - take a look at all ten episodes,
plus the New Year’s special; while Jon
Arnold, Dan Tessier , Don Klees and
I sometimes wonder if this is Paul Williams offer up their opinions So, as you can see, it’s
a pretty chock-a-block
something the Doctor encounters as a on the season as a whole.
issue.
side affect of his travels in time and
space? It must be confusing for Time This issue also includes two Hartnell
Lords dealing with time in general. I themed articles by Michael S. Collins, One last thing before
mean, next week for them could be (“Rescuing Hartnell’s Forgotten Gem” I sign off, I wanted to
minutes away—just pop in a TARDIS, & “Ten Things To Like About Every let readers know
and off you go, and seconds later, it’s Hartnell Story”), while David Johnson there might be
next week. Or just the opposite. You delves in the social history of Doctor sometime between
this issue and the
could not even be bothered if you Who in “A Hero In Time and Space”,
next. It’s a pretty
missed next week, cause again, just
pop in your trusty TARDIS and off you Don Klees takes a look at popular busy time for me
go, and you could pop off to last week comic strip companion Frobisher, personally. Not only am I involved in
and either relive it again, or live it for while Jessica Chaleff looks at the “Four publishing Whotopia, but for the past
few years I’ve been overseeing Pencil
the first time. God, I have a bad Doctors” comic.
Tip Publishing—some of you may be
enough time now remembering things.
If I was a Time Lord, I’m sure I’d be Our regular columns feature again in familiar with PTP. If not, do drop by
PTP
website
at
completely bonkers by now. I’d never this issue. Andrew Screen continues t h e
know what time it was, or what the his look at “The Black Archives” series www.penciltippublishing.com and have
date is, or even what year it is. Yeesh. of releases; Dan Tessier delves into a look around. Anyway, I sure all of
the John Simms version of the Master you can appreciate that there are only
Talk about confusing.
in “Master Who”, while Richard so many hours in a day—only so much
Well let’s not worry about that for Michaels offers some home truths time to get things accomplished. I’m
finding PTP projects are taking up a lot
now, and just be content that we have regarding Series 11.
of time, and it’s getting harder and
a new issue for your reading
To tie into Whotopia’s fifteenth harder to squeeze in 3 or 4 issues in a
enjoyment.
anniversary, we feature an article from year. I don’t want readers to think the

magazine is going to up and
disappear, as its not. It just might be a
little longer than the usual 3-4 months
between issues.
Anyway, that’s enough of my babbling.
Thanks for your continued support of
Whotopia and hope your enjoy this
issue.
Till next time.
| Bob Furnell, Editor
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EPISODE ONE

THE WOMAN WHO
FELL TO EARTH

7 October 2018
W: Chris Chibnall
D: Jamie Childs

The beauty of Doctor Who as a television
show and the key to its longevity is its
unique ability to regenerate, much in the
same way it’s lead character is prone to do
on occasion. An en rely new look, a new
cast and even a new crea ve team may be
onboard, but the show s ll very much
remains the same at heart. Same so ware,
diﬀerent case, as the Doctor once said.
That quote beau fully sums up this, the
ﬁrst episode of the Chibnall/Whi aker era
of Doctor Who. “The Woman Who Fell to
Earth” is a conﬁdent episode that sets out
the show’s new manifesto yet remembers
the show’s fundamentals and keeps them
at the forefront of proceedings. There’re
obvious changes to the style and tone, but
this is s ll unmistakably the same Doctor
Who we know and love.
From the oﬀ though, it’s clear that the
massive spectacle and mind-bending
complexity of the previous era is not the
main goal of showrunner Chris Chibnall.
Under his watchful eye, the show appears
to take a more down-to-earth approach,
with a bigger focus on characters and
relatability. There’re impressive, out-there
science ﬁc on concepts on display
throughout, but each of these aspects are
intertwined with recognizable se ng and
situa ons. The stakes are high, but not in
an end-of-the-world kind of way.

interes ng, unforeseen ways across the
next few weeks, but based on this episode
alone, she’s already got it down pat.
The three other lead characters are a more
mixed bag, though each actor delivers a
great performance. Tosin Cole as Ryan
lends the episode much of its heart, whilst
Bradley Walsh‘s Graham is a morerestrained and cau ous character with a
surprising amount of depth to him.
However, aside from a few key character
traits, we aren’t oﬀered nearly enough
moments to properly know the characters.
Mandip Gill‘s Yasmin is par cularly
shortchanged in this department, with
nothing other than her job and the fact she
previously went to school with Ryan being
revealed to us. This may be rec ﬁed in the
weeks to come, but there’s no escaping the
concern that three companions may be a
few too many at this point.

This minor niggle aside, the show itself
feels as though it’s in safe hands. The
episode feels mature, but never po-faced,
reveling in the more ridiculous aspects at
the appropriate moments. The horror
elements may appear more prevalent, with
the menacing alien ‘Tim Shaw’ (Tzim-Sha)
proving an impressive and imposing
crea on with his grisly collec on of human
teeth and his sadis c penchant for freezeburning people to death, but Chibnall
balances this grisliness with some great
It’s this more contempla ve approach
moments of humor (par cularly with the
which takes some ge ng used to ini ally – various self-help tape gags). As ever,
much of the episode feels o - mes
Doctor Who blends style and genre with
subdued, a feeling par cularly ampliﬁed by ease, resul ng in a fulﬁlling and
the slower pace and the more subtle,
entertaining watch for everyone.
atmospheric incidental music. That said,
the story itself is an engrossing one, and
So, in its new regenerated form, is Doctor
when it kicks into gear, it does so
Who wildly diﬀerent? No. But refreshed?
eﬀortlessly.
Undoubtedly. Whilst we may not have a
full picture as to what Chris Chibnall‘s
Eﬀortlessly is also a perfect word to best
vision for the show may be in the long run,
sum-up how Jodie Whi aker steps into the what we do have is a clear indica on that
role of the Doctor. Though the episode
the show is s ll adept at what it does best
takes its me in properly introducing her,
– entertaining sci-ﬁ adventure with an
once she’s on screen, she has the
emphasis on fun. A fantastic opening
gambit from Jodie Whittaker, coupled
audience’s ﬁrm, undivided a en on.
with a story and setting that’s perfect for
Energe c, eccentric and instantly
endearing, Whi aker imbues the character newcomers and fans alike, only
promises even more exciting
with a sense of fun and op mism, even
adventures to follow.
whilst facing down a terrifying and
imposing alien monster. Undoubtedly, we’ll
Review: Matt Dennis
Same Doctor. Different face.
see her Doctor develop in other
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EPISODE TWO

THE GHOST
MONUMENT
14 October 2018
W: Chris Chibnall
D: Mark Tonderai

I think there are three ways in which one
can approach the second story of Doctor
Who’s 11th series, “Ghost Monument.”
First, it can s ll be seen as part of the
myth-building for an all-new produc on
team, so more la tude and feet-ﬁnding
should be tolerated, in my opinion, than
say one would allow for at the start of the
next season.

story, rather than “Woman Who Fell to
Earth,” with li le to no penalty. It’s not
required, nor perhaps even desirable, to
already know how the Doctor and her
“new best friends” found themselves —
Arthur Dent and Ford Prefect-like —
ﬂoa ng in empty space and equally
improbably rescued seconds before they
would have died. If a casual viewer or
budding new fan knew anything about
Secondly, “Ghost” is one of those “not a
Doctor Who prior to tuning in, they would
two-parter but two connected parts”
have understood that this show prides
companions to the premiere episode,
itself on impossible situa ons that may (or
rather like the way “Rose” and “End of the may not) be explained later.
World” combine to introduce the new
leads, and then fully cement the team.
The opening, following on from the
Star ng the instant the last story ended,
brilliant surprise in the last seconds of
“Ghost Monument” gives viewers a more “The Woman Who Fell to Earth,” give oﬀ a
complete overview of the new characters wonderfully Hartnell-esque vibe of the
we’ve only just met in a wildly diﬀerent
classic cli angers of old — and that vibe
situa on that really puts them to the test. gets echoed numerous mes as the
adventure gets underway. Ge ng
Finally, as the ﬁrst “regular story”
separated from the TARDIS, educa onal
following a season premiere, it’s meant to moments, some companion bonding (and
be a story where things presumably now also some pointed not-bonding), and a
start ge ng “back to normal” — never
treacherous trek across an alien planet
was that phrase more out of place than
with many traps and perils ahead. Things
when describing Doctor Who — and
here are very diﬀerent — just from a
rolling out the “season arc” (if there is
budget point of view, to say nothing of the
one) alongside the usual se ng of
world of today versus 1963 — but also
expecta ons for the rest of the season.
very the same.

Second stories are o en (but not always)
seen as let-downs from the ﬁrst story of a
new season, as producers o en want to
put a lot of bang and budget into the
premiere as a way to pull in the punters
and casual viewers (in much the same way
they do the season ﬁnale, and the
standalone holiday specials). “Ghost
Monument” certainly does bring some
addi onal new elements to the show from
a produc on standpoint and gives viewers
more me to get to know this strange new
Doctor and her shanghaied team. That
said, the story s ll hedges its bets in the
form of a fairly predictable main storyline,
and typically Chibnallian (is that a word? It
is now!) contrivances and conveniences
that lead to something of an uneven
ending.
Just as with “End of the World” 13 years
prior and “The Daleks” (episode 1) 55
years ago, viewers could have opted to
Review: Charles Martin join in right from the beginning of this
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In a clever move, “Ghost” oﬀers a vaguelyfamiliar plot as a chaser from the jarring
and radical changes made in the series for
its ﬁrst episode. Most TV viewers have
seen “quest” stories not unlike this one
before, and this one actually (ﬁnally) starts
oﬀ with proper tles and a theme, even!
For long- me Doctor Who fans, the many
touchstones include the contest/race
aspects of “Enlightenment,” the en re Key
to Time season, and “Dragonﬁre.” There’s
also the “unwilling par cipants in
someone else’s plan” element of “Keys of
Marinus” and “The Five Doctors” and “Bad
Wolf,” and the long journey across a
planet that will remind older viewers of
“Planet of the Daleks” and “Marco Polo”
and “The Chase,” among other past
adventures.
There’s even (brieﬂy) the classic Hartnell
trope of separated companions who can
only presume the others are dead. The

Stenza, while only referred to in the ohlook-here’s-our-season-arc moment, sort
of ﬁll in for the Voord in this Terry Na onesque tale of a video-game-like journey of
discovery, only with an episode budget
that likely exceeds the sum total of money
spent on the ﬁrst ﬁve years of the original
show.

padding was ﬁlmed like it was to be in a
Merchant-Ivory movie.

unnecessary me-ﬁlling stretch where
they suddenly know how to talk and read
minds and pointlessly threaten the Doctor
The loca on work and added eﬀects really with the grace of a mechanical fortunehelp make the planet Desola on look alien teller, foreshadowing a Russell T Daviesto most viewers, and the shi ing
esque portent of “The Timeless Child”
landscapes also give us a sense of scale so that, as of this wri ng (spoiler) amounted
o en missing in other (old and new)
to nothing, at least for this year.
Doctor Who stories. Right up to a li le
That said, not everything old is new again past the halfway point, you might well ﬁnd The scene could have been done much
— even if Chibnall is playing it a bit safe
yourself fully engaged in the storyline,
more quickly without any dialog from the
with his second script. Once everyone
ge ng very comfortable with the new
Remnants, and the Doctor leading her
reunites on the planet surface, the onDoctor (who really asserts her alien
party to work out the solu on to the
screen money increases drama cally with creden als quickly), intrigued by the
problem in more of a “nick of me”
stunning views of the loca on work of
unfolding connec ons between the
fashion, leaving the Remnants far more
South Africa, hugely enhanced by some
companions, and comforted by the fairly- eﬀec ve as a threat — except for how
top-notch aerial shots that, oddly, were
early reveal that the end point is a
they never come across any more of them
uncommon even in most “New Series”
reuniﬁca on with the TARDIS.
for the rest of the episode, but that’s
stories, and downright scarce in the classic
again another “you’ve done your bit now
series. The ﬁrst 10 minutes before we
Then the whole thing starts to unravel.
clear oﬀ” exit from Chibnall.
make landfall, however, are deligh ully
“42”-ish in mul -layered, high-speed
While the story con nues a er this point Pushing that “middle bit” aside, as the day
dialogue and suﬃciently Millennium
with a nice sense of movement and
breaks on Desola on the story does
Falcon-like in the low-budget ships of
urgency not dissimilar to Capaldi’s “Time manage to pull itself back together and
Angstrom and Enzo to give any
Heist,” the suspension of disbelief starts to ﬁnd a resolu on that ul mately works out
newcomers who might be Star Wars fans a dim as rapidly as the three sunsets from
(but for a couple of minor quibbles).
reason to stay tuned.
the arrival at the ruins un l close to the
Returning to some more aerial
ending. The laughably awful, inept, and a photography and the gorgeous
As for the main guest stars of the episode, bit too Stormtrooper-like “sniper robots” countryside re-infuses the story with
actors Susan Lynch and Shaun Dooley —
were, and let’s just keep this brief,
grandeur and prepares the viewer for the
the la er doing a credible Russell Crowe
rubbish. While grabbing a gun and giving
discovery of how Angstrom and Enzo’s
take that even solicits heckling from the
Ryan a brief but joyful interlude was a
stories end.
other characters! — make the most of
funny li le change-of-pace — I laughed
their somewhat stereotypical parts. They when he said “I’ve trained for this,”
I will give Chibnall a few bonus points for
do manage to give the selﬁsh/selﬂess pair meaning he’s played loads of video games not succumbing to the usual cliché of
a certain chemistry well beyond their
— the Doctor just happening to hide right having the antagonis c pair of cut-throat
mostly by-the-numbers personali es and by the pillar that conveniently has an
contestants fall in love. That said, not only
clumsy foreshadowing, for which I’ll credit electro-pulse control to disable the Robot was there really no explana on for how
the actors and director Mark Tonderai.
Gang That Couldn’t Shoot Straight made
quickly (or just how) the Doctor made
even the equally-ineﬀec ve Citadel
them form an alliance to “game” the rules,
What’s odd about the story is that most of Guards from “Warrior’s Gate” — or the
but also just brusquely taking them away
the dialogue given to the regulars, by
lone Dalek in the maze from “The Five
with no goodbyes, thanks, or any hope of
contrast, is clever and revealing — so why Doctors” — look merely unlucky by
ﬁnding out more about them was
make the give-and-take between the two comparison.
disappoin ng. The key element to their
contestants nearly as lame as their
story’s end was handled with a cutaway —
names? At least Art Malik manages a bit
Unlike Enzo’s cigar, the Remnants were
as though Chibnall couldn’t think of a
more panache and some endearingly
rather nicely foreshadowed, and at ﬁrst,
credible-enough argument where the
sharp “casual villainy” as the race-runner they were, to use in-show vernacular,
Doctor prevails … or he did, and the scene
Ilin. A er that in-studio encounter, I
“proper scary” — young or new fans
was infuria ngly cut for me. I’m be ng
thought the story really picked up steam
would very likely have found the scene
on the former, given his track record from
— the on-boat scene was surprisingly
where one comes across Enzo having a
previous scripts for this show.
elegant, well-integrated, and gave
(very implausible, given how li le he
everyone a nice cover to tell their stories trusts anyone) nap was nicely teased, and What should have been a good
and advance the companions’ bonding.
the a ack, when it came, eﬀec vely
opportunity for a Doctor-esque speech
What could have been just a bit of
delivered. Thus, the script then proceeds from Jodie was replaced with some handto ruin the Remnants with a completely
waving a tude adjustment. While I
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enjoyed the snor ng “no” from Ilin when EPISODE THREE
Enzo and Angstrom demand that the
Doctor and her party also be returned, the
instant disappearance of two characters 21 October 2018
W: Malorie Blackman & Chris Chibnall
we’d go en to rather like was novel but
D: Mark Tonderai
unsa sfying.

ROSA

All that said, the ﬁnal scene of the
abandoned travelers having their hopes of
rescue dashed, along with the brief and
uncharacteris c moment of even the
Doctor seeming to give up (another
Hartnell echo, I thought), turn out quite all
right. Viewers might have brieﬂy thought
at this point that the earlier
foreshadowing was a red herring that
wouldn’t be resolved un l next episode,
but the pep talk from the “fam” and the
faint and distorted-enough-to-be-unsure
sound of the TARDIS ﬁnally showing up
slo ed the last element of the tradi onal
show nicely back into place, and
Whi aker’s mostly-manic performance to
this point mellowed brieﬂy with real joy
and relief, and allowed her to show oﬀ a
bit more range — just in me for next
week’s more-intense script.

On the surface, it was an episode fraught
with poten al diﬃcul es. As the tle
might imply, Blackman and Chibnall had
picked as their subject ma er American
Civil Rights ac vist Rosa Parks and her
1955 stand against segrega on on buses
in Montgomery, Alabama. Given that the
decision of Jodie Whi aker as the
tradi onally male Doctor had led to
accusa ons of the BBC and Chibnall of
being "SJWs" (social jus ce warriors)
trying to make the program more "PC," it
was conten ous the moment rumors
began to swirl about it. On the other side
of the equa on were those wondering if
a Bri sh TV program could do jus ce to a
pivotal moment in American history,
especially given Who's history of
ques onable recrea ons of the country's
past alongside rubbish American accents
(perhaps reaching its nadir with the 2001
Big Finish audio drama Minuet in Hell). As
someone born, raised, and s ll living in
Alabama where I help organize a Doctor
Who conven on, I'll admit I had
reserva ons of my own. Could script and
produc on rise to the occasion? Or
would they ﬂounder under the weight of
trying to do so much?

It would not be en rely unfair to
stereotype this as a “romp” episode,
despite the lack of very many laugh lines
or moments, but I can see the thinking of
Chibnall and his team on this one. The
previous episode introduced the most
serious changes to the programme since
the last me a new Doctor, new regulars,
and new crew with all new tles burst
forth in glorious colour back in 1970.
It was, in my view, a good idea to change
things up with a lighter story that oﬀered
“comfort food” moments and shadows of
stories past before se ng oﬀ on a script
that might truly break some (further) new
ground. A “tradi onal” sci-ﬁ adventure
like this gave us some further me to
explore the new Doctor and her team
while not slowing the pace, and on
repeated viewings I’m conﬁdent that such
a story was, like Pertwee’s ﬁrst, a wellchosen extended introduc on with
enough of what came before it to calm
any audience nervousness. It’s s ll good
old Doctor Who.

Review: Matthew Kresal
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When Doctor Who began in 1963, its
creators intended for it to be at least
semi-educa onal. Indeed, it was part of
the reason why me travel became a
part of the show's fabric with historical
adventures involving Marco Polo and the
French Revolu on being among the
show's earliest ou ngs. While the
educa onal intent had considerably
faded by the end of the 1960s, me
traveling and the idea of mee ng
historical ﬁgures have remained part of
the fabric of the show even into its 21st
Century regenera on, o en involving
romps with people such as Charles
Dickens or Agatha Chris e. It's something
which former UK Children's Laureate
Malorie Blackman and new showrunner
Chris Chibnall also use in “Rosa”, the
season's third episode.

To tell their story, Blackman and Chibnall
draw on elements from the be er
historically themed Who tales. They
focus the episode on rich

characteriza on and presen ng the
period, choosing not to look past the
uncomfortable details of yesterday (as
had happened in tales such as 2007's
“Daleks In Manha an” two-parter) but to
confront them head-on, using Rosa Parks
to do so. The wri ng creates the feeling
of the TARDIS crew being outsiders, that
history is indeed another country has
Doctor Who had explored in stories such
as “Human Nature/Family of
Blood” (2007). Except that someone
wants to change it with the TARDIS crew
being in a posi on of having to keep
history on track. In some ways, “Rosa” as
an episode isn't too dissimilar from the
acclaimed 2010 episode “Vincent and the
Doctor” where a historical ﬁgure was at
the center of the plot with a science
ﬁc on threat looming in the background
as a McGuﬃn of sorts.

wri ng avoids the cliché of having the
me travelers responsible for events,
instead of allowing the power of the
historical moment to be the source of
the drama. Indeed, the episode draws
tension from IF history will play out as it
should and not from our characters
inspiring it to happen. It's a wise move
and one that pays oﬀ in the episode
itself.

There is a downside, however. The threat
to history, Joshua Bowman's Krasko, is
exactly that but he's not much else. He's
a presence, one that allows the series to
make some subtle references to its past,
but his mo ves are unclear and the
reasons behind exactly why he's pursuing
his par cular course of ac on becoming
clear late in the proverbial day. As stated
above, he's a McGuﬃn, something which
sets the plot in mo on, more than
That's something which oﬀers both pros anything else. There are some excellent
and cons. The posi ve side of it is that it moments of confronta on involving
allows a focus on the real-life ﬁgure and Bowman and Whi aker's Doctor proving
she can stand up to a foe such as well as
the period in ques on. In that, the
episode succeeds magniﬁcently between her male predecessors but, on the whole,
Vine e Robinson's quiet but determined the villainous Krasko takes a backseat to
the pre y detestable social a tudes of
performance in the tle role and in
the episode's se ng.
crea ng the sense for viewers and
TARDIS crew alike of being on the edge
of history happening. It makes moments Even be er, the script comes to life
superbly. The high-end produc on values
such as Ryan mee ng some signiﬁcant
people or indeed the episode's climax all that have been a hallmark of the season
thus far are very much on display in this
the more impac ul. Even be er, the

episode. The recrea on of 1950s
Montgomery feels spot on to someone
familiar with the city in more modern
mes with an abundance of period detail
on display from buses to set dressings.
The cinema c stylings and camera
choices remain, helping to add to the
feeling of the show recrea ng the past
more convincingly than it some mes has
in the past (looking to the “Daleks In
Manha an” two-parter once again). The
accents too are acceptable, more on the
convincing side of the spectrum than the
some mes-cartoonish ones that Doctor
Who has o en employed in the past. The
suppor ng cast is solid from Robinson as
Parks to Trevor White as bus driver
James Blake as well as those in smaller
roles. The result helps to give the
episode the feeling not of a TV series
recrea ng the past but of a proper
period feature ﬁlm like Hidden Figures
(2016).
By the end of the closing credits, “Rosa”
feels like the ﬁrst cer ﬁable home run of
the Chibnall era. Though its villain is
essen ally a McGuﬃn, the quality of the
script and produc on shine through. It's
a compelling story of a pivotal moment
and the woman behind it, one told within
what is (no onally at least) a sci-ﬁ thriller
plot. It's also a prime example of what
Doctor Who can be at its best and that is
something rare indeed.
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In these days of social media, with
passionate, aggressive cri cism common,
it’s not uncommon for harassed creators
to pull out one of the oldest lines in the
book: “well, why don’t you have a go?” It
has the advantage of rarely having a
comeback: the cri c will o en not take
into account the vagaries of TV
produc on and the processes involved in
ge ng a story from idea to page to
screen. It’s certainly one Pip and Jane
Baker were too polite to deploy when
confronted with members of the
Merseyside branch of the DWAS on the
debate programme Open Air for a
postmortem on the troubled produc on
of “The Trial of a Time Lord”. And it’s not
one Graham Wood or Simon George of
that group could answer even now.
Instead it’s now a ques on Chris Chibnall
could reply to by pulling out a DVD set of
the ﬁrst series he’s been in charge of.
Back then the teenaged Chibnall
cri cized Bonnie Langford for being too
theatrical, and for the last story for being
cliched with running up and down
corridors and da monsters: calling
“Terror of the Vervoids” rou ne, what
the audience was expec ng, not very
challenging for the audience to watch
and ul mately ‘boring’. He ﬁnished by
saying, in response to a presenter’s
ques on that it wasn’t a kid’s show: that
Doctor Who should be very adult, very
entertaining and very drama c.
Essen ally, it’s a litany of the sort of
complaints being aired in the pages of
Doctor Who Bulle n and elsewhere in
fandom at the me.
It’s perhaps not fair to take the views of a
young man and impose them on his adult
self: none of us are the same people we
were when we were younger, with less
experience. And with Chibnall having run
several successful shows (Born and Bred,
Torchwood, Law and Order: UK, Camelot
and of course Broadchurch) he’s now
unlikely to be overly cri cal of people
working in television for producing
imperfect results under pressure. What
can be seen as a through line though is
his desire not to plunge the show into a
rou ne: his ﬁrst big decision was the ﬁrst

change of gender for the lead character
and it was followed by a string of
decisions that would emphasize that the
show had changed: the show would
move from Saturday to Sunday; there
would be fewer episodes; they’d be ﬁ y
minutes instead of around forty-ﬁve;
there would be no returning characters,
monsters or writers from previous
seasons and the arc plots which had
been an ongoing feature since Russell T.
Davies brought the show back in 2005
would be abandoned. It would be the
ﬁrst series with no returning monsters or
characters from prior series since the Key
to Time season (indeed, that season is
unique a er the show’s ﬁrst year in that
regard). This then was All New Doctor
Who, springing back to life a er the
perceived ﬂaws and ﬂagging overnight
ra ngs of the late Moﬀat years. Beyond

posi vely dawdled, opening with a
YouTube monologue from a character we
knew to be one of the new companions,
Tosin Cole’s Ryan. Indeed, the series
itself dispensed en rely with a teaser
sequence, with this ﬁrst episode even
lacking opening tles. That ﬁrst episode
followed up with part of everyday life:
Ryan a emp ng to learn to ride a bike to
help him overcome his dyspraxia. It’s
something of a throwback to Russell T.
Davies establishing the everyday life of
Rose in a recognizable real life se ng
back in 2005, albeit Rose’s normality is
eﬀec vely established inside two
minutes of screen me rather than the
ten or so of Ryan’s life we get here
before the Doctor crashes into the
ac on. The episode also eﬀec vely and
economically introduced fellow new
companions Yaz and Graham and

from the opening frames of “The
Woman Who Fell to Earth” the
pre-publicity of this essentially
being a new show was confirmed.

that general outline though, the
audience had li le idea of what to
expect: episode tles and synopses were
not released un l a few weeks before
broadcast and even during the show’s
run the next episode teasers gave very
li le away. Even the trailer for the series
following “The Woman Who Fell to
Earth” concentrated on the actors who’d
be appearing rather than tantalizing hints
of what might happen. Essen ally we
were being sold the sizzle of the new
rather than the steak of the content.
From the opening frames of “The
Woman Who Fell to Earth” the prepublicity of this essen ally being a new
show were conﬁrmed. Instead of the
Davies and Moﬀat era’s very deliberate
a empts to hook viewers with a precredit cli anger the ﬁrst episode

sketched out their lives, hopes and
dreams before adding the alien threat
which precipitated the Doctor’s
involvement. On this score it’s very much
in the style of Chibnall’s Broadchurch in
priori zing character over ac on.
Similarly, the visual changes brought
about by the anamorphic lenses and
colour pale e brought a more dis nc ve
cinema c style to the show, cemen ng
the sales pitch of this being a brand new
start. The aim may be to bring the
Doctor back down to Earth but it would
be a be er looking Earth than we’d had
in a long me.
It quickly becomes clear that, as with
most PR, there was a degree of untruth
in the pre-publicity. Whereas we’d been
told that there were no arcs there were
small ongoing plot threads: both Davies
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and Moﬀat had the companions
choosing to travel with the Doctor by the
end of their ﬁrst episode, Graham, Yaz
and Ryan were ini ally dragged along by
accident with the Doctor a emp ng to
retrieve the TARDIS lost at the end of
Twice Upon a Time. Inside this, that
search for the TARDIS underpinned the
ﬁrst two episodes, with the revela on of
the new TARDIS set forming the climax to
the second episode and the new
companions deciding to travel with the
Doctor of their own free will a er
sampling her universe in the ﬁrst ﬁve
stories. Beyond that though, the threads
linking episodes were loose to nonexistent – Ryan’s acceptance of Graham
as family is rarely referred to un l the
plotline is resolved in the penul mate
episode and where the ﬁnal episode of
the full season is nearly bookended by
the return of T’Zim Sha/Tim Shaw from
the ﬁrst episode, there are few points
which need remembering. While it’s a
worthwhile experiment, it also exposed
why Davies and Moﬀat had favoured
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these ongoing stories. There’s li le sense
of narra ve momentum through the
season. An arc plot, whilst it may be
overdone to the point of aliena ng
casual viewers, may give audience
members a reason to watch Doctor Who
ahead of any of the other myriad
ac vi es they might be undertaking on a
Sunday evening; a fear of missing out.
Combined with a lack of familiar
monsters or characters over the season,
it led to UK ra ngs declining every week
across the year before the last episode
arrested the slump. Davies had
deliberately held the Daleks in case his
ini al series needed a so relaunch
midseason: while it’s admirable that
Chibnall was looking to do away with
such a safety net it did leave him relying
purely on the goodwill of the audience.
Arcs and old monsters may be cheap
tricks, but the thing about cheap tricks is
they usually work.
The ﬁrst half of the season, which
consisted en rely of episodes wri en or

co-wri en by Chibnall, is therefore the
se ng out of a version of the show with
which he hoped to draw and hold an
audience. Although his teenage interview
and the pre-publicity indicate Chibnall
seems to have been driven by a desire to
bring something new to the series there
are throwbacks which harken back to
previous eras: primarily the William
Hartnell era before Gerry Davis and Innes
Lloyd forma ed the show to reﬂect the
popularity of Terry Na on’s pulp science
ﬁc on tales. Chibnall’s stories indicate a
more philosophical take, eschewing alien
bad guys in favour of a morally greyer
approach in which jeopardy largely arises
thanks to the sins of humans: the sole
excep on in Chibnall’s episodes is Tim
Shaw/T’zim Sha in “The Woman Who Fell
to Earth”. His other creatures are either
crea ons of warfare (the inhabitants of
Desola on), science gone wrong
(“Arachnids in the UK”) or a cute force of
nature (the P’ ng). The deliberate
avoidance of alien bad guys makes it feel
as if irredeemable futuris c racist Krasko

It’s a treatment which leads to one of the
high points of the season: to keep history
on track our heroes must become
complicit in the racist prac ce of
segrega on. It’s a beau fully played
scene by Whi aker and par cularly
Walsh and a moment that uses the
historical se ng to great advantage in a
way the twenty-ﬁrst century hasn’t really
done before. Perhaps it’s a li le
Chibnall’s diﬀerent approach is
par cularly strong when it comes to the unfortunate that the same story of
journeys into history. While Rosa cleaves helplessness in the face of historical
inevitability is reused a mere three
to the model introduced by Russell T.
Davies, in which historical stories tend to stories later, but both “Rosa” and
“Demons of the Punjab” retain the
revolve around a ‘celebrity’ name,
instead of building a fantas cal science- power and drama of Barbara’s
ﬁc on adventure it’s more interested in helplessness when trying to do the same
exploring the reality of Alabama in 1955 in “The Aztecs”. Unusually in the season,
– probably a good idea given the issue of the stories draw on the background of
the lead characters to add to the drama
race required the kind of sensi ve
of the moment by pu ng the characters
treatment that perhaps only “Vincent
and the Doctor’s” explora on of mental into situa ons with emo onal resonance
for them.
health issues has required before.
Chibnall’s science-ﬁc on templates are
Instead of the Doctor and her friends
perhaps less successful: both “The Ghost
inspiring Rosa or helping her out their
Monument” and “The Tsuranga
task is simply to keep history on track.
from Rosa is purely a crea on of Malorie
Blackman: certainly it’s at odds with the
episodes around it in having a clear
protagonist brought to jus ce before the
end of the episode. Combined with the
slightly slower pacing brought about by
the change from 45 to 50-minute
episodes, it feels bracingly odd.

Conundrum” feel cut out from a generic
science ﬁc on template be er suited to
one of the Star Trek series. They break
Russell T. Davies’s rule of always having
something at stake for the human race
and therefore perhaps don’t quite
engage the audience as they might –
their lack of proximity to Earth simply
gives the audience one less reason to
care about characters we’ve barely met
running around odd but not overly
dis nc ve environments. There’s no
drama c resonance to either story: it’s
almost as if the writer expects planets
and spaceships to be fascina ng enough
to keep an audience engaged; a trick that
seems unwise with an audience that’s
had thirteen years to get used to the
type of places the Doctor o en visits. It’s
compounded by Chibnall’s methods of
naming his planets and races: it’s either
the clumsily portentous likes of
Desola on or the random Scrabble
le ers from a grab bag of ‘Tsuranga’ or
‘Ranskoor av Kolos’. They lack the weight
and rhythm of many names of the
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previous thirteen years, and therefore
any memorability.

water on Desola on in “The Ghost
Monument” is heavily ﬂagged up but
simply isn’t a factor for the rest of the
That’s not the sole problem with the
story. Ryan and Yaz stop the story in Rosa
showrunner’s wri ng. It may be a factor for a prolonged chat about their
of Doctor Who’s produc on schedule and experiences of racism: telling the
the long hours required of a showrunner, audience rather than showing them.
but in Chibnall’s episodes the nuts and
Perhaps not a bad thing in our current
bolts simply aren’t very good, and o en vola le mes, but en rely against the
fall oﬀ. “The Woman Who Fell to Earth” usual storytelling prac ces of modern
sees the character mo va on given to
television. At the end of “Arachnids in
Graham being a product of a woman of
the UK” the Donald Trump subs tute is
colour being ‘fridged’: something which allowed to walk away without
certainly doesn’t seem inten onal given consequence, despite causing several
the emphasis on diversity in the series,
deaths. And as for “The Tsuranga
but which is at best clumsy. The killer
Conundrum?” It’s a puzzle that anyone of

reasonable intelligence could work out in
under an hour. The ﬂaws culminate in
the ﬁnale, “The Ba le of Ranskoor Av
Kolos”. We don’t see the ba le – it’s
already done by the me our heroes
arrive. The Doctor’s poten al use of
bombs is talked about, but the morality
of her ac ons is never tested or debated.
Graham is thinking of avenging his dead
wife, but there is never at any point
reasonable doubt that he’ll make the
right choice. And a being of supposedly
godlike power is simply downed by being
shot in the foot. Across his stories, plots
don’t link up, even if they could reﬂect
and strengthen each other and character

Instead the Doctor is more democratic
In nature: something emphasized by her
having friends and a ‘fam’ rather
than companions.
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they make the most of the li le they
have to do. Whi aker’s Doctor is a
likeable, excitable presence who suggests
that the universe is full of wonder and
Gill imbues Yaz with an eager presence.
We may know more about her nan than
her by the end of the series but both give
This leads to the big ﬂaw which
the kind of performance that lets you see
undermines the season as a whole.
Chibnall’s approach, men oned earlier, is why they love traveling through me and
more of a throwback to the Hartnell era space even if the reasons aren’t really
shown through in the wri ng. For all he
(or, at a push, the early Peter Davison
stories). As with those stories the Doctor talked of preferring to write female
is not a dominant protagonist in the way characters in pre-publicity, it’s therefore
we’ve been trained to
think of him from
Troughton onwards
and especially in the
twenty-ﬁrst century
show. Instead the
Doctor is more
democra c in nature:
something emphasized
by her having friends
and a ‘fam’ rather than
companions. It’s a
throwback to Ian and
Barbara being able to
play at least as ac ve a
role as the Doctor in
those early stories.
That’s not a bad idea in
itself: indeed in an age
where leaders
emphasize their own innate quali es as odd that the familial rela onship
above the herd it’s pleasingly against the between two males is the low key arc of
grain. Where it’s perhaps a li le clumsy is the series, running from the opening
scenes to providing the double meaning
in it being introduced at the same me
as the gender of the tle character has
of the tle of the New Year’s Special (an
switched. It might be that Chibnall sees a episode which seems to be in a state of
lead female role as more collabora ve or quantum uncertainty as to whether it’s
part of the ﬁrst run or not – while it only
that he feels the most eﬀec ve way to
ﬁts with this series, it's not included on
produce Doctor Who is to make all the
the DVD/Blu-ray release). This isn’t to
companions capable of carrying an
denigrate the male half of the ‘fam’,
episode, but it does ques on how well
he thinks this Doctor can carry the show. Tosin Cole acquits himself well bar
Indeed, Whi aker’s Doctor has very few perhaps his accent and Bradley Walsh is
the breakout star in the same way
meaty drama c moments across the
Catherine Tate shone during Season
series and the only drama c arc for the
lead characters is given to the two male Donna, handling the pathos of the
leads, o en leaving the Doctor as simply memories of his lost partner equally as
the designated driver for adventure and de ly as he plays the o en low key
Yaz as the ques on machine plot
comedy.
func on to move things along.
Chibnall’s inclusive version of the show is
It's a testament to the female leads that one in which other writers ﬁnd much

points such as Ryan’s dyspraxia and Yaz’s
police training simply disappear. It’s as if
his showrunner’s role didn’t leave him
enough me to put in the extra dra s
which might have made them shine.

frui ul ground. Blackman and Vinay Patel
de ly explore racially charged history:
whereas Blackman’s history is familiar
Patel ﬁnds room to educate the audience
about the Par on of India in a nondidac c way. That the climax of his story
relies on a similar story beat to Rosa and
the aliens ﬁll a similar role to the
Tes mony in “Twice Upon a Time”
shouldn’t detract from an eloquent story.
Peter McTighe’s Kerblam! gives us Doctor
Who’s ﬁrst ever exclama on mark tle
and is a more though ul examina on of
Amazon style
businesses than
some seem to have
taken from it. Joy
Wilkinson’s “The
Witchﬁnders” is
perhaps the
highlight of the
season, the most
tradi onal story
highlighted by a
sumptuous turn
from Alan Cumming
as King James I.
Finally, Ed Hime’s “It
Takes You Away” is a
genuine oddity
which appears to
have been shaped as
much in the edi ng
suite as the wri ng and ends with one of
Doctor Who’s genuinely oddest
moments. These are the stories which
would seem to point the way forward for
this version of the series. Perhaps unlike
the two previous showrunners, who
dazzled both mass audiences and
fandom from their ﬁrst season, this is a
version of the series that can grow. In the
brave a empt to be diﬀerent there will
be lessons learned from what does and
doesn’t work: a vision for the show that
can be reﬁned and redra ed. As it is, the
series is a qualiﬁed success: an imperfect
realiza on which nevertheless refreshed
the series, gave it new vigour and
restored it to the status of na onal
talking point. On that score, the young
Chibnall would be en tled to feel very
smug indeed.
| Jon Arnold
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EPISODE FOUR

ARACHNIDS IN THE
UK
28 October 2018
W: Chris Chibnall
D: Sallie Aprahamian

Review: Hamish Crawford
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Depending on your sense of humour,
“Arachnids in the U.K.” marks the fourth
Dad-joke used as a Doctor Who episode
tle. And it’s a sign that for all Chris
Chibnall’s virtues—the ensemble cast,
playing up energe c joie de vivre to
replace the Capaldi era’s middle-aged
melancholia—he deﬁnitely lacks Steven
Moﬀat’s funny bone. “Arachnids” is
doubly disappoin ng for anyone expec ng
a detour to punk-era London (perhaps
Graham ﬁlls in for Johnny Ro en?).
Instead this is the ‘check-in’ episode, the
yearly obliga on to return the new
companions’ home a er trial jaunts to
past and future and decide whether they
want to join full- me.

Robertson (Chris Noth). A boorish,
mindless fraud who enjoys ﬁring people
and building golf courses ... it’s uncertain
who exactly Robertson might be
parodying, but any poten al for drama c
spark is thoroughly wasted. The Doctor
needs sharper jabs than an Ed Sheeran
gag, and the writer’s general ignorance
about American poli cs further de-fangs
the premise. Simply put, for Robertson to
make sense, he would have to be a
Republican, yet he men ons “running
against Trump in 2020” (oh, is that who
they were parodying?) so must be a
Democrat. Yet no Democrat would act like
him. Perhaps a more amusing, and
subversive, angle would be to show
Robertson as a sane but dull poli cian
Russell T. Davies had valid reasons for this compelled to Trump it up because of the
TARDIS Circle Line in 2005. Firstly, the new post-2016 debasement of poli cs?
Doctor, and Doctor Who, needed a touch
of the kitchen sink to give scep cal
So “Arachnids” may not come oﬀ, but it
audience members a mundane context for deserves at least the same credit as all the
the spaceships and aliens. Secondly, in
2018 episodes. Good, bad, or indiﬀerent,
theory it’s supposed to balance the books at no point this year has anyone fallen
for otherworldy jaunts—even though by
back on easy sch ck. Whi aker may not
all accounts, blowing up Downing Street
get a stand-out moment against Noth, but
and UNIT’s cut-price S.H.I.E.L.D. jet cost as the plight of the spiders brings out her
much as space sta ons and period
refreshing empathy. Instead of some halfcostumes. Perhaps most fundamentally, it baked alien invasion, or a fan-pleasing link
enriched Rose Tyler to have Jackie and
to “Planet of the Spiders”, these spiders
Mickey in her life, and imbued the drama are the result of a pleasingly pulpy lab
with some personal, as well as global,
accident. The links from estate to lab to
stakes.
hotel zip along with brio. And whereas
other Whi aker episodes feel sparsely
That was 2005. Thirteen years and ten
populated, as if the newly expanded
seasons on, and so soon into a season
regulars necessitated cutbacks among the
many had hoped would blow away 21st
guest cast, Najia and the Khan family,
century Who’s cobwebs, “Arachnids in the Robertson and his entourage, and Dr.
U.K.” feels down to earth for the wrong
McIntyre (Tanya Fear) et al give a feel of a
reasons. Yaz’s family tension, the Doctor’s larger world, where prosaic business deals
baﬄement at all things humdrum, a mely commingle with SF- nged man-ea ng
clue to lure the gang to Who-ish realms
cri ers. It strikes me that this episode may
a er their tea break ... each incident hits
have the broadest canvas of Chibnall’s
like clockwork, and the family connec on Who to date, and it certainly rings truer
is posi vely shoehorned into the main
than the automated ship of “The Tsuranga
story. Najia Khan (Shobna Gula ) shares
Conundrum” and the understaﬀed
with mirror-Pete Tyler, Tish Jones, and
facili es in “Kerblam!” and “Resolu on”.
Donna Noble the predictable misfortune
to land a job from an obvious Who villain. What the script lacks, the produc on more
than compensates. In fact, for spineAway from the Powell Estate, “Aliens of
chilling atmosphere this season,
London” ventured into some sa re. While “Arachnids” is probably second only to
not Davies’ subtlest wri ng, the Slitheen
“The Witchﬁnders”. Scenes such as the
War on Terror wheeze is like Steven
Khans’ mummiﬁed neighbour convey
Poliakoﬀ next to the machina ons of Jack plenty of creepiness, the Steadicam crawls

through Robinson’s hotel pack ShiningEPISODE FIVE
esque derelict punch, and though computer
-generated, the spiders themselves are
easily Doctor Who’s most palpable eightlegged itera on. Let’s not forget that as
4 November 2018
well as the disappoin ngly ﬂimsy foes of
W: Chris Chibnall
“Planet of the Spiders”, we have also seen
D: Jennifer Perrott
arthropod lowlights like the plas c giant
beetle in “Turn Le ” and the unacceptably
camp Sarah Parrish in “The Runaway
Bride”, so this episode’s success is all the
harder won. Director Sallie Aprahamian
wrings maximum B-movie eﬀect from the
script. And while Chris Noth is ul mately a
mismatch for Robertson (his sleaze too
sophis cated to plumb the gastropodic
lows of the real-life ﬁgure), the guy gives his
best Mr. Big eﬀort.

THE TSURANGA
CONUNDRUM

In this episode and elsewhere this year,
Chibnall has amply nailed the emo onal,
soapier notes. Yaz’s family has an everyday
dynamic, and in just two or three brief
scenes, they ring truer than Clara, Danny
Pink, and the Oswald family a er two years.
It would have been nice to see them more,
but perhaps that is yet more evidence that
this strand of domes c SF has been tapped
out. A diﬀerent and equally poignant
everyday aﬀect, Graham’s lonely moments
at home drama ze a shell-shocked reality
that mournfully counter-balances the thrills
and joy of the ‘Team TARDIS’ life so
celebrated elsewhere in 2018.
So, to recap: no punks, no Buddhism, no
par cular insights into the evils of
humanity. And deﬁnitely no clear moral
compass—the resolu on is so fuzzy, I’m not
sure Chibnall even realized he was implying
that the Doctor, a er repeatedly insis ng
on trea ng the spiders humanely,
condemns them to starve to death in a
panic room (why not bring in the TARDIS
rela ve dimensional stabilizer to shrink
them back to size, a la “The Invisible
Enemy”? And if you think that’s too fannish,
remember we’ve had the dreaded ‘artron
energy’ name-dropped already).
It’s ul mately unfairly easy to focus on
what “Arachnids in the U.K.” lacks, but like
many a dad joke, it also packs a lot of love
and a simple desire to entertain. So, give it
a hug and tell it you love it.

A terrifying sound echoes through the
gleaming corridors of a spacecra .
What can it be? Is it the sound of
Robert Holmes, David Whi aker and
Malcolm Hulke turning in their graves?
Whatever it is, it has the crew and
passengers spooked and terriﬁed. Yes,
welcome indeed to another episode of
Doctor Who Lite , in which we think we
are to be treated to a rerun of
“Midnight” (terrifying sounds of alien
inﬁltra on as a cra is under a ack) or
even Alien (terrifying alien lurks and
runs amok on a spacecra , eviscera ng
the War Doctor on its way). But no!
A er ﬁve minutes, it is clear that this is
another episode of Doctor Who Lite,
where mild peril and cardboard
characters are the order of the day.
Yes, Doctor Who Lite, where seasoned
fans look on glumly as Chibs serves up
another por on of piﬄe.
The Doctor’s FRIENDS meet a pregnant
man. They really, really care about him
and really, really are there for him and
really (you get this by now) believe that
he can do it, that he can give birth, bro.
Graham references Call the Midwife
and says he looks away at the scary
gory bits. This makes the viewers wish
there were some scary bits that they
could turn away from in contemporary
Doctor Who, you know, like there used
to be from 1963-2017. Perhaps the Call
the Midwife reference is an
autoreferen al allusion to our living
rooms, where viewers are turning away
from Doctor Who Lite to check the
clock and see how much more of this
rubbish they have to endure. Graham’s
is certainly an ironic reference, as Call
the Midwife occupied the same Sunday
evening slot on BBC 1 as Doctor Who
Lite and is a much be er show.

The Doctor herself swirls around and
waves her sonic in an arc. She has lots
to say, full of technobabble and moral
babble, signifying nothing. Ryan looks
gormless and frowns. One day Tosin
Cole will add a third facial expression to
his repertoire. Yasmin stands around
Review: Frank Danes and they have forgo en again that she
is a police oﬃcer. Chibs promised us
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that we would fall in
love with these
characters, and he is
not wrong. Adric truly
lives again in Ryan, in
point of ac ng
performance and
character appeal.
What’s not to love
about cool and surly
Ryan?

EPISODE SIX

DEMONS OF THE
PUNJAB
11 November2018
W: Vinay Patel
D: Jamie Childs

The Doctor has to
defuse a bomb, and
the terrifying alien –
this will have you in
s tches, chortles Chibs
– is revealed to be a
li le cute thing called
the P’Ting (even the
name is hilarious!) that
eats bits of the
spacecra and eats the
bomb. It is expelled
into space and the
bomb goes oﬀ inside it
and it is in ecstasy.
How we laughed.
And so, another slice is
taken oﬀ Doctor Who’s
reputa on and another
half a million viewers
vow not to bother with
the next episode. And
Chibs con nues to
dance, dance, dance,
playing his ﬁddle while
Doctor Who burns. The
real “Conundrum” is
how the BBC ever gave
him the gig, and how a
lifelong fan and
successful writer
managed to ruin a
programme he loves.
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O en, with Doctor Who
episodes, certain aspects
of the produc on will be
outstanding while other
parts fall mediocrely
behind. The ac ng will be
superb but the script subpar; the concept highly
imagina ve but its
execu on lazy and
uninspired - it’s an
unfortunate side-eﬀect of
scripted television that
happens with every
showrunner, writer, and
director the show has had
and will see.

“demons” standing over him.
The Doctor, Yaz, Graham, and
Ryan set out to ﬁnd these
demons and stop them from
disrup ng the upcoming
marriage. But with a union
that may wipe Yaz from
existence and the horrifying
events of the Par on about
to occur, those may not be the
demons they should worry
about.

With that number of plot
threads, it seems that the
episode is set up to be a
messy assortment of ideas
and schemes that never fully
However, during a series, realize themselves. Thankfully,
there will occasionally be this is not the case. In fact, the
diﬀerent concepts and
an episode that deﬁes
storylines come together in a
that. The previously
heartbreaking ﬁnale that
separated produc on
demonstrates how Doctor
elements will come
Who can use the historical
together, forming a
se ng to inform and propel
smooth, cohesive,
the plot instead of dragging it
beau ful piece of
storytelling. For Series 11, down. The looming Par on
provides a sense of urgency to
that episode is
Prem and Umbreen’s
undoubtedly Demons of
mo va on behind ge ng
the Punjab.
married and gives unfortunate
weight to Prem’s brother
Yaz, curious about her
grandmother Umbreen’s Manish’s na onalis c and
xenophobic opinions.
past, asks the Doctor to
take her back to when her
Muslim grandmother was Its historical se ng also
informs the actors’ wonderful
a young woman. They
arrive in the Punjab on 14 performances. Having fought
for India in World War II, Prem
August 1947, the day of
the Par on of India, and (Shane Zaza) is a trauma zed
Yaz discovers a previously man who returns home from
unknown marriage that is the ba leﬁeld to a world that
about to happen between is nothing like the one he le
Umbreen and a Hindu
behind. His desire to marry
man, Prem. It’s a joyous
Umbreen, se le down and go
back to the way things were
me for all, but despite
contrasts with Manish (Hamza
the fes vi es not
everyone approves of the Jeetooa), who welcomes
change as quickly as possible,
rela onship: namely,
enthusias cally embracing the
Prem’s brother Manish.
Then, before the
new world order. The
juxtaposi on between the two
ceremony,
local
holy
man
Review: Katya Arifin
Bhak is found murdered brothers adds more
underlying tension to this
in the forest with two

conclusion of the episode, Prem is shot
dead by the na onalists, and Umbreen
is forced to run into Pakistan with her
mother.
Doctor Who can provide a bleak view of
But where the episode really shi s from the human race. Throughout the show
the Doctor has seen us shove aside
being an episode of the series to the
those that stand in our path to personal
episode of the series is when the
gain, watched us turn on each other
assumed roles of “good guy/bad guy”
are ﬂipped on their heads. Throughout because of miniscule diﬀerences, and
the episode we’re shown ﬂashes of the witnessed us ﬁght wars against each
other with no sense of remorse.
“demons” plaguing the area, never
quite seeing their faces long enough to
However, some of the best Doctor Who
make them out. It takes the Doctor,
episodes are the ones that present us
Ryan, and Prem stumbling upon their
with those situa ons, then show us
hive to just learn their names how we can move on from them. In
Thijarians - and even then, they are
that same vein, although Demons of the
naturally assumed to be the
Punjab may end in death, it also gives
antagonists. Only when the Doctor is
brought back to the Thijarian hive does humanity a poten al light at the end of
the tunnel.
she learn their true inten ons - to
provide companionship to those who
die alone - and that Prem must be killed The Thijarians describe to the Doctor
that while they were killing and
by his brother to allow me to run its
assassina ng throughout the universe,
course.
their planet fell to pieces, inci ng them
That moment of revela on is when the to change the course of their ac ons
and pursue the altruis c mission of
episode ﬁnally clicks into place. The
providing comfort to the dying. This
Doctor and her companions are no
longer heroes coming out of the sky to acts as an excellent parallel to the
events of the Par on and the two
ﬁx a lapse in me; they’re the people
sending an innocent man to his death, million people killed because of it. In
toward a predetermined point in me presen ng these two narra ves,
Demons of the Punjab, without
they have no power to change. They
are forced to bear witness as religious explicitly saying so, provides hope to
and ethnic tensions in India come to a humanity: the Thijarians show how us
humans could overcome the killing,
head and Yaz’s family is caught up in
pain, and suﬀering we inﬂict on others
the dal wave of Par on. As we’ve
and use our collec ve power for good.
seen me and me again throughout
Doctor Who, the aliens are no longer
the antagonists. However, what sets
With stellar ac ng, a beau ful se ng
this episode apart is that previously,
and an excellently wri en script,
Demons of the Punjab is a well-cra ed
whenever it is discovered that the
and wonderfully done addi on to
aliens have no malicious intent, the
Doctor Who’s cache of historical stories
episode or serial concludes with
that acknowledges a format set by its
everybody living and nobody ge ng
predecessors while giving a fresh and
hurt. In Demons of the Punjab, when
new take on a previously unexplored
the Thijarians are no longer the
antagonists, this tle is given to the
part of history. To put it bluntly, the
humans, or more speciﬁcally the
episode is Doctor Who saying, in
Umbreen’s words, “We make our own
na onalists, headed by Manish. The
tradi ons now.”
episode does not end with no loss of
life, in fact, the same person ends up
dying with a promise from the
perpetrators of more to come by the
pressure cooker, crea ng an episode
that you can’t tear your eyes away from
for fear of missing the inevitable
erup on.
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EPISODE SEVEN

KERBLAM!

18 November 2018
W: Peter McTighe
D: Jennifer Perrott

Word of warning, don't be deceived by
the tle of this episode. It may sound
ludicrous and wacky but at the same
me most weak points from previous
episodes of this series so far e.g.
pointless villains, useless monsters,
meaningless characters and storylines
were thankfully not in this episode. In a
sense there was something for everyone
to enjoy as one would say. All the pieces
in this story ﬁts together nicely with a
good central and indulging mystery for
the Doctor to inves gate, a relevant but
social commentary on the direc on that
viewers may be led as well as all the
characters lined up with something to do
in their roles.

company itself is merely just a ﬁgure role
to support the other characters in this
story.

“Kerblam!” oﬀers some of the series’
best references to its own past, and,
more importantly, succeeds where many
other Series 11 episodes have failed, by
making eﬀec ve use of all
three companions. In an early scene,
aboard the TARDIS the Doctor greets a
delivery bot who arrives with her parcel
and she warmly said 'The Kerblam Man'
just as the robot fulﬁlled her order.
Another scene shows the doctor stated
to both Ryan and Graham that most of
her friends were robots a er sensing
their nervousness of seeing robots
running the opera on of the company.
Story plotline: “Kerblam!” as a whole
Then later we see Yasmin and the Doctor
was described as a massive giant
Amazon-style organisa on dealing with ques on Judy, accentua ng Yaz’s
training as a police oﬃcer. Next, Yasmin
sor ng out parcels to be sent to it's
customers across the galaxies. The team restrains Charlie by pu ng him into a
physical hold. Ryan ﬁgures out that a
TARDIS arrives on the planet Kandoka
where the massive warehouse is located “fully automated system” wouldn’t
require a clipboard or a ﬁling cabinet. In
on its moon. The Doctor and her gang
are led to this gigan c organisa on a er the third act, he is responsible for ge ng
Yasmin and Charlie down to the
receiving a weird parcel which not only
seemingly inaccessible distribu on
has a funny fan service but most
center.
importantly a note pleading for help.
Upon their arrival the gang uncovers
The more I come to think about it, I
robo c and human workers working
come to realise it is worth men oning
pleasantly but in a harmonic fashion.
that in no way would I devalue this
However something far more sinister
episode of its cri cism. Despite revisi ng
occurs than one would an cipate once
the doctor and her friends gets down to the episode, it is fair to say the plot
involves the consequences of a human
business.
workforce being gradually replaced by
automated workers. Furthermore there’s
Lead guest star Julie Hesmondhalgh
no men on of why Charlie was
plays the company's head beat Judy
Maddox who happens to be human
mo vated by any other mo ves.
resources manager 'Head Of People'. Lee Informed by the episode’s own dialogue,
Mack plays worker Dan Cooper who has the context of the Doctor’s line asser ng
an endearing impresssion as his role was that the system isn’t a problem appears
cut short a er his character was killed oﬀ to be in reference to the the Kerblam!
so quickly while working with one of the so ware. Also I personally was very
Doctor's friend Yasmin. As Julie and Lee shocked when I discovered that it was
not a person pleading for help but it
are recognised as bigger named guest
stars, they do not stand in the story.
turned out to be the Kerblam system as
Instead the two unknown guest stars
it was in ba le with Charlie who wanted
Claudia Jessie and Leo Flanagan seems to to achieve be er living condi ons for his
shine as young workers Kira and Charlie colleagues, even though others lost their
in a successful way. Even Callum Dixon as lives just to be no ced
Review: Cheuk Ma Jarva Slade whose posi on is
From my personal view, the reason this
'Warehouse Execu ve' and boss of the
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elements which other episodes of
Series 11 failed to illustrate. Jodie
Whitaker’s Doctor has actually
grown on me especially with her
outrageous behaviour like pitching
the sonic screw driver as a baseball
over her head, or reading the
results like a pregnancy test, I now
understand the Doctor has made
full recovery from her recent
regenera on and has come out as
top form. This also includes her
comedic moments such as her
giddiness over her package arriving
'It The Kerblam Man' as she would
say to her friends in a jolly way, or
her disappointed look over not
being able to ride on the conveyor
belt turned out to be nice and
enjoyable which seems to match
up with the rest of her erra c
behaviour. The Doctor says her
companions shouldn’t be
‘robophobic’, but ends up killing
ten thousand by the episode’s
climax! She seems more upset over
Kira being verbally bullied than
physically murdered. As a serious
Doctor Who fan, I come to realise
the thirteenth Doctor has got over
being Peter Capaldi's incarna on of
Even the monster aka Kerblam
an Sco sh old man as Jodie claim
Postmen/TeamMates (voice
provided by Ma hew Gravelle) was to be during her ﬁrst encounter
with new companion Yasmin Khan
very memorable for its creepy
during the early part of the ﬁrst
appearances. Disregard of
episode ”The Woman Who Fell To
whatever their roles maybe e.g.
Earth”.
TeamMates running certain
departments or delivering parcels
Overall, “Kerblam!” turned out to
to customers across the galaxy,
be one of the best episodes shown
they tend to hide their mo ves
with their smiley faces as it is hard so far in Jodie Whi aker's ﬁrst
to imagine them as self-mo vated series. Anyway as a long me fan
killers un l we later realise the real myself watching since Tom Baker's
weapon happens to be the bubble second story ”The Ark In Space”
when I was a young child which
wrap in the packages which killed
incidentally was the ﬁrst story that
not only the missing co-workers
I ever seen, I would seriously
but also Dan Cooper earlier on in
recommend “Kerblam!” to any
the story while working with
Yasmin and Kira later when she was Doctor Who fan as this story does
escorted to a solid room to receive not disappoint. I certainly hope
Chris Chibnall would have the
her reward. Her death was
sense to use Pete McTighe again in
obviously witnessed by Charlie,
series 12 when it returns in early
Ryan and Yasmin.
2020. Like one would say 'Anything
is Possible' when the me is right.
Also “Kerblam!” as a episode has

episode felt so ghtly wri en is
that it does what some earlier
episodes this year have a empted
to override which is devo ng me
and energy into the crea on of its
world and characters used in this
story. However, unlike some of the
other mystery based episodes this
year such as “The Tsuranga
Conundrum” and “Arachnids in the
UK” – each one of those
developments are set up
throughout the course of the
episode making sure that there
were no twist or turns come across
as circumstan al or out of the blue.
Nevertheless, one may come to its
conclusion, there’s no doubt about
how clever and deliberate each
aspect of McTighe’s script turned
out to be. His guest characters are
similarly impressive and help the
audience to understand how the
story he’s created was meant to be.
Leo Flanagan, Lee Mack, Claudia
Jessie and Julie Hesmondhalgh
speciﬁcally provide memorable
performances that are among the
best the series has oﬀered all year.
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concern that Chris Chibnall would be
taking over as head writer and
showrunner. Chibnall's past scripts for
Doctor Who have been at best enjoyable
but average (7-2, “Dinosaurs on a
Spaceship,” for instance) and at worst,
risible (“3-6, “42”, was a low-point for a
great era of the show). His biggest hit,
Broadchurch, is a cri cal and ra ngs
success, but perhaps the most
comparable project would be the ﬁrst
two seasons of Torchwood, on which he
also acted as showrunner. Even the most
posi ve review of that series would
concede it was wildly variable in quality,
For comparison, series one dropped four Chibnall's scripts included.
million viewers from the highest-rated (1Among old school Doctor Who fans,
1, “Rose,” with 10.81m viewers
Chibnall will always be remembered for
consolidated) to the lowest (1-12, “Bad
his television interview when he slated
Wolf,” with 6.81m). Series eleven
Pip and Jane Baker's wri ng on The Trial
dropped 4.539 million viewers
consolidated from the highest placed (11 of a Time Lord, describing it, not
undeservedly, as “rou ne,” “cliched,”
-1, “The Woman Who Fell to Earth” at
and “boring,” with “silly monsters.”
10.96m) to the lowest (11-9, “It Takes
You Away at 6.421m). A gradual decrease Sadly, many of his scripts could jus ﬁably
receive the same cri cisms. In the event,
in viewership is expected as novelty
wanes over the course of a series. Viewer series eleven was scripted be er than I
and cri cal response have, on the whole, expected, although be er than expected
from Chibnall sadly s ll equates to
been posi ve, with frequent top ten
considerably poorer than Davies or
posi ons for the weekly viewership.
Moﬀat. Nonetheless, the general level of
series eleven hasn't been terrible, merely
That said, there have been some points
of concern. While the shi from Saturday entertainingly average. Chibnall is, in my
view, a far be er showrunner than a
to Sunday evenings appears to have
scriptwriter, and it isn't a surprise that
beneﬁted the show, with a boost to the
the best scripts of the series have been
overnight ra ngs, the frankly bizarre
decision to give up the coveted Christmas those by other writers. Of course,
Chibnall's level of input on these scripts
Day slot in favour of a New Year's Day
special has not been so successful. While is at yet unknown, but as showrunner he
it was fourth-rated for the day (in terms will have been involved with each
of overnights, the most-watched show,
episode to varying degrees.
Luther, had only half a million more
It's clear though that Chibnall has an
viewers), it was nonetheless the least
overall vision for Doctor Who, one that
watched annual special of Doctor Who
ever in both overnight and consolidated has a lot to commend it. Chibnall's Who
is straigh orwardly entertaining Sunday
terms. Combined with the
night fare that has a solid social message.
announcement that the twel h series
Over the course of the series the
won't air un l 2020 – a 365-day gap at
minimum – Doctor Who could easily lose episodes have explored ins tu onal
much of its viewership to disinterest.
racism, ethno-religious conﬂict,
environmentalism and economic
From a subjec ve perspec ve, there has hardship. It's not been uniformly
been a great deal to celebrate with series successful: “Arachnids in the UK”
eleven, but also some considerable room provided an environmental message that
would have looked ham-ﬁsted in the
for improvement. I was not alone in my
First, let's get one thing clear: series
eleven has been a success. The ra ngs
for the ten-week period were
consistently higher than series nine and
ten, with the earlier episodes matching
Ma Smith's early episodes and a
phenomenal viewership of almost eleven
million consolidated for the series
opener. While the ra ngs have dropped
signiﬁcantly over the course of the series,
this is by no means an unusual
occurrence and roughly matches the
trend of the higher-rated series since
Doctor Who returned to screens in 2005.

1990s. Nor has it been straigh orwardly
liberal: “Kerblam!” provided a very mixed
message over its run me, eventually
ending on a profoundly pro-corporate
conclusion. On the whole, though, the
series has been commi ed to pain ng a
picture of the world that is progressively
inclusive and diverse. For all Doctor
Who's many visits to human history, it
has been predominantly focused on
Western, white civilisa on for most of its
run. Series eleven explored the
subjuga on of black Americans in “Rosa,”
and the catastrophic eﬀects of the Indian
Par on in “Demons of the Punjab.” ”
The Witchﬁnders” combined a fun,
classically Doctor Who monsters-inhistory run-around with an explora on of
the beneﬁts and dangers of religious
belief, and the seemingly unending
problem of misogyny.
There has also been a notable focus on
the educa onal element of the show, in a
way that there hasn't been since its
earliest days. This hasn't always been the
most skilfully enacted element; “Rosa,” in
par cular, played at mes like the
drama za on of a Wikipedia entry. S ll,
when combined with the four-person
TARDIS crew, and the broader focus on
world history, series eleven is closer to
the ini al concep on of Doctor Who than
almost any me since the programme's
ﬁrst two seasons back in the early 1960s.
This even goes as far as the Doctor's
characterisa on. It might seem strange to
compare Jodie Whi aker's Thirteenth
Doctor with William Hartnell's original
incarna on, but their posi on in the
narra ve is similar in many ways.
Whi aker shares the limelight with her
companions in a way that has been rare
since the earliest days of Doctor Who,
when the Doctor was just one member of
a four-person starring cast rather than
the show's outright star. Combined with
this is a fallibility we haven't seen in the
Doctor in recent years. These two aspects
of the Thirteenth Doctor's character and
stories evoke both the First and Fi h
Doctors, with Peter Davison's Doctor
being a par cular inﬂuence on
Whi aker's. They share a more
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Whi aker has been nothing short of
wonderful in the role, embodying this
less grandiloquent, more compassionate
Doctor with real charisma. On the other
hand, the Doctor's characterisa on has
some mes been lacking, with Whi aker
le to ﬁll the gaps. The Doctor has

out. The seasons were so long in the
early 1960s that the regular cast could
take holidays without signiﬁcantly
impac ng the progression of a story. By
the nineteenth season, when the fourperson team was tried again with the
Fi h Doctor, the stories had already
become more compact and o en
Teaming the Doctor with three
struggled to include enough for all the
companions is another element that
seems deliberately designed to evoke the companions to do. Now, with a mere ten
episodes in the series (eleven including
earlier days of the series. While we've
the special) there's a real struggle to give
had three- or four-person teams in the
TARDIS on occasion since 2005 (notably each character fair billing.
when bringing River Song in to guest star

frequently been le to deliver some
clunky exposi on (frequently repe ve
and overly simpliﬁed), and her
commitment to paciﬁsm has le her
appearing ineﬀectual. It's not that the
Doctor can't be portrayed as a paciﬁst
character – not that they ever have been
in the past, whatever some fans might
like to think – but that's there's been no
a empt to back this up with an
alterna ve approach. The Thirteenth
Doctor talks a good talk but rarely gets to
show what she's really made of. At its
worst, this has made the Doctor seem
spectacularly hypocri cal, chas sing

with the Eleventh Doctor, Amy and Rory),
the usual pa ern has been a single
companion with the Doctor. This became
the standard in the mid-1970s and
con nued when the series was revived in
the 21st century. While it's an interes ng
change to the dynamic, the series has
struggled to make the ensemble
approach work. In the past, the show
managed the larger TARDIS crew in
diﬀerent ways. Seasons one and two of
the original featured longer serials that
regularly split the characters up for long
stretches, allowing diﬀerent dynamics of
pairing and diﬀerent plot threads to play

vulnerable, less bombas c
characterisa on than their predecessors,
and a er several years of Doctors
characterised as legendary, almost superpowered, this is a refreshing change of
pace.
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characters for understandably violent
reac ons to aggressors when she has
been responsible for great acts of
violence in the past. However, this
hypocrisy is hardly a ﬂaw unique to the
Doctor's latest incarna on.

It's far from impossible for a genre series
to handle a broader regular cast. In many
such series, diﬀerent characters will
become the focus for diﬀerent episodes
across a long run me. Even shorter series
seem to have li le diﬃculty with
handling a larger cast. Doctor Who,
however, is giving its companions short
shri . Bradley Walsh has been the best
served as Graham, silencing all but his
most vehement cri cs by proving to be
consistently the most watchable and
skilled actor in the main cast. Tosin Cole
has also received a fair amount of focus
as Ryan, although it's fair to say he is not

a hugely talented actor and struggles to
sell the wonder and danger of TARDIS life
(he is far more suited to domes c scenes,
in which he performs very believably and
sympathe cally). Mandip Gill, in
par cular, has been poorly served by the
scripts. In spite of the clear inten on to
set Yaz and the Doctor up as best buddies
(and possibly more, although this seems
as much Tumblr-based wishful thinking
by certain fan groups as anything
deliberate), there's been woefully li le
explora on of her as an actual character.
Gill is clearly a competent and likeable
actress but has had li le chance to show
what she can do, and too o en, Yaz is le
to parrot the exposi on spouted by the
Doctor, an especially amateurish element
of several of the scripts.

Who we've seen before.

Series eleven was consciously wri en as
a relaunch for Doctor Who, ac ng as a
jumping on point for new viewers,
unconstrained by what has come before.
Even series one in 2005, speciﬁcally
wri en to reintroduce the show a er
years of absence, featured more
elements from Doctor Who's history.
While there are a number of minor
references to previous adventures, most
notably the Doctor referring to her
regenera on in the series opener, “The
Woman Who Fell to Earth,” they are
generally throw-away lines with li le
bearing on the story. A viewer new to the
series would have no reason to think that
the Doctor's men on of towing the Earth
back home was any more signiﬁcant than
her name-dropping Pythagoras. For the
This is a shame, because there is a
decent cast here that could make a really ten episodes of the main series, no major
excellent team, given stronger material. elements from previous years appeared
in episodes save for the Doctor, the
One of Chibnall's real skills is in ﬁnding
and fostering new talent. His cas ng has TARDIS and the sonic screwdriver. Minor
inclusions – a vortex manipulator here, a
been solidly impressive throughout,
dash of Venusian aikido there – add
something that early trailers were
designed to exploit, and this even more colour but require li le to no
understanding of previous episodes.
true behind the camera. The series has
been visually excellent from the
This extends to the villains and monsters
beginning, with tremendous direc on
of the series, with Chibnall making a very
from the likes of Mark Tonderai, Jamie
decisive declara on that there were to
Childs and Sallie Aprahamian, and a er
ten series scored by Murray Gold, Segun be no old foes returning for series eleven.
This is not, in itself, a bad thing; indeed,
Akinola's new musical style comes as a
breath of fresh air. With the excep on of the reliance on past elements,
par cularly old monsters, has become
Chibnall himself, every writer on the
overwhelming in recent years. A year
series has been new to Doctor Who, an
dedicated to new and exci ng crea ons
injec on of new blood that is welcome.
is a bold but welcome move. However, it
(A caveat being that Malorie Blackman
has wri en a Doctor Who prose story for can't be denied that the monsters and
the 50th anniversary, but this is the
villains of the series have been
underwhelming. Some, like Krasko the
Children's Laureate's debut on the TV
series.) Chibnall is also clearly commi ed future racist, seem deliberately wri en to
be rather pathe c, more a nuisance
to diversity in a way we haven't seen in
Doctor Who before. Not only do we have designed to set up a par cular type of
story, but others have clearly been
a TARDIS team that's more ethnically
envisioned as major threats without any
diverse than we're used to, but the
crea ve team involves people from more substance to back them up. The Morax,
varied backgrounds than ever before.
the giant spiders and above all Tim Shaw
from both the ﬁrst and last episodes
This can only be a beneﬁt to the variety
and richness of the stories, and episodes seem to have been created in the hope
like Vinay Patel's “Demons of the Punjab” of being credible threats but lacked
considerably in the execu on. Tim Shaw,
and “Ed Hime's” peculiar “It Takes You
Away” simply feel diﬀerent to any Doctor a rather deriva ve Predator knock-oﬀ,

worked be er as a corrupt god ﬁgure in
“The Ba le of Ranskoor Av Kolos” but
was s ll far to underwhelming a villain to
warrant such a return.
There has been an emo onal arc running
through the series, with Graham and
Ryan working on their rela onship and
dealing with the death of Grace, and to a
lesser extent, the new Doctor ﬁnding her
foo ng. (Yaz, disappoin ngly, hasn't had
any real development beyond completely
forge ng she's got a career to get back
to.) In plot terms, though, every episode
has been very much independent, with
only the ﬁrst two episodes linked by the
search for the TARDIS un l Tim Shaw's
unmemorable return in the ﬁnale. This is
another return to an earlier mode for
Doctor Who, but also means that the
ﬁnal episode lacked payoﬀ. In the event,
it was the New Year's special,
“Resolu on,” that acted as the de facto
ﬁnale, and indeed, had the series begun
just a few weeks later it would have run
right into the special without a break.
Holding back un l the special to reveal
the Dalek as the ﬁrst returning classic
monster was a good move, but so li le
was made of it that it failed to be a
televisual event. While there's a lot to be
said for holding your nerve and keeping a
secret like that, Chibnall shot himself in
the foot by handling the series structure
and the reveal in that way. “Resolu on”
was an eﬀec ve adventure that
cemented the thirteenth Doctor by
pi ng her against her oldest enemy and
allowing her to ﬁnally show some steel,
but it almost dri ed under the radar for
viewers.
Series eleven has been entertaining and
commi ed to being television with a
serious message, but in terms of wri ng
quality has failed to break through from
good to great. There's so much to love
about the thirteenth Doctor and her
team but they need some truly
unforge able adventures to show what
they're really made of. To be fair, Chibnall
and his crew have plenty of me to get it
right.
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EPISODE EIGHT

THE
WITCHFINDERS

Many of the problems with the most recent
series of Doctor Who stretch from the
showrunner himself. We won’t Pip and
Jane him here, but suﬃce to say, that while
Chris Chibnall is quite adept at knowing the
sort of stuﬀ which should go into an
episode of Doctor Who, his understanding
of the general nuts and bolts level leaves
rather a lot to be desired. Hence you get
stories like “Arachnids in the UK”, which
has all the elements to be decent Doctor
Who (as it was when it was “The Green
Death”) but something was lacking.

return soon. Goodness knows this was a
season that need more of these great
writers.

As for the regulars, no hate here. I think
they’ve worked ﬁne with what they’ve
been given and are o en the best thing in a
story. Or indeed, in the case of “The
Tsuranga (thing)”, the only good thing in an
episode. But back when stories were six
episodes long, writers like David Whi aker
struggled to ﬁt in all four regulars, with
Susan usually suﬀering. In the 1980s, four
was again a problem, and they killed oﬀ
However, it was in the episodes that
Adric, a er sidelining Nyssa for large
Chibnall didn’t write that the posi ves of
chunks of that series. Now in 2018, we ﬁnd
this mixed series were able to be
the same issue with considerably less TV
showcased. Take for example “The
me. So, Jodie Whi aker, Bradley Walsh
Witchﬁnders”, an enjoyable (and most
(showing he has far more in his bag of
importantly, fun) romp through early 17th
tricks than presen ng game shows), Tosin
Century Britain. Inspired heavily by M.R.
Cole and Mandip Gill all show promise. But
James’s The Ash Tree, this story saw a
I’ve just ordered them by how much they
healthy mix of the historical witchcra
actually get a chance to do anything. The
craze, and mud zombies. I think they le
me management in this ﬁrst series has
that bit out of the history books. It also
been abysmal, but so has the character
starred Alan Cumming as James VI (spot the management. You can sign up all the
Scot), who might easily be a contender for promising actors in the world, but you need
Actor Most Blatantly Excited to be in Doctor to give them good material. Otherwise,
Who. With a performance only a few
they’re trying to shine the clunky tell don’t
octaves oﬀ the full Brian Blessed,
show dialogue of “The Woman Who Fell to
Cumming’s camp and knowing King steals
Earth”.
every scene he appears in, and nearly the
en re series itself. He also gets all the best But at Pendle Hill (the sight of a famous
lines in what is one of the best scripts of
incident in folklore) in 1612, we got a
the season. The moment King James gives respite from all of that, and a great Doctor
Graham a “lucky hat”, only to say “It
Who story to boot. I cannot decide if the
belonged to my ﬁrst Witchﬁnder General,
best story of this series was the McCoy fest
Sco y, who saved my life in Berwick, then “Kerblam!”, this story here with its
later betrayed me, so I had him shot” is
Jamesian routes (both Monty and the King),
genuinely laugh out loud, a perfect
or the worthy but harrowing “Demons of
symbiosis of line and actor understand the the Punjab”. Readers may not a
reading required for maximum eﬀect.
commonalty in who didn’t write those
There were some complaints about
three episodes. I’m all for accentua ng the
Cumming playing the role as a slightly
posi ve, however. As I said, Chris Chibnall
camp, slightly gay, posh Scot with accent
is quite good at understanding the Ideas of
slippage. You know, playing the role of
a Doctor Who story. Hopefully in his second
James VI, the slightly camp, likely LGBT
series, however, he brings in more diﬀerent
leaning, Edinburgh Scot who tried to hide
writers to do the actual nuts and bolts and
his accent. Percep ons, eh?
dialogue. I think Kit Pedler was a brilliant
Ideasmith, but he s ll needed Gerry Davis
Joy Wilkinson has extensive theatre and
and Victor Pemberton to shape his ideas,
radio credits to her name, but few TV ones. a er all.
This was her ﬁrst Doctor Who and based on
her ear for dialogue and her ability to
And if that happens, I hope Joy Wilkinson
involve all four of the regulars in her story returns. And that she brings back Alan
(a feat achieved only by possible future
Cumming’s King James. He raised a smile.
Review: Michael S. Colllins showrunner Pete McTighe in superb 80s
Goodness knows in the current world
throwback Kerblam!), then let’s hope she
climate we need more of those.

25 November 2018
W: Joy Wilkinson
D: Sallie Aprahamian
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EPISODE NINE

conclusions about her situa on. Graham
even more so, providing a grandad ﬁgure,
while Yaz reassures Hanne in a more
calculated way, u lising her police
training to ﬁx on something she ﬁnds
comfor ng to distract her. But Ryan does
nothing but antagonise her, immediately
assuming her dad has just abandoned
her. Of course, this is a perfectly natural
Ed Hime's ﬁrst script for the series is not assump on from Ryan given his family
history, but he also happens to be
short on ambi on, charging from one
idea to another. The episode is really four absolutely right. He and Hanne remain at
loggerheads un l he proves he has her
en rely diﬀerent, barely connected
se ngs: ﬁrst it's a Nordic chiller; then it's back, making him the only character
suddenly a creepy adventure in a goblin's (including her dad) who actually has any
kind of rela onship with her.
maze; a er that, it becomes an
emo onal and philosophical piece about
There's plenty of scope for a solid ﬁ ylove and loss; and ﬁnally, it's a woman
minute episode just here, but barely
standing in an empty room talking to a
twenty minutes in, the cast jump through
frog. Whether any of these elements
a magic mirror into a subterranean troll
actually manage to work together is a
dimension. This sec on is the most
ma er of opinion.
visually and atmospherically eﬀec ve
part, mainly because of Kevin Eldon's
A er a bit of fun silliness from the
Doctor, ge ng her bearings by taste like entertaining turn as the sinister creature
her Tennant incarna on and winding up Ribbons of the Seven Stomachs. The
her companions with tales of the Woolly ques on of just how Ribbons, the ﬂesh
moths, and the various other cri ers
Rebellion, events rapidly move into
managed to be in the An -Zone between
unse ling, tense territory. There's
universes remains frustra ngly
something out there in the Norwegian
unanswered. It's perfectly ﬁne to have
woods, it seems, the thing that "takes
unanswered ques ons, of course, but
you away," and Hanne is alone in a
this seems more like something has been
boarded-up house fearing for her life.
overlooked.
One thing that can't be argued with is
how brilliant young Ellie Wallwork is as
Meanwhile, the spooky Norwegian
Hanne, portraying a bolshy, frightened,
likeable girl who grounds the episode and se ng carries on for a bit in the
background with just Hanne and Ryan,
shoulders a lot of the emo onal work.
She's really quite excellent, and it's good who actually work be er on their own
than as part of the whole Team TARDIS
to see the series' commitment to
diversity s ll going strong (two years ago (especially the bit where Hanne clonks
we had a deaf actor playing a deaf
Ryan with a door), but the main purpose
of these scenes is to ﬁnally shut that
character, now we have a blind actor
storyline down by revealing that there
playing a blind character, although this
are no monsters in the woods at all. Ryan
me her sensory disability is more
and Hanne are used poorly once they
signiﬁcant to the plot).
enter the An -Zone. Really now, they're
Hanne's rela onship with the regular cast trying to ﬁnd their way through an
is illumina ng, bringing out dis nct
environment that exists in darkness and
elements of their characters. The Doctor, light is both a rare commodity and a
for all her oddness (and she's at her most dangerous lure to local monsters. Could
no one think of a way that a girl who has
deliberately strange this episode), is
primarily a reassuring presence, and acts spent her en re life almost totally blind
Review: Dan Tessier as such here, pu ng Hanne at ease even might have an advantage in ﬁnding her
way through darkness? That seemed to
while she's coming to concerning

IT TAKES YOU
AWAY
2 December 2018
W: Ed Hime
D: Jamie Childs

This is, it seems, series eleven's Marmite
episode, with viewers either praising it as
the greatest episode all year or an
irredeemable pile of rubbish. As for me...
well, I'm not quite sure whether I liked it
or not. There was an awful lot to like
about this episode, but the overall eﬀect
didn't quite gel for me.
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removed from the various elements that
preceded it, in par cular the emo onal
moments beforehand. It also reeks of a
huge missed opportunity - why doesn't
Eventually, everyone crashes through
the other side of the mirror into a mirror the Doctor see someone she's lost? The
frog is a random visual jus ﬁed by the
world, beginning the next phase of the
story. Hanne's absent father is living in a ﬂimsiest of reasons, when we could have
had the Doctor face someone signiﬁcant
reﬂec on of his own home with an
and provide the scene with some
appari on of his dead wife, which
emo onal resonance. If the showmakers
provides an intriguing, slightly creepy
didn't want a returning actor, then why
problem even if neither actor is
not the grandmother whose praises the
par cularly convincing. It only really
Doctor just spent ﬁve minutes singing?
begins to work when Grace appears,
providing a heart wrenching dilemma for
Unfortunately, the episode ends with an
Graham. Bradley Walsh and Sharon
unearned resolu on that sees the Doctor
Clarke absolutely sell this part of the
episode, par cular Walsh, who portrays convince an en re universe, desperately
alone a er millions of years, to go back
Graham's conﬂict beau fully. He's fully
to isola on a er a ﬁve-minute chat. It's a
aware that this can't be Grace, but is
real pity, because the episode has some
understandably unable to let the
remarkable elements and some real
manifesta on go. It centres the second
emo onal resonance, but it's ul mately
half of the episode in a profoundly
moving emo onal dilemma that almost frustra ng. Perhaps, if we were doing
two-parters this season, the episode
makes it work overall.
could have ended with the Doctor
trapped within the Soletract, leading to
Unfortunately, the explana on for the
the ﬁnale and adding some further
sudden appearance of dead wives is so
obtuse and delivered so abruptly that it interest. In the end, though, this is an
episode about emo onal journeys that
threatens to override the good parts of
story. The Doctor suddenly remembers a ul mately doesn't earn its payoﬀ.
Graham ﬁnally bonds with Ryan over
fairy story from her youth, and on the
ﬂimsiest of evidence, concludes that this dealing with Grace's death, and Ryan
strange environment must be a sen ent doesn't even see her, while Hanne's
universe exiled at the dawn of me. It's a happy ending is ge ng her neglec ul,
borderline abusive father back. It's
fantas c idea, but the infodump is so
indica ve of a script that has so much
brazen that it spoils it. There's no
going for it but fails to cohere.
sa sfac on in the Doctor solving a
mystery by dropping some game
changing knowledge we as viewers
couldn't possibly have considered. The
sen ent universe, the Soletract, is
projec ng the ghosts as a way of keeping
people around to alleviate its loneliness,
and while there is brieﬂy the chance for
a thema c link to Graham's emo onal
journey, it's too shoehorned in to work.
me to be the whole point of the Zone,
but it wasn't u lised at all.

Then there's the frog. Now, I love the
weird visual, the sheer strangeness of
the Doctor stood there, talking to a frog
on a chair who speaks back to her in
Grace's voice. It's the sort of genuine
weirdness that we don't actually get to
see in the series all that o en, and on its
own merits, it works. But it's too far
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EPISODE TEN

THE BATTLE OF
RANSKOOR AV
KOLOS
9 December 2018
W: Chris Chibnall
D: Jamie Childs

Review: Hamish Crawford

To be honest, I don’t like season ﬁnales.
Maybe it’s a last-day-of-summer, I-don’twant-to-go-to-bed childhood issue. It
might originate from Star Trek: The Next
Genera on’s lacklustre season-opening
cli anger resolu ons (e.g. “Time’s
Arrow” and Descent). Most of Doctor
Who’s climaxes from 2005 to 2017
whizzed past in an overbaked ﬂurry of
CGI spectacle, ludicrously escala ng
universal stakes, oh-snap plot twists to
inspire ‘ship ﬁc on’, and reset bu ons
grandiloquently pressed by Messrs.
Davies and Moﬀat when they inevitably
wrote themselves into corners (the
Master has deﬁnitely conquered Earth
(2007, 2009, 2014), the Daleks have
moved it across space (2008), the Doctor
will die (2011), and ... erm, the Doctor
will absolutely, undeniably die, for real
this me (2013, 2015, 2017)).
I also wasn’t that impressed with Chris
Chibnall’s solo scrip ng eﬀorts this year.
So, I walked into “The Ba le of Ranskoor
Av Kolos” with one of those bad feelings
Han Solo’s always going on about. I
walked out punching the air; this was my
favourite ﬁnale and the best of Chibnall’s
scripts!
I see, sadly, that this feeling is not shared
with the larger audience. Even outside
the spooky Capaldi fans preternaturally
awarding one-star reviews on Amazon
and Ro en Tomatoes before seeing one
Jodie-packed episode, the saner realms
of mainstream cri cism cried foul. Most
newspaper reviews declared the episode
disappoin ng, not packing an emo onal
punch. So, I’m on shaky ground
defending this episode, but like my man
Ryan Sinclair, I’ll leap onto that bike and
show you what to love.
Elizabeth Sandifer’s ‘Eruditorum’ website
argues that Who season ﬁnales
drama ze ‘narra ve collapse’, but a
collapsed narra ve is ul mately a
weightless and meaningless one. For all
their epic pretensions, most seem
myopic and navel-gazing. David Tennant
welling up does not a sophis cated
drama make. “Journey’s End” boiled
down to Donna Noble’s surprisingly

unpleasant S.F. lobotomy. “The Name of
the Doctor’s” deranged Mad-Libs of
‘Trenzalore’, ‘River Song’, ‘the
Paternoster Gang’, ‘the Great
Intelligence’, and ‘dodgy greenscreen of
old Doctors’ forgot the an climax it
gleefully set up, its very tle
guaranteeing a na on of schoolkids
grumbling that they didn’t hear the
Doctor’s name.

signiﬁer into an everyday occurrence,
their machina ons forgo en in me for
another go next summer. Compared to
the uncanny frisson they packed in “The
Dalek Invasion of Earth”—never
replicated in the 21st century—familiarity
palpably bred contempt.

This me, Chris Chibnall spins an original
tale far from the musty conﬁnes of Skaro,
Gallifrey, and the DWM le er column.
I half-suspect the reverence for previous A er Paradox Machine, Reality Bomb,
and Confession Dial, “Ba le” swaps
ﬁnales conceals a schoolyard need for
MacGuﬃns for an arres ng sciencedefence against those ﬁckle ‘casual
ﬁc onal conceit: the Ux, Andinio (Phyllis
viewers’ seduced by a Lucasﬁlm thrill.
Radio Times and DWM doyenne Patrick Logan) and Delph (Percelle Asco ), and
their Flying Dutchman quasi-religious
Mulkern crows that “The Par ng of the
isola on. The Doctor opposes the Ux not
Ways’” Dalek armies were “what [fans]
always longed for”, perhaps s ll smar ng because of some evil scheme, but
because their faith is being exploited.
from some smug Star Wars pie es
This Doctor using rhetoric and
persuasion, rather than sonic screwdriver
or me-reversal, to score her ﬁnal victory
I half-suspect the
feels very appropriate.

reverence for previous
finales conceals a
schoolyard need for
defence against those
fickle ‘casual viewers’
against Mat Irvine’s models.
And “Ba le” has li le FX compensa on:
its quarries, pyramidal alien structures,
dodgy robots, and improbably-coiﬀed
aliens recall “Time and the Rani” and
“Paradise Towers” (albeit on a muddy
digital pale e rather than McCoy’s
purple and pink).
Mulkern and his colleagues sell
themselves short thinking successive
years of empty spectacle is the best our
show can do, and that it inspires the
same applause from the general public.
There’s a reason “City of Death” and
“The Ark in Space” tower over “The
Invasion of Time” and “A ack of the
Cybermen”. Four climac c Home
Coun es invasions have turned the
Daleks from a haun ng extra-terrestrial

I’m sure a he y demographic of fans
would only have been sa sﬁed to see
Davros or the Valeyard, rather than Class
of ’18 upstart Tzim-Sha, a.k.a. ‘Tim
Shaw’. While the tooth-encrusted tyrant
lacks the personality—feeling like a
wannabe Klingon—to fully merit a
return, in some ways that makes ‘Tim’ all
the more successful. His dull-wi ed
destruc ve urges, his arrogance, and his
casual cruelty contrast such an
empathe c, caring Doctor all the more.
While Capaldi would just match shou ng
with shou ng, Whi aker is uniquely
troubled by his banal villainy.
Yet pulling the trigger on ‘Tim’ is not the
Doctor, but Graham, and here we come
to another aspect I love. It has become a
fan shibboleth that this ensemble cast is
just too packed. Toss that in the bin with
similar herd-mentality wisdom like “the
historical stories were never as popular
as the science ﬁc on ones” and “John
Nathan-Turner saved the show from
Graham Williams”. The episode simply
but eﬀec vely parallels Paltraki (Mark
Addy)’s quest for his crew with the
Doctor and her gang—again, have other
season ﬁnales oﬀered guest spots this
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intelligence can defeat violence. Too
o en this is drama zed by the laments of
Moreover, I love how Whi aker’s Doctor a downcast Doctor: the bloodbath in
“Warriors of the Deep” (“There should
occasionally stands back and puts her
companions in the spotlight. Graham has have been another way”), Jenny’s
apparent death in “The Doctor’s
par cularly beneﬁted from this, his
Daughter”, Alaya’s heavily signposted
pragma sm and convic on strongly
murder in “Cold Blood”, the Doctor’s
reminiscent of Ian Chesterton. My
failure to prevent Jack Robertson
favourite moment of the episode—
shoo ng a giant spider in “Arachnids in
among the ﬁnest of the season—is the
the U.K”.
confronta on between the Doctor and
Graham. The Doctor quietly urges
“Ba le” bests those, with a clever
Graham to do the right thing, then he
solu on planted with Chekhovian
asks her to understand why he cannot.
Both characters carry equal weight, and precision earlier, thus doubling its power.
audience sympathies are likely to swing Further, it illustrates how the three
characters’ perspec ves can unite,
each way. That’s terriﬁc drama.
becoming greater than the sum of their
parts. Only “The Par ng of the Ways”
And then, even more ingeniously,
embedded such character revela on, but
Graham and Ryan ﬁnd a way to punish
‘Tim’ without killing him. Indeed, Ryan as that was more binary: the Doctor’s plan
to destroy the Daleks was clearly wrong,
much as the Doctor inspires Graham to
but his only choice, before Rose’s return,
avoid the easy revenge he craves. It’s
one of the most profound restatements was between killer and coward, his only
ac on to give up. This Doctor is stronger
of Doctor Who’s o -stated but
and wiser for striving to ﬁnd the other
some mes ignored principles: that
developed?
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ways her earlier self could not.
“Ba le’s” themes of love and family have
been portrayed in previous years by their
loss—Rose’s farewells, Rory and Amy’s
isola on in 1938, those weirdly
miserable endings (both unconvincingly
retconned) meted out to Donna and Bill.
“The Big Bang” has a more overtly feelgood vibe with Amy’s wedding, but this
cast’s teamwork seems even more
embedded in the story, and the season.
With many Doctors, it is almost a ma er
of course to an cipate how new
companions might mix up their
personality. But I could scarcely imagine
the Thirteenth Doctor without Graham,
Yaz, and Ryan by her side. Seeing them
together has been consistently rewarding
this year, and “The Ba le of Ranskoor Av
Kolos” is their collec ve triumph.
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More so than any writer associated with
Doctor Who’s 21st century revival,
Chibnall was equal parts a superﬁcially
obvious choice to succeed Steven Moﬀat
and a highly ques onable one. His
blockbuster ITV drama Broadchurch
received nearly universal acclaim, but the
scripts he wrote for Doctor Who during
David Tennant and Ma Smith’s tenures
as the Doctor were generally
undis nguished. Though not necessarily
bad, those earlier stories felt highly
generic and oﬀered li le sense of any
par cular sensibility that Chibnall might
bring to the program. Even the no onal
a empt to break the mold by combining
incongruous elements in “Dinosaurs on a
Spaceship” came across as obvious and
formulaic. For all the pre-broadcast talk
of “risk and boldness”, outside of the
excep ons, any given Doctor’s ﬁrst
story involving Rosa Parks, which he coadventure isn’t overly indica ve of the
wrote with Malorie Blackman, his
long-term, making the key takeaway
whether the produc on team picked the contribu ons as head writer have largely
con nued that trend.
right lead actor.

At a Doctor Who conven on a few years
ago Tom Baker made the observa on
that no one has really failed at playing
the Doctor. More recently, on the eve of
Doctor Who’s latest series premiere, the
program’s current head-writer, Chris
Chibnall, aptly described the role as “a
Disconnects between the quality of the
From this perspec ve, Execu vestar part for a character actor.” Against
Producer Chris Chibnall certainly earned wri ng and the produc on in Doctor
that backdrop, no one - at least no one
Who are as old as the program itself. In
a victory lap - and a few steps beyond
who approached the cas ng
the so-called “Classic Series”,
with an open mind this typically meant
should feel surprised at
ambi ous scripts
how quickly Jodie
colliding with the
As frustrating as it was to watch Robertson
Whi aker made the
limited budgets and
walk away without consequence, he
role of the Doctor her
ght shoo ng
seems unlikely to return, which provides at
own in “The Woman
schedules common
Who Fell To Earth”.
to BBC dramas of its
least some consolation.
era(s). The program's
Whi aker’s proper
2005 revival didn't
debut, following a brief
completely erase that
introduc on in the closing moments of
tension, but greater support from the
that for bringing together such an
Peter Capaldi’s ﬁnal story, observed the appealing suppor ng cast. The pleasure BBC made the alignment between
custom of answering many of the usual
of mee ng them made it easier to adopt concept and execu on closer than ever.
ques ons about the latest Doctor. It also a wait-and-see a tude toward the
It's diﬃcult to reconcile that evolu on
responded to ques ons imposed by self- Doctor-Who-by-the-numbers narra ve
with a run of episodes in which
proclaimed fans who for decades eagerly approach displayed in “The Woman Who produc on values too o en seemed to
embraced a two-hearted alien wanderer Fell to Earth”. However, as Series 11
take precedence over compelling wri ng
who changes their outer form on a
and engaging dialogue.
progressed - culmina ng in the New
regular basis but seemingly had trouble Year’s Day installment Resolu on - the
with the prospect of said alien becoming script quality remained uneven. Chibnall What makes these episodes especially
female. Pu ng such nonsense to the
frustra ng is that in many respects the
the producer has been deservedly
side (or, be er yet, in a trash can) the
latest series mimics the blueprint of the
praised for his cas ng decisions, but
key ques ons about a new Doctor tend
many of the episodes made under his
far more dynamic 2005 relaunch,
to be less about how the newcomer will guidance have been let down by Chris
par cularly in its ﬁrst half. A er stopping
play the role and more a referendum on Chibnall the writer.
an alien incursion on Earth, the new
the person who cast them. With very few
team found themselves in an alien
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Tsuranga Conundrum's” primary
contribu on to Doctor Who's ongoing
narra ve.

environment before heading into Earth's
past in the next episode to meet a major
historical ﬁgure. Then it was back home
to face another present-day menace that
invited references to the current poli cal
climate before the new companion(s)
made an aﬃrma ve choice to travel with
the Doctor at the end.
The 2005 series got oﬀ to an uneven
start, as its makers reestablished and
reworked the program's conven ons, but
whatever its ﬂaws it was burs ng with
ideas and energy and above all
memorable characters. Even before they
returned in later episodes, Zoe
Wanamaker as Cassandra and Penelope
Wilton as Harriet Jones stood out as
living breathing characters that would be
nice to see again. In contrast, Art Malik's
character Ilin barely registered in “The
Ghost Monument”, and Chris Noth rarely
went beyond caricature in playing the
Donald Trump surrogate Jack Robertson
in “Arachnids in the UK”. As frustra ng as
it was to watch Robertson walk away
without consequence, he seems unlikely
to return, which provides at least some
consola on.

As many fans know, “Dalek” was adapted
from an audio-play featuring one of the
earlier Doctors. While some fascina ng
elements from the original were lost in
the process, the televised version
nonetheless oﬀered plenty of drama in
its pared down form. Chris Chibnall also
seems to treat Doctor Who like an
adapta on but with a diﬀerent approach
than Russell T. Davies and his team of
fans turned professionals. Rather than
dis lling the show’s essence and
reinven ng it in the process, the latest
model - at least in the episodes wri en
by Chibnall himself - simply simulates its
outlines, giving them a glossy sheen in
the hope viewers won't look too deeply.
rarely feel deserving of the Doctor's
eﬀort, an aspect pulled into focus by the The end result has more in common with
latest series' ﬁ h episode. “The Tsuranga the annual parade of earnest, Oscar-bait
Conundrum” didn’t reintroduce an iconic ﬁlms where worthy stories are presented
with exquisite a en on paid to surface
enemy but trapping the Doctor and
elements as the core narra ve that made
friends in a conﬁned space with a
dangerous alien creature bore more than the story appealing in the ﬁrst place is
le una ended.
a passing resemblance to the setup of
the 2005 episode “Dalek” (a story would
be echoed with more substan ve results Perhaps the only surprising thing about
later in the series). This leaves the P ng, this outcome is that anyone might ﬁnd it
surprising. The major successes of Chris
a monster that resembles a cross
Chibnall’s television career play like
between the Raxacoricofallapatorians
adapta ons of more compelling
from “Aliens of London” and the porgs
programs, with the only wild card being
from Star Wars: The Last Jedi but with
how clear the reﬂec on is. His countryless personality than either, as “The

Sylvester McCoy’s incarna on of the
Doctor once observed that “you can
always judge a man by the quality of his
enemies.” Issues of gender terminology
aside, the antagonists in the latest series'
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doctor drama Born and Bred, which ran
on the BBC from 2002 to 2005, echoes
Sco sh Television’s popular Doctor
Finlay right down to plot threads
involving the introduc on of Britain's
Na onal Health Service. A er working as
a writer and producer on Torchwood,
Chibnall then oversaw the debut series of
Law & Order: UK, where scripts from the
American original served as the
founda on.
The source material for his biggest
triumph, Broadchurch, was more rareﬁed
but no less apparent. His channeling of
“Nordic noir” dramas into a mainstream
package felt excep onally mannered but
s ll oﬀered eight weeks of generally
engrossing television (or a bit under
seven hours for those who later binged it
on Ne lix). The true hero in this case was
the cast - Olivia Colman, David Tennant,
Jodie Whi aker and their fellow actors who brought more convic on to the
material than it deserved.
A er two further series of Broadchurch
that even many fans found unnecessary,
Whi aker once again emerged as one of
Chibnall’s heroes, starring in the blandest
version of Doctor Who imaginable. Like
many of Merchant-Ivory's high-proﬁle
literary adapta ons, the lush
presenta on of its world(s) catches the
eye as a gi ed group of actors do their
utmost to bring whatever emo onal
spark they can to material that merits
their eﬀorts all too infrequently. What
personality the show currently exhibits is
largely a func on of Jodie Whi aker and
her co-stars. Bradley Walsh as Graham,
Mandip Gill as Yaz and Tosin Cole as Ryan
all feel natural in a way that’s largely
been missing from the program since
Billie Piper's ini al series playing Rose
Tyler.

the ques on the Doctor posed to two of
his soon-to-be companions back in 1963 “Have you ever thought what it’s like to
be wanderers in the Fourth Dimension?”
In prac ce, the risk inherent in this idea
rarely comes across as more than an
abstrac on.
Even when the ending of “The Woman
Who Fell to Earth” le the group
stranded in the vacuum of deep space,
there was no real sense of danger. Not
un l “Rosa”, the ﬁrst installment of the
series not completely wri en by Chibnall,
did the Doctor and their friends' choices
hold drama c weight rather than simply
moving the plot along. Aside from
“Kerblam!”, with its clever script by
proliﬁc TV drama st Pete McTighe,
emo onal involvement across the series
has been driven more by familial bonds

Like many elements of Series 11, this is a
mixed blessing. Good episodes of Doctor
Who should never be taken for granted,
but if the program only sparks
drama cally when the main characters
have a direct personal connec on to the
situa on a large por on of its poten al is
squandered. Resolu on ends the series
on a welcome high note but also punts
the ques on of whether the majority of
the next series will be scripted by a headwriter who seems to struggle with the
essence of Doctor Who.
That isn't to suggest that Chibnall doesn’t
like the program - there’s ample
documentary evidence of his fandom.
Nevertheless, a brief visit to various
online forums is all that’s needed to
conﬁrm that many people who consider
themselves fans also don’t get Doctor
Who. The key diﬀerence is that majority
of those individuals aren’t award-winning
writers hired by the BBC to lead one of
their beloved icons into a new era of
crea ve and popular success. Chris
Chibnall, the producer who took a bold
step in cas ng his star, should hold Chris
Chibnall the writer to a higher standard.

Whether that's a likely outcome is
another ques on. The current itera on
of Doctor Who may be narra vely
than the narra ves themselves. Vinay
Patel’s 1947-set “Demons of the Punjab” underwhelming, but its ra ngs are as
and Ed Hime's “It Takes You Away”, with strong as they’ve been in years.
Outperforming several of the BBC’s
their no ceable echoes of 2005's
recent prime- me dramas in an oﬀ-peak
“Father's Day”, worked this way as did
the recent seasonal special, “Resolu on”. me-slot and against a backdrop of
declining TV viewership seems unlikely to
inspire much soul-searching on the part
Con nuing the parallels with 2005,
“Resolu on” unfolds like a mash-up of
of the crea ve team.
“Dalek” and the Earth-bound scenes
Regardless of what happens when Doctor
featuring Rose, Jackie and Mickey from
“The Par ng of the Ways”. While it was Who returns to television in 2020, Series
disappoin ng to see Doctor Who's most 11 has crystallized an underlying truth
reliable metaphor for human intolerance about Doctor Who fans. We're as
dismissed as simply an alien psychopath, op mis c as we are masochis c. Even
when it disappoints, we keep watching in
this was mi gated by Jodie Whi aker
While the trio has perhaps the best
the hope that things will get be er. The
collec ve ra onale for traveling with the ﬁnally ge ng (and Chris Chibnall
providing) the kind of righteous stand
advantage of a program that embraces
Doctor of any group in the show’s
that had been missing all season. And if constant change is that this hope is never
history, it tends to highlight the overall
drama c weakness. In one episode, the the family drama involving Ryan and his a false one, at least not for too long.
dad felt driven more by plot necessity
Doctor tells them, "When I pull that
lever, I’m never quite sure what’s going than characteriza on, it s ll worked on
an emo onal level.
to happen." In principle the line evokes
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NEW YEAR’S SPECIAL

RESOLUTION

1 January 2019
W: Chris Chibnall
D: Wayne Yip

Kicking oﬀ 2019, despite the
unfortunate absence of the
tradi onal Christmas slot, the
Doctor coming face-to-face
with the most iconic villain
turned this hour-long New
Year’s Special into a proper
ac on-packed blockbuster.
Having one Dalek was be er
than having no familiar faces
at all; it certainly provided
some signiﬁcant
improvements to Chris
Chibnall’s wri ng on the show,
as showrunner. And the return
of Terry Na on’s signature
crea on was indeed a treat
that we have all been
an cipa ng; the cast and crew
have done a grand job with
keeping the secret under lock
and key.
Some may say that Resolu on
is similar to the Series 1episode Dalek, others may say
that it’s similar to the Series 8
episode Into the Dalek. On the
contrary, I very much see it as
an homage to both these
episodes; they also happen to
be among my favourite Dalek
stories too. Quite the contrast
to the en rety of Series 11
where Chibnall decided to
have original villains and
species altogether, with the
occasional call-backs to
previous eras.

Review: Andrew Hsieh

Radically diﬀerent to the
“bronze” design, but just as
good, the unique design of the
Reconnaissance Scout Dalek
got me hyped all the way, I
was simply blown by the
“spare parts” metal casing and
the gobsmacking missile
launcher (encased within its
frontal orbs). It couldn’t get
any be er to hear the beloved
and talented voice of Nick
Briggs, once again, a er a full
absence from Series 11;
especially the suspenseful
deepening of his voice, as the
squid-like Kaled mutant, which
got me wondering un l the
pepper pot’s drama c reveal.
My absolute favourite
moment would deﬁnitely have
to be the explosive gunﬁgh ng
clash between the Dalek and

the army; a trope that Steven
Moﬀa , sadly, o en avoided
as showrunner, unlike Russell
T. Davies who frequently
inserted into his scripts. I
would deﬁnitely say the same
about both the TARDIS interior
and me vortex ge ng an
expanded appearance, a er
not being heavily featured in
Series 11. Feels like the
previous eras, doesn’t it?

to last” is what they say, more
of a “de facto” ﬁnale to Series
11 is what I strongly consider,
and I deﬁnitely agree with
Chibnall’s point on that one.
Imagine Resolu on being the
actual Series 11 ﬁnale, with
The Ba le of Ranskoor Av
Kolos (quite a tongue-twister)
as the penul mate episode
instead, wouldn’t that have
provided a sa sfying
conclusion if The Tsuranga
For me, personally, I found the Conundrum (also a tonguerela onship between Ryan
twister) was never wri en or
and his estranged father
ﬁlmed in the ﬁrst place? The
Aaron to be rather sa sfying
reason why I am sugges ng
and emo onal, but really felt this is because, on the same
it took up a bit too much me line as many fans, I found
for this occasion. It’s not as
Tsuranga to be my least
though I didn’t enjoy any of
favourite Series 11 episode.
the subplot, I’m just saying
that it worked much be er
Another thing I have to point
than the loose story arc that
out is the complete lack of
was explored in Series 11,
opening tles, just like The
despite brief hints of their
Woman Who Fell to Earth.
fallout (and Graham coming to Doesn’t it feel awkward to see
terms with losing Grace,
the Doctor Who logo not
Ryan’s nan).
featured anywhere in an
episode? I guess the reason
Even though the Dalek played why they, deliberately,
its key role throughout the
omi ed it is because, for 60special, I felt there should’ve
minute episodes, Chibnall
been more screen me for the wanted to treat them both like
pepper pot, such as the
theatrical blockbusters in
gunﬁgh ng scene being
which, nowadays, they
expanded for an extra few
introduce the ﬁlm’s tle/logo
minutes or the Dalek making
during the end credits, but
its way through the GCHQ
only showing the episode tle
building by watching it
isn’t enough; had they
extermina ng everybody on
incorporated the logo directly
the upper ﬂoors. Intriguingly, above, this would have helped
the way how it used Lin, and
the viewers.
later Aaron, as its puppet was
far more terrifying than what With the return of the iconic
we saw in Asylum of the
villain, it seems to me that we
Daleks (i.e. the “Dalek
may be treated to more
Puppets” with eyestalks
Daleks, Cybermen, or other
coming out of their foreheads) enemies in Series 12; I have
- inven ve and original to the my ﬁngers crossed for one of
Whoniverse.
these to reappear, as wri ng
for familiar faces tends to
As Resolu on was sort of
a ract more popularity.
crammed at mes, but s ll a
Overall, I consider Resolu on
brilliant improvement to Jodie to be the best Thirteenth
Whi aker’s ﬁrst full series, it
Doctor episode so far, ten
would have made a huge
mes be er than the en re
diﬀerence if they added an
2018 run itself, and also the
extra 10-15 minutes, making it true ﬁnale to Series 11.
a feature-length special like
The End of Time (Part 2), The
Day of the Doctor, and also
Deep Breath. “Saving the best
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This is a solid, unspectacular season. A
few stories are very good, one is terrible,
and the majority are sa sfactory. The
same is true of most other seasons. The
diﬀerence is the produc on values. It
looks good with clever ﬁlming and
superb visual eﬀects, supported by
subtle and eﬀec ve music. Special praise
for the giant spiders, which are far more
realis c and terrifying than their plas c
counterparts from Metebelis Three.
Along with the robots they are the
closest we get to a returning adversary.
It’s 30 years since
the last en rely
new season, a
laudable
achievement that
is unlikely to be
remembered in
2048. The Key to
Time gave us the
Ogri and, brieﬂy, the
Black Guardian. This
adds no memorable
enemies. Only TzimSha in his second
appearance manages
to be both terrifying
and evil, before being
easily defeated.

whilst Doctor Who beneﬁts from having
death returned to its ﬁnal place, you
wonder what she might have achieved
aboard the TARDIS.
“The Woman Who Fell to Earth” is a
good introduc on to both the new
Doctor and the show itself. “The Ghost
Monument” meanders, without failing or
inspiring. “Rosa”, if made in the 60s or
80s, would have been a groundbreaking piece of

television. Today’s
audience largely know that racism is
It is about characters, not monsters, and wrong, so the central theme doesn’t
challenge them. Instead it educates
generally the characters like the
those who are unaware of the historical
loca ons are strong, diverse and
events that ended segrega on, with an
interes ng, although it feels wrong to
unnecessary cameo from Mar n Luther
praise diversity when all three
King and a villain from the future who
companions come from the same town
and me, and two from the same family. sadly and inexplicably s ll believes the
Family is a recurring theme. Yaz, Graham, racist ideology.
Ryan and the Doctor all have individual
“Arachnids in the UK” is a fun homage to
moments, but no story caters them for
the Pertwee era. “The Tsuranga
all, largely due to dura on. Too many
scenes are crowded. Graham just shades Conundrum suﬀers from a cute monster
and a male pregnancy subplot that
the other two as the most interes ng
companion. Whi aker performs well as together remove the opportunity to
create eﬀec ve horror. “Demons in the
the Doctor without being radically
diﬀerent from her predecessors, except Punjab” didn’t need demons, there was
enough in the story of religious
in gender. A er “Rosa”, Grace is the
intolerance to carry it as a pure
strongest suppor ng character and,
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historical. “Kerblam!” is the best of the
bunch, tackling contemporary concerns
about automa on and unemployment
with a rather neat whodunnit and a hint
of comedy.
“The Witchﬁnders” returns to the
intolerance theme and, again, didn’t
need the monsters. “It Takes You Away”
was
excep onal in places,
par cularly the void,
then crammed too
much into the
conclusion. “The
Ba le of Ranskoor
Av Kolos”, builds
well whilst
assuming, without
debate, that
imprisonment for
eternity is
preferable to
death. The
ending is trite,
not really
pushing the
poten al for
disharmony in
the TARDIS family. Someone
needed to kill Tzim-Sha and deal with the
consequences.
Overall the series lacked a deﬁning
moment and two episodes. It has
stylishly reforma ed Doctor Who with a
likeable crew and storylines that
entertain but don’t challenge.
Best Story: “Kerblam!”
Best Writer: Pete Mc Tighe
Best Regular Actor: Bradley Walsh
(Graham O’Brien)
Best Suppor ng Actor: Vine e Robinson
(Rosa Parks)
Best Adversary: Tzim-Sha
Best Scene: Graham’s reunion with
Grace (“It Takes You Away”)
| Paul Williams
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It’s an interes ng me to be a Doctor
Who fan. Interes ng in the sense that,
not since the Colin Baker and Sylvester
McCoy eras, has there been such a divide
in fandom, resul ng from the most
recent season featuring Jodie Whitaker.
Fan opinion of Series 11 and of the show
in general in recent years has been at a
crossroads. While the overall consensus
of the general viewing public has been
quite posi ve towards the most recent
season if ra ngs are any kind of
indica on, the overall Doctor Who
fandom seems divided between those
who think the show has never been
be er and those who are extremely
dissa sﬁed and feel the show has lost its
way. Fan opinion can be a ﬁckle beast,
but in my almost 40 years of being a fan,
I don’t think since the days of the mid-tolate 80s has there been such a large and
vocal core of fandom that are fed up with
the direc on and overall quality of series.
Some fans will claim the show went oﬀ
the rails with the cas ng of the ﬁrst
female actress to play the Doctor, while
others will claim it began during the
Moﬀa era which featured convoluted
and oﬀ-the-wall wri ng, yet others will
even say it began back as far as RTDs
tenure as showrunner. While RTD can
claim responsibility as the man who
helped to bring back and relaunch Doctor
Who to Bri sh television screens a er a
16-year absence and while his era—like
many previous eras of Doctor Who—
produced a fair share of dud stories,
overall his era was the most coherent,
well planned, and interes ng of the
relaunched series. When RTD le , there
was excitement in the air in an cipa on
of what new showrunner Steven Moﬀa
would bring to the series. Fans were
ecsta c about what the future held. At
ﬁrst, Moﬀa didn’t disappoint. But over
the course of his me as the chief
architect of the series, the bloom faded.
Moﬀa didn’t do any favors with viewers
in general—or of fandom speciﬁcally—
producing stories that were diﬃcult to
follow, contained convoluted and nonsensical plots and if one is totally honest,
not that well wri en.

Cri cism of both Moﬀa and the show,
along with increased dissa sfac on from
the viewing public, set in. And while we
had a superb actor in the form of Peter
Capaldi portraying the twel h Doctor, he
was, unfortunately, lumbered with a
persona that didn’t quite gel—much like
the ill-thought-out persona of the Sixth
Doctor—and stories that never allowed
the actor to truly shine in the part.
A er three years in role, Capaldi
announced series ten would be his last.
At the same me, show-runner Steven
Moﬀat also announced he would move
on, too. At this point, the gossip mill
went into overdrive. Who was going to
replace Capaldi and Moﬀat? Contenders
for both roles were bandied about from
the logical to absurd. While a large

Once the appointment of Chibnall had
been announced, the rumor mill began
to gear up. Who would be the thirteenth
Doctor?
Up un l the reveal of the new Doctor,
Chibnall began to release bits of
informa on regarding his plans for the
future of the series. Fandom as a whole,
again, tried to stay posi ve and openminded, but the con ngent of
disillusioned fans began to worry in light
of statements made by Chibnall
regarding how he wanted to make major
changes to the series.
When it ﬁnally came me to reveal the
thirteenth Doctor, and it was revealed
that Jodie Whi aker had been picked to
play the part—conﬁrming that the new

No matter what side of the argument you’re on,
you have to admit Whittaker’s casting caused a
major debate in fandom.
por on of fandom remained posi ve
about the future, those fans who had
become disillusioned over the past
several years had reason to be
concerned especially when their fears
were conﬁrmed with the appointment of
Chris Chibnall as the new showrunner.

Doctor would be female—social media
had a major meltdown. Fandom went
into a frenzy. Never before had a cas ng
reveal so polarized fandom. Both sides
of
the
discussion—posi ve
and
nega ve—went crazy. It was fan against
fan.

Chibnall has had a successful career as a
writer and showrunner with series like
Born and Bread, Torchwood and
Broadchurch. With credits for shows
such as these, one would think the future
of Doctor Who to be in safe hands. But
that wasn’t necessarily the case. Within
fandom, Chibnall has the reputa on as
having wri en some of the most poorly
received scripts for both Doctor Who and
for Torchwood. His stories have been
derided, mocked and disliked. He does
not have the same respected reputa on
as writers such as RTD, Moﬀat, Holmes,
Whi aker, Banks-Stewart or Dicks.
Disillusioned fans were afraid.

No ma er what side of the argument
you’re on, you have to admit Whi aker’s
cas ng caused a major debate in
fandom. Those who were against her
cas ng and giving the Doctor a sex
change were labelled chauvinist,
misogynis c, sexist and old-fashioned,
while those who were for her cas ng
were labelled as radical feminists, maleha ng and part of the SJB (Social Jus ce
Brigade). Fans were expected to choose a
side. You had to be either for the change
or against it. Many did choose sides, but
there was also a large por on of fandom
in the middle trying to keep the peace
and remain level-headed—something
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which many gave up trying to do as it
proved to be a losing ba le. Both sides
believed they were correct in their
opinions, and they made sure everyone
knew about it.

strong female characters on television—
we need to see more of these. In fact
there have been many on television in
recent years who are admired and
respected by both male and female
viewers such as Agent Peggy Carter
(Agent Carter), Alicia Florrick (The Good
Wife), Buﬀy Summers (Buﬀy The Vampire
Slayer), Dr. Julia Ogden (Murdoch
Mysteries), Phryne Fisher (Miss Fisher’s
Murder Mysteries) and more.

If I may be allowed at this point to
interject my personal feelings on the
subject, I’ll be honest with you dear
reader, that I wasn’t pleased when Jodie
Whi aker was announced as the new
Doctor. Like many of you out there
reading this, I have to admit I was taken
by surprise—shocked. I know there had
been talk about making the next Doctor
female for several years, but I never
really thought the show’s producers
would actually do it. I have to say, I
wasn’t happy at all with the decision.
But my dissa sfac on with the
producers’ choice had nothing to do with
the fact that Whi aker was cast. I’ve
never seen Broadchurch or any other
program Whi aker has been in, so I can’t
really a est to whether she is a good
actress or not. I have no personal
opinion on her one way or another.
Looking back to that me and reexamining how I felt, I think what upset
me most was the fact that they were
making the thirteenth Doctor female. I
objected to this dras c change to the
character on the grounds that, beyond a
few ﬂippant remarks made in the last
three to ﬁve years which I don’t believe
were ever intended to be taken seriously,
in the 55-year history of the series, up
un l 2010, there had been no proof that
Time Lords could change their sex. (It
has only been under Stephen Moﬀat’s
tenure as showrunner that it was
in mated that this was possible—see
“The Doctor’s Wife, Hell Bent” and
“Night of the Doctor.” These instances
had more to do with Moﬀat screwing
around with the series concept than
retaining 47 years of conﬁrmed fact.) For
me, the character of the Doctor is an
alien male. Always has been; always will
be.

I think children should have strong role
models. I don’t care what gender they
are as long as they are a posi ve force in
a child’s life. So, yes, children watching
Doctor Who should be shown posi ve
examples of humanity, that it isn’t wrong
to be kind and do things to make the
world a be er place. But that’s not
reason enough to radically alter the
make-up of a ﬁc onal character.

the Rani, River Song and others. All
great,
fabulous
and
outstanding
characters in their own right.
Now before you start sending me emails
by the dozens, hear me out.

I would say I’m a tradi onalist when it
comes to the character of the Doctor and
to Doctor Who overall. I prefer the
original 1963-89 series to the modern
series. I haven’t been happy with some
of the changes made to the Doctor’s
character in recent years, and I’ll be the
ﬁrst to admit that much of the Moﬀat era
was pure crap. I can’t help thinking—
why screw around with the show’s
format? It’s worked successfully for the
past 55 years. Why change the sex of the
Doctor? If you wanted a show about a
female Time Lord, why not bring back
As to female Time Lords, there have Romana or create an all-new series
been numerous over the years including centering on the travels of a female Time
Susan, Romana, Chancellor Flavia, Rodan, Lord? There is nothing wrong with
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Series 11 came and went for me. I have
not seen it, and I have no interest in
seeing it. In fact, this is the ﬁrst me
since 1981 I haven’t seen or eagerly
awaited a new season of the show.
While the debate over the ﬁrst female
actress to play Doctor Who will con nue
for quite some me yet, my disinterest in
the show has been a-brewing for several
years now. I a ributed my increasing
dislike of much of the Moﬀat era to my
growing dissa sfac on. For me, it’s not
the show I grew to love and couldn’t miss
anymore. I’ve lost interest. If you’re s ll
watching, good for you. I’m glad that
you’re enjoying it and s ll watching.
There is a great deal to enjoy in Doctor
Who, and it has always been must-see
TV. But for this fan, I’ve come to the
realiza on it’s just not my cup of tea at
this me. Maybe in a few years, I’ll start
watching again—I don’t know. I do know
that while I may not be watching new
seasons for now, I s ll remain a fan of
the show, and I s ll ﬁnd immense
enjoyment from watching the original
series.
| Bob Furnell

Black Archives #16
Carnival of Monsters
by Ian Potter

between camera script and transmi ed
programme. Presented as an extended
table these diﬀerences are detailed with
me culous footnotes. Crikey! Fact
heaven!

sec on runs the risk of aliena ng the less
numerate reader but the book doesn’t
drown the consumer in advanced
scien ﬁc jargon, though you will have to
stop and digest some of the facts before
con nuing.
One of my favourite books in the range The Devil, in all his forms and guises, is
so far.
the topic of chapter three and this is a
very fascina ng sec on looking at the
Black Archives #17
many
diﬀering
readings
and
The Impossible Planet/The Satan Pit
representa ons of Old Nick. The fourth
by Simon Bucher-Jones
chapter turns the spotlight on the Ood
and there are a couple of appendices
rounding oﬀ the book – Alien Worlds
looks at the frequency of Doctor Who
stories set on distant planets whilst the
second appendix, The Typhonian Beast is
an essay on why does Satan sounds just
like Sutekh…or does Sutekh sound like
Satan?
This edi on to the Back Archive really
does jus ce to the old adage…The devil is
in the detail.

Weighing in with an above standard page
count Ian Po er’s explora on of Carnival
of Monsters has u lised every scrap of
documenta on, cut footage, script edits
and associated ephemera to fully explore
the crea on of the story.
This could have just been a dry parade of
facts, but Po er uses them to look at
how a story about diﬀerent levels itself
operates on several levels becoming a
diﬀerent thing to diﬀerent viewers. This
is done with considerable skill, not
aliena ng or leaving behind less scholarly
readers.

Chapter one, tled Planet Zog, ponders
the depic on of alien worlds within the
series in comparison to evolving viewer
expecta ons. This is just a short
appe zer before the book kicks in fully
with an explora on of black holes.
Bucher-Jones eases the reader into the
topic with a look at how black holes have
been presented and u lised in ﬁlm and
Roughly a third of the increased
television produc ons before addressing
pagina on is given to an appendix which
the science behind the phenomena. This
gives an in-depth look at the changes

BLACK ARCHIVE NOTES
For interna onal readers it is worth no ng that
many of the Black Archive series and other
publica on from Obverse Books are also
available via print on demand service Lulu. Their
store page can be found at www.lulu.com/
spotlight/sadouglas. The store also features
many edi ons that have sold out on the Obverse
Books online shop.
The schedule for the ﬁrst half of 2019 currently
looks like this…
January will see publica on of Fourth Doctor
story The Face of Evil wri en by Thomas
Rodebaugh. February sees Love and Monsters by
Niki Haringsma under the spotlight, whilst
Warrior’s Gate is the subject of March’s book.
Frank Collins has wri en this edi on. McCoy’s
Survival wri en by Craig Jones is April’s oﬀering
and Jon Toon tackles The Impossible Astronaut /
Day of the Moon the following month. June’s
release is the Hartnell classic The Romans
dissected by Jacob Edwards.
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Has anyone ever wri en about “The Rescue”
for Whotopia?
“Inconsequen al” claimed The Discon nuity
Guide. “Rela vely unambi ous” and
“lightweight” said David J Howe, in an
otherwise mostly posi ve piece in the
Television Companion.
It’s not really a story that is considered,
sandwiched as it is between a story about
Nero and a story about the Daleks invading
Earth. As a story to introduce a new
companion, and one to replace Susan at that,
The Rescue is seen as suitable but func onary.
A Whodunnit in which there is no ques on
about Who Done It, and a story with a prime
example of deus ex machine in its climax. Even
Patrick Mulkern, in calling the show the
neglected gem that it is, pointed to both of
these as ﬂaws in the narra ve.
I would argue that in fact, Doctor Who fans
are looking at the story with a degree of
wrong genre suaveness.

heroically shoots the monster that menaced
Ian in the (admi edly crap) cli anger, only to
ﬁnd out it was Vicki’s pet! This allows
Jacqueline Hill and William Russell plenty of
me to be forlorn and apologe c, just as they
aced being worried about the Doctor. Vicki
nearly manages to steal the spotlight from all,
however, proving how wise the choice in
replacement of companion was. She’ll provide
the quintessen al joie de vivre for most of her
run on the show.
The Doctor spends much of “The Rescue” in a
vulnerable state of mind. So vulnerable he
casually walks into great danger. Twice. So
distracted by grief is he, he even dozes oﬀ in
the TARDIS. It’s not ll he meets the orphan
Vicki, and hears about the murders, that he
begins to become his usual self again.
Someone to protect, and a wrong to be
righted! The Doctor sees through the crime at
the heart of “The Rescue” and is the phrase
“just one more thing” away from being
Columbo, or nemesis itself.

And really, that is a pivotal point. Much is
made of the lousy whodunit aspect to The
Rescue. But ask yourself this. Is a story in
which there are seemingly only three guest
characters, and one is bedridden, and the
second the new Doctor Who companion,
intended to be a whodunit? The Doctor having
visited the planet before, so knowing instantly
that Koquellion is a man in a mask further
cements this. The story is who done it, it’s
more of a why did he do it, and how will he be
caught? I referenced Colombo above, which
never hid its murderers’ iden es from the
audience, and the show is more about how
Peter Falk managed to catch them. Di o here,
it’s fairly obvious to all early on that Benne
“Suddenly there were journalists knocking on has to be Koquellion. That’s not the suspense.
the door at seven in the morning and Michael The suspense is in how the TARDIS crew save
and I had to climb out of the back window, as Vicki, and themselves, from him.
there wasn’t a back door! It was absolutely
terrifying, and I just didn’t know what I’d let This leads us to a point where the Doctor has
myself in for. I had no idea it was so enormous twigged the criminal, and unmasked him, only
and such a great cult. It was a terrible shock to to realise he’s alone with a serial murderer
me and I couldn’t really cope with it at all.
younger and ﬁ er than him, and thus put
- Maureen O’Brien, DWM162 himself into great danger!

But ﬁrst, let’s focus on what “The Rescue”
does well. Characters. As the ﬁrst story in Who
history to need to replace one of the main
cast, it draws a remarkably short s ck. A er
all, fail to replace Carole Ann Ford adequately
would spell trouble in the long and even short
term as the audience iden ﬁca on character.
Nowadays, the revolving door of the TARDIS is
part of the inbuilt charm of the show, but back
in 1964, Maureen O’Brien had the task of
doing the unprecedented in show’s history.
She has noted that the press interest in her all
of a sudden was something she was u erly
unprepared for…

But in the role of Vicki, O’Brien is superb.
Be er than Susan, I’d hasten to add. Like a
breath of fresh air into the show, amiable but
with a hard edge to her, brought on by selfpreserva on on a hos le planet. She appears
to be looking a er the crippled Benne , but
she seems smart enough to know to be wary
around him, and she has enough wits about
her to befriend or tame the local sand
monster. Which leads to one of my favourite
mood whiplashes in Who history, as Barbara

Then, comes the twist.
Two previous inhabitants of the planet,
believed dead, return, and the shocked
Benne , trying to escape them, falls to his
death. An eerily shot scene, somewhat out of
focus, where two white cloaked ﬁgures
silently advance on the terriﬁed Benne , and
even the Doctor, mid-strangula on, has this
look of surprised worry at the sight.

Where the hell did those two guys come
from? Ian Marter’s book, and most fan
descrip ons, has them as surviving locals that
Benne failed to kill oﬀ. Which is a mediocre
possibility, admi edly. However, this story so
well ﬁts the tropes of a certain other genre,
that I can’t help but wonder if Doctor Who
fans have actually got the wrong end of the
s ck for over 50 years.
I suggest that “The Rescue” is actually a ghost
story, and that the two who appear are the
ghosts.
“Let us, then, be introduced to the actors in a
placid way; let us see them going about their
ordinary business, undisturbed by forebodings,
pleased with their surroundings; and into this
calm environment let the ominous thing put
out its head, unobtrusively at ﬁrst, and then
more insistently, un l it holds the stage. It is
not amiss some mes to leave a loophole for a
natural explana on; but I would say, let the
loophole be so narrow as not to be quite
prac cable.”
- M.R. James, Introduc on to Ghosts and
Marvels (1929)
Ray Barre , who never gets the praise
deserved for a ﬁne performance, plays
Benne the en re me as a man constantly
just looking out of the corner of his eye. A
guilty and desperate man yes, but what does
he see? Look at your tradi onal M.R. James
ghost story. Lost Hearts for example, in which
the ghost children appear to see oﬀ their
murderer and protect a third vic m from the
same fate. The Stalls of Barchester Cathedral,
in which a reverend with a murderous past
ﬁnds the ghosts catching up with him. The
Tractate Middoth, The Mezzo nt and many
others all focus on vengeful ghosts who get
their own back on the person who wronged
them in life. Remind you of anything?
The Rescue is not your average bog-standard
Doctor Who story. It is the story of Benne , a
man who tried to kill a planet, but the planet’s
ghosts saw to him, and protected someone
else – the Doctor – from following their own
fate. It is Doctor Who’s very own ghost story
for Christmas.
If you look at it as a typical Doctor Who story,
then its full of holes. If you look at “The
Rescue” as a ghost story in the English
tradi on, then the whole thing just starts to
make sense. Overall, I prefer that version.
| Michael S. Collins
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Here Come the Drums
John Simm
2007-2017
In 2007, the revived produc on of Doctor Who reached its
third series. The ﬁrst had revamped the Daleks for a new
genera on; the second updated the Cybermen with a new
origin story. Naturally, for the third series, there was one more
iconic villain that had to be reintroduced, reinvented for the
21st century. The Master, the Doctor's archnemesis since 1971,
was bound to turn up eventually, although showrunner Russell
T. Davies did his best to hide the inevitable by claiming to
dislike the character. In reality, though, Davies began plan ng
the seeds of the Master's return as early as the end of series
two, with the ﬁrst sigh ngs of the name Saxon appearing in
the episode “Love & Monsters” in a newspaper headline.
Further men ons of Harold Saxon throughout series three
made it clear that this was a signiﬁcant character. Alongside
this, the Face of Boe's enigma c last words in “Gridlock” - “You
are not alone” - hinted very strongly that another Time Lord
was ac ve in the universe.
Fans put two and two together and knowing RTD's (and the
Master's) penchant for anagrams, swi ly calculated that
“Mister Saxon” was an anagram for “Master No. Six” reasoning that the series would soon introduce the sixth actor
to portray the Master on television. Davies later claimed the
anagram hadn't even occurred to him, being just one of those
moments of sublime serendipity.
With the news that John Simm was lining up for a role in
Doctor Who, it all fell into place, and a sneaky in-joke even
made its way into Life on Mars, in which Simm played the lead
role of DI Sam Tyler. Simm, a well-regarded television actor,
had made a name for himself in powerful dramas such as the
ﬁlms Human Traﬃc, Wonderland and 24-Hour Party People,
and award-winning TV series including The Lakes and State of
Play. In his way, Simm was as much a coup for the series as his
immediate predecessor Sir Derek Jacobi.
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Having apparently been involved behind the scenes, as it were,
throughout the third series, it was a surprise to ﬁnd the Master
reintroduced at the very end of me. Regenera ng from an
elderly and professorial incarna on into a younger, stronger
version, the new Master was designed – both in concept by
Davies and regenera on in-universe – as a match for the tenth
Doctor. The best Doctor-Master pairings have reﬂected each
other and the era they were wri en for, and perhaps more
than any other John Simm is the an -Doctor to David Tennant's
Doctor. He has the verbosity, exuberance, childishness and
charm of the tenth
Doctor, but dialled
up and let loose
without cause
for consequence.
Both the tenth
Doctor and the
Saxon Master
are survivors
of the Time War,
having been hurt
in their own ways
by the trauma of
the conﬂict: the
Doctor, by

have been bea ng in his head all through
his lives, they've clearly go en louder as
me has gone on. By the me he's
reached this incarna on, he can barely
There's a great deal to Simm's Master
contain the pain of it, and his sanity has
that calls back to earlier incarna ons of
the character. The Doctor notes that he's worn thinner than ever. He is emo onally
vola le and out of control.
always been hypno c, but here that
ability is enhanced and magniﬁed by his
Nonetheless, he is more than capable of
technology. The Master's penchant for
maintaining the illusion of being calm
disguises and playing roles is evident
and in control, playing the role of the
through his long game as Harold Saxon
and his later, extended disguise as Razor. digniﬁed Harold Saxon for all the world to
Indeed, this version of the Master seems see. The Master making his way up the
poli cal system and becoming the Bri sh
more ﬂuid in his personality than ever
Prime Minister is a wonderful conceit,
before, with each of his three
one that leads him to ﬁnally fulﬁl one of
appearances displaying dis nct
characters. The Master's sense of iden ty his ambi ons and conquer the Earth. It
has to be pointed out, though, that
s ll seems shaky, unsurprising
considering the me he's spent living his everything that happens in the Master's
plan is the Doctor's fault. By nobbling the
life as another man altogether. He
doesn't have a
beard this me
(“well, a wife,” as
the Doctor says to
his earlier self, in
one of the series'
greatest jokes),
but amusingly,
both mes the
Simm Master is
“born,” he has a
thatch of stubble
on his face, as if
his evil beard was
trying to come
through.
TARDIS and trapping it between two
points in me – eighteen months before
There's one thing that really sets this
Master apart from his earlier selves: his its last departure point in the 21st
sheer, unbridled madness. The three-part century, and the distant future of AD 100
story that rounds oﬀ series three drops a Trillion – the Doctor ensures that the
Master has to stay on Earth and leaves it
bombshell on the Master's story,
at his mercy. Moreover, the poli cal crisis
revealing that he has been plagued
caused by his collapsing of Harriet Jones's
throughout his life by an unending
drumbeat in his head. At ﬁrst, this seems powerbase leaves the UK open to the
Master's takeover.
like a symptom of his madness, but we
later learn that it's the cause, a very real
What's more, everything the Master does
sound that has been implanted in his
in this elaborate plan is intended to trap
head by the Time Lords. Perhaps if the
and humiliate the Doctor. Part of this is
Doctor had taken it more seriously the
by necessity: the Master manipulates
Master might have never gone quite as
events so that the Doctor and Martha are
wildly oﬀ the rails as he did. The
kept together, through the experiments
drumbeat is an iconic refrain for this
of Professor Lazarus in par cular, in order
Master, following him through his ﬁrst
to put them in the right place and the
two appearances. If the drums really
betraying his principles, the Master by
sacriﬁcing his iden ty in order to hide.

right me and be catapulted to his
bolthole at the end of the universe. Only
then can his release and regenera on be
ensured. Once back on Earth, though, the
Master delights in doing everything he
can to trauma se and mock the Doctor.
He turns him and his companions into
fugi ves, turns Martha's family against
each other and then imprisons them, and
ﬁnally captures the Doctor. He conquers
the Doctor's favourite country and makes
him watch as he destroys the world.
The Master's plan is as baﬄingly
convoluted as ever, but it does actually
work. His adop on of the Toclafane,
humanity's ﬁnal evolu on, as a weapon
against their past selves gives him the
ul mate army and seems designed to
speciﬁcally upset the Doctor. His
cannibalizing of the
TARDIS to create
his paradox
machine makes the
impossible meline
possible – and
seems designed to
speciﬁcally upset
the Doctor. His
inveigling his way
into the MoD
allows him to
inﬁltrate UNIT and
create the Valiant
as his base and
weapon, and seem
speciﬁcally – well, you get the idea. It's
ingenious, it works, and it allows him to
do what he's always done - focus on the
Doctor.

“Everything the Master does in
this elaborate plan is intended to
trap and humiliate the Doctor.”

Rarely has the Master seemed as
obsessed with the Doctor as now. He
models himself a er him: a black version
of the suit, e and coat that the tenth
Doctor wears, a laser screwdriver, even
jelly babies. He even takes a female
companion, although, unlike the Doctor,
his inten ons are profoundly sexual. With
the Master, it's hard to say how much of
his conquest of poor Lucy is based on
actual a rac on and how much is simply
another way to wield power, but it seems
mostly the la er. It's clear that he's
interested in the opposite sex, in a deeply
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he says that dying is the last thing the
Master could ever allow himself to do.
The Master dies from Lucy's bullet purely
out of spite, but he has one more
convoluted scheme le .

misogynis c fashion, but all this does is
feed into his gigan c ego (a er all, this is
someone so vain he fancies his own
future self). He takes Lucy to the future
to see the collapse and autocannibalisa on of humanity, something
that breaks her sanity, remaking her in
his image, and proceeds to violently
abuse her once he's all but lost interest in
her. It's quite appropriate that not once,
but twice, she is the one to come close to
killing him. (Perhaps he shouldn't have
called his novel Kiss Me, Kill Me.)
Having conquered the Earth, the Master
proceeds to transform it into his war
machine, planning to next conquer the
universe, but the Doctor is s ll his focus.
His reducing the Doctor to advanced old
age reverses the unequal foo ng of their
last mee ng and gives him power over
his old enemy. He keeps the Doctor like a
pet and smacks him around – essen ally
a prime- me friendly way of depic ng
torture – and above all, through all this
humilia on and destruc on, he's
thoroughly enjoying himself. A er his
conquest of the Earth, we rejoin the
Master, playing the hugely appropriate
Scissor Sisters song “I Can't Decide” while
he dances around and torments the
Doctor. And he's been pulling this
nonsense for a whole year!
As usual, it's the Master's overconﬁdence
that eventually leads to his defeat,
leading to the Doctor and Martha turning
his technology against him. His mesmeric
Archangel Network is u lised to revive
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RTD claimed, unconvincingly, that this
was the ﬁnal end for the Master, but to
no-one's surprise, he returned once
again for the 2009 end-of-year special.
The End of Time saw oﬀ the tenth Doctor,
and who else could he face but his fellow
Time Lord? In one of the most contrived
and hammy scenes in the series' history,
the Master is resurrected in a pseudomys cal ceremony by his previously
and boost the Doctor's strength, so that unseen, devoted handmaidens. Lucy
he can ﬁnally defeat him. And defeat him takes her ﬁnal revenge against him,
sabotaging the process and disrup ng his
he does, not only destroying his power
resurrec on. The Master is explosively
base but erasing all but his earliest
recreated, but incomplete. He's madder
victories from me. A er all that, the
than ever, the drums are even louder,
Doctor does the one thing the Master
and his quite literally coming apart at the
cannot deal with: he forgives him. A
seams. (Whether this counts as yet
powerful moment, but one that
another incarna on of the Master is
illustrates the central problem with the
open for debate, but the possibility of
Doctor-Master rela onship. The Doctor
con nually forgives his old friend, never keeping tabs on his regenera ons has
quite able to accept that he has fallen too long since gone out the window.) The
far, and feeds into his obsession further. Master's body now bleeds energy
(presumably of the Artron variety), but
It's something that will eventually bear
the constant expenditure requires him to
fruit, but many, many more people will
constantly feed, and ﬂesh and life force.
suﬀer in the mean me.
The Master has long had aspects of the
undead, but here he ﬁnally became a
Of course, the scheming luna c has a
vampire.
back-up plan. There's no doubt some
truth to the Master's claim that he'd
The smartly-dressed and charming
rather die than be held cap ve by the
Master is gone, replaced by a ghoulish
Doctor – a fate that, one day, will come
to pass. Equally, the Doctor is right when creature, much in the vein of Delgado's

and opening the gateway to allow them
through. Of course, the Master believes
he can conquer Gallifrey like he has
Earth, but Rassilon, with the might of all
the Time Lords behind him, overcomes
him quite easily and reverses his
transforma on of the human race. The
Doctor faces Rassilon down, pitched
between him and the Master, but at the
last moment the Master sacriﬁces
himself to stop the President and save
the Doctor's life. At least, that's how it's
presented, a ﬁnal moment of redemp on
to save his one- me friend who endlessly
forgave him. In actuality, this Master
seems to have nothing but hatred le for
the Doctor, and his apparent protec on
of him is merely the side eﬀect of his
retalia on against Rassilon. The Master
The Master's quickly turns his capture by unleashes all of his fury on the man who
implanted the drumbeat in his head and
the Naismith’s to his advantage, ﬁxing
drove him to madness, and they are both
the alien “Immortality Gate” and then
cast back to Gallifrey on the supposed
using it to bring about his most
day of its destruc on.
audacious plan yet. Showing that the
Master is perfectly capable of coming up
Of course, this isn't the end for the
with ludicrous schemes on the spot, he
Master at all, and nor is Gallifrey
projects his own biological and
destroyed. With the rescue of Gallifrey in
neurological template onto the en re
the 50th anniversary special, the way was
popula on of the Earth, transforming
every single human being (save Wilf and opened for the Master's return. When
the character did return, it was in a new
Donna) into duplicates of himself. The
guise, as Missy, played by Michelle
sight of John Simm repeated over and
Gomez. However, Simm would return to
over in various dresses is one that will
the role one more me, in the two-part
s ck with viewers for a long me, but
perhaps not so much as the howling pun ﬁnale to series ten, a full ten years a er
of “the Master Race.” (How much do you his ﬁrst appearance, for the TV series'
ﬁrst ever mul -Master story. Exactly
want to bet the pun came ﬁrst and the
what's happened to the Master in that
story a er?) Quite what the hell he
me is only sketched in, but it seems that
expects to do with six-and-half billion
the Time Lords ﬁxed both his collapsing
clones of himself is unclear. While he
makes some noises about returning to
body and the drumming in his head. We
his idea of conquering the universe, it's
can perhaps assume that the Master has
some supporters on Gallifrey, given that
hard to see how long his Master Race
would follow him – a er all, they should he was able to not only survive but also
be healed, even if he did then experience
logically all share his ego and lust for
what he calls “a mutual kicking out.” (It
power. Did he really think that he could
also seems likely that he was responsible
keep his other selves in line for long?
for Rassilon's regenera on between
The Master's victory is short-lived, as
appearances.) The older version of the
once again in his overconﬁdence he sets Saxon Master is a quieter, more
composed character, no longer driven to
up his own defeat. U lising the many
distrac on by the constant drumming.
copies of himself, he triangulates the
Simm, who clearly enjoyed the chance to
source of the drumming in his head,
iden fying the signal placed there by the ham it up and twirl his metaphorical
moustache as the Master, nonetheless
Time Lords at the end of the Time War
replacement by Pra 's corpse-like
version. In a stolen ou it including a
black hood, and with his skin periodically
becoming translucent, there's more than
a hint of the Master from The Deadly
Assassin, but unlike that decrepit version,
this Master is athle c and super-strong,
and can channel his life energies as a
weapon in an unexpected superpower.
Now at his lowest ebb, scavenging and
murdering for food, the Master has to
keep his face hidden from a whole
country that has been witness to his
crimes. (Simm's ini al idea of the shock
of resurrec on turning his hair white
changed in development to a shoddy
bleach job in a desperate a empt at
disguise.)

relished the opportunity to portray this
more reﬁned version of the character.
The older Master has regained some of
his classic style, wearing a sombre, highcollared black number which invokes his
appearance back in his Delgado
incarna on. Of course, he has ﬁnally
regrown his evil beard. He is also, once
again, revelling in disguise, spending
years pretending to be Mr. Razor in the
bowels of the Mondasian ship where he
is trapped. He may claim that this is
necessary, both to hide from the
Mondasians who rebelled against him,
and also so that Bill wouldn't recognise
him as Harold Saxon, but he also admits
that he loves disguises. The obvious thing
for him to do would be to make his way
up the ship and steal the Doctor's TARDIS
with his later self, but his obsessive
hatred for the Doctor gets the best of
him again. He spends ten long years
pretending to be Bill's friend, purely so
that he can hand her over for Cyberconversion, out of sheer cruelty and
spite. He desperately wants to be no ced
by the Doctor, and the only way he
knows how is by hur ng him and his
friends.
However, the Master's comeuppance
comes at his own hand, or rather, the
hand of his future self. This misogynis c
incarna on is taken aback by learning he
is des ned to become Missy but
develops a vola le sort of respect for her.
It's the knowledge that he is des ned to
ﬁnally mend his ways and stand at the
Doctor's side that brings out his fury.
Missy stabs her past self, ini a ng his
regenera on into her, and in turn, the
Master murders his own future self,
sealing his own fate in the ul mate act of
self-destruc on. Once again, this Master
proves there is one thing that means
more to him than survival: his obsessive
hatred of the Doctor.
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con nuity between Ajax defending Troy
and Arthur defending Camelot, a point
made with great aplomb by writers such
as Joseph Campbell.

Doctor Who has been around for nearly
ﬁ y-ﬁve years, and as such provides a
unique opportunity to assess themes in
social history across the long run of the
programme. For example, the Doctor of
2018 is in some ways hardly recognizable
compared to 1963. Steven Moﬀat has
famously said “when they made this
par cular hero, they didn't give him a
gun--they gave him a screwdriver to ﬁx
things. They didn't give him a tank or a
warship or an x-wing ﬁghter--they gave
him a box from which you can call for
help. And they didn't give him a
superpower or pointy ears or a heat-ray-they gave him an extra HEART. They gave
him two hearts! And that's an
extraordinary thing.” (Good Reads) The
problem with this quote is that in 1963,
most of it wasn’t true. While admi edly
the TARDIS has always been in the shape
of a police public call box, it was never
actually used to call anyone un l the
revival of the programme in 2005. The
sonic screwdriver did not make its debt
un l 1968 and did not feature
prominently in the programme un l the
1970s. Finally, the Doctor is only shown
to have two hearts in 1970, during the
examina on done in “Spearhead from
Space.” In fact, during two previous
serials it was acknowledged he only had
one heart, both in the “Edge of
Destruc on” and in the “Wheel in
Space.” (TARDIS) Despite all that, Moﬀat
also pointed out that “heroes tell us who
we want to be.” (Good Reads)
Every society and culture have cultural
icons that perform noble or epic deeds to
express the values of that culture. The
western world has a plethora of heroic
ﬁgures, from Gilgamesh to Cyrano, King
Arthur to Batman. Granted, for much of
western history these ﬁgures have
largely been male. The women in heroic
roles in past days, such as the AngloSaxon Godiva who protested excess
taxes on the peasants, or the brilliant
Irene Adler that matched wits with
Sherlock Holmes were generally the
excep on that proved the male rule.
Further, prior to the twen eth century,
most heroic ﬁgures were of pre y a
standard cut. One can see a great deal of

A curious heroic twist entered the public
mind in the early part of the twen eth
century, though. A new kind of ﬁgure
came onto the media stage with the birth
of the ‘superhero’.
With the 1938 Ac on Comics debut of
Superman, the societal expecta ons for
heroism underwent a substan al shi .
Superman was, of course, superhumanly
strong (the cover of his debut shows him
single-handedly carrying a car) as well as
superhumanly fast, eﬀec vely immune
to bullets. and naturally using all his
powers to ﬁght crime. Other abili es,
such as freezing breath, x-ray vision and
even the ability to ﬂy were added later,
as was his weakness in the form of
Kryptonite. Superman heralded the rise
of the superhero in western culture, but
he was not alone. Batman was the next
superhero ﬁgure to arrive, followed by a
host of others, from the classic-era
Captain America to more recent
addi ons such as Deadpool. In each case,
the hero had a speciﬁc set of powers, a
readily recognized costume, and usually
a cri cal weakness.

Doctors 1-4 (top to bottom): William Hartnell,
Patrick Troughton, Jon Pertwee, and
Tom Baker

World War II reinforced the noble role of
such characters. They were to always
serve on the side of good, follow a moral
code, be largely selﬂess, and promote
the na onal interest, even if it was
something as mundane as plan ng a
‘victory garden’ or selling war bonds. By
the early 1960s, the new heroic mould
had largely solidiﬁed, almost to the point
of caricature. Not only in comic books,
but also on the countless westerns and
police dramas that spawned in 1950s and
1960s television, good would always
triumph over evil in the end, but at
minimal cost. If a ‘good guy’ was shot or
injured, he would certainly be healed in
me for the next show. No ma er how
nefarious the plot of the evildoer, the
casual es would be light or non-existent.
A curious sense of normalcy came over
bizarre circumstances, such as ci zens of
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Gotham City calmly
accep ng the idea
that Batman and
Robin would be out
on ‘crime patrol’ in
their ‘Batmobile’ in
case the Joker tried
to a ack again with
ridiculously large
novelty playing
cards.

out on television.
There was a rising
clash between the
‘establishment’ of
the older
genera on and the
new, post-war
genera on coming
of age. It was no
accident that the
Doctor that was
ﬁnally presented to
No wonder there
audiences bore a
was the beginning of
great resemblance
some backlash
to a Victorian
against the
schoolmaster. Here
The Doctor, Susan & Ian cornered by the Daleks
storytelling norms in
was ‘the
the 1960s. In part, this was part of a
establishment’ wri en in big, bold
was recorded that became the ﬁrst
larger backlash against the social norms Doctor Who episode, “An Unearthly
le ers, right down to the tapping ﬁngers
of the previous decade. Just as in the
on his frock coat lapels. Here, too, was
Child.”
United States, where the perceived
the new genera on in the form of his
shallowness of 1950s consumerism
Even with the changes made, the Doctor granddaughter Susan, who loved
produced a generalized backlash
twen eth-century Earth so much she
was hardly heroic in the earliest stories
embodied by the Beatnik movement,
was willing to leave the TARDIS to stay
of the programme. He was grumpy, at
there were also rumbles of discontent in
there, if she had to. The social climate of
mes quite arrogant and largely selfBritain at the me, largely among the
the early 1960s made it desirable for the
serving, if admi edly intellectually
youth, who sought to challenge the
Doctor to have the character ﬂaws
brilliant. He eﬀec vely kidnapped Ian
authority of the tradi onal Bri sh social and Barbara knowing full well the
commonly associated with ‘the
model. Part of this social backlash
establishment’: the excessive
diﬃculty of ever ge ng them back to
involved embracing an an hero, a ﬁgure their correct me and place, willfully lied authoritarianism, the arrogance, and the
who might wind up doing the right thing about damage to a ﬂuid link in the
rigidity that so many younger people in
not because it was the right thing to do, TARDIS so he could go explore an alien
Britain were feeling represented all that
but instead because it served some sort
had come before. At the same me,
of personal end. In the US, this was made
though, the Doctor was the one that
manifest in cinemas with James Dean
could save the day, if he wanted to. The
and the landmark ﬁlm Rebel Without a
role of the younger genera on was to
Cause, while in the United Kingdom a
get him to want to. From a heroism point
stage parallel might be see in John
of view, then, the Doctor in 1963 was a
Osbourne’s play Look Back in Anger.
valiant eﬀort to represent what Bri sh
(Rebellato)
society wanted to be — the best of the
established order tempered with the
Enter the Doctor in 1963. He is decidedly
best of the new genera on, intelligence
more an hero than hero, although
and authority tempered with compassion
The Doctor & the Meddling Monk
perhaps not quite as much as could have
and humanity.
been. The pilot episode of Doctor Who
had some notable diﬀerences from what city in the story “The Daleks” and is quite It took a li le while for the model to
was ﬁnally broadcast, but producer
willing to abandon an en re species (the really se le. While the ini al TARDIS
Sydney Newman felt there were too
crew seemed to gel a er the ﬁrst
Thals of the same story) to their fate,
many problems with the recording, both since they were not his problem. These
thirteen episodes, coming together to
with technical faults and in terms of
are hardly the traits of a hero, are they? work as a whole more eﬀec vely,
characteriza on. The Doctor, played by
through most of the ﬁrst Doctor’s me
William Hartnell, was considerably
There is more than meets the eye in this he is at best a reluctant hero that is only
tetchier, and might even be called
assessment, though. The complex social forced to act when the TARDIS is disabled
malevolent in the pilot originally ﬁlmed. dynamic of Britain, and arguably the
or some way inaccessible. In the serial
To address these issues, a second pilot
western world in the 1960s, was playing “Marco Polo” for example, the TARDIS
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develops a fault and then is held hostage
by Marco Polo, forcing the travelers to
interact with historical ﬁgures including
Kublai Khan during the story. In serial
“The Keys of Marinus” the TARDIS is
locked within a force ﬁeld, forcing the
Doctor and his companions to go recover
the missing keys before it will be
released. In the second series story “The
Dalek Invasion of Earth” access to the
TARDIS is blocked by fallen steel girders,
forcing the Doctor to act, even though
some of the heroic traits of the Doctor
had begun coming to light in the
programme. While serials like “The Space
Museum” and “The Chase” do not
speciﬁcally require the Doctor to act
through the loss of the TARDIS, they are
driven by a sense of selfpreserva on more than
a sense of heroism. But
in the ﬁnale to the
second series, “The
Time Meddler”, a new
model for the Doctor
emerges.
In the context of the
programme, “The Time
Meddler” represents
several important ﬁrsts.
It is the ﬁrst- me
viewers meet another
member of the Doctor’s
race, although at the me neither the
Meddling Monk nor the Doctor are
referred to as Time Lords. It is also the
ﬁrst me another TARDIS appears on
screen, as the Monk has one as well as
the Doctor, and a more ‘modern’ one at
that, if the Monk is to be believed. This is
also the ﬁrst direct reference to the
programma c trope that will become
known as the Laws of Time, speciﬁc
guidelines about what is or is not allowed
for me travelers. But most importantly,
this is the ﬁrst me the Doctor detects a
problem that does not directly threaten
him or his crew and chooses to stay to
address the problem instead of just
running oﬀ. In this serial, the problem is
one of meddling with history. The Monk
plans to help the Anglo-Saxon King
Harold by defea ng the Viking invasion
of England near Stamford Bridge in 1066,

thus allowing King Harold the best
chance at defea ng William the
Conqueror’s invasion Has ngs, instead of
losing to him as history shows. Granted,
there is a case to be made that a me
traveler may have a moral obliga on to
uphold certain rules, much as an oﬀ-duty
constable is s ll a constable and will
intervene when there is a crime or
threat. However, “The Time Meddler”
marks a signiﬁcant shi for the character
of the Doctor that manifests itself across
the next several years of the
programme’s run. It is the point where
the an -hero largely falls away, and the
heroic traits of the Doctor become more
dominant.

The Moonbase

One of the most common tropes in
Western media is the lone hero who
arrives just in the nick of me and leaves
as soon as the trouble is over. This is the
model the second Doctor, played by
Patrick Troughton, follows for most of his
me. Regardless of the where or when,
the second Doctor’s stories always seem
to feature him and his companions
arriving just as a cri cal problem is about
to develop, commonly on the model of
the ‘base under siege’ mo f that was
driven more by small studio space than
any penchant from the writers. The
second Doctor’s inten ons are made
clear early in his run, as in the serial “The
Moonbase” the Doctor arrives just in
me to take on the Cybermen because
they are “evil” and “must be fought.”
Stories like “The Tomb of the Cybermen”

further showcase this model, where the
TARDIS lands just as the doors to the
Cybertombs are found, or “The Ice
Warriors” where the Doctor arrives just
as the alien ship is found in the ice. The
second Doctor seems to almost gleefully
follow the second part of the trope,
heading oﬀ as soon as the problem is
ﬁxed or the enemy defeated, and
without answering too many ques ons.
As soon as the Moonbase is secured
from the Cybermen, the Doctor and his
companions ‘borrow’ some space suits
and slip away to the TARDIS before base
commander Hobson can thank them for
their help. As soon as the ioniser is
secured from the Ice Warriors in the
eponymous serial, the Doctor and crew
slip out without a word.
The same pa ern
repeats in “The Web of
Fear”, “The Seeds of
Death” and other
second Doctor serials.
The comparison
between the ﬁrst and
second Doctor
highlights certain social
expecta ons for heroic
ﬁgures as the 1960s
progressed. While the
ﬁrst Doctor was much
sterner and more
authoritarian, the second Doctor seemed
much more of a comedic ﬁgure, there
was s ll never any ques oning of the
second Doctor’s authority when the crisis
reached its peak. Further, while the ﬁrst
Doctor started as an an -heroic ﬁgure,
the second Doctor has fully embraced
the various tropes of the heroic ﬁgure.
The slow shi in the programme is a
manifesta on of shi ing a tudes
toward the social expecta ons of heroic
ﬁgures at the me. Even as the western
world rushed towards a series of deeply
worrying youth-centered confronta ons
in 1968, there was a growing sense of
recogni on that there was s ll value in
the more tradi onal parts of the social
order. The Doctor of 1968 and 1969 was
a social construct of a so ened, more
genial establishment ﬁgure, with all the
beneﬁts of knowledge and experience,
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infused with a sense of op mism and
compassion that the younger genera on
was so desperately trying to both claim
and assert in the world around them.
Eﬀec vely, the Doctor expressed a late1960s ideal of a hero that was fun to be
with but could always be counted on to
make things right in the end, no ma er
how grim the situa on looked.
Any new idea takes a certain amount of
me to percolate through a society, even
in a society with ready access to massmedia. Thus the events of 1968, which
included high-proﬁle assassina ons, the
escala on of the military conﬂict in
Vietnam, the Soviet crackdown in
Prague, and student protests in the
United States, Mexico, Germany, France
and the UK, took a while to manifest in
the larger social order. It is important to
note here two thoughts about the
student protests in par cular. The ﬁrst
was that while in many diﬀerent locales
students did indeed protest, and that
similar themes came up in those
protests, there was no sense of unity
between the groups. That is to say, while
students in the United States and
Germany both expressed concern about
the war eﬀort in Vietnam, the groups
neither communicated nor collaborated
in those eﬀorts, and each protest and
student group developed its own unique
approach and goals. Even within the US,
student protest groups generally
operated independently of each other.
(Gitlin, 285-305) The second, related
point is that the scale of these protests
must be considered. By no means did
every student, or even most students,
par cipate. While the riots outside the
1968 Democra c Na onal Conven on in
Chicago were highly visible, the students
at the event and represented in archival
footage and anecdotes were a rela vely
small number of the total student body
a ending schools just in the Chicago
area. It may even be argued that, given
the wide-spread media presence at the
diﬀerent events, the media itself was
responsible for over-represen ng the
protests and sugges ng to society as a
whole that the problem was far larger
than it might have really been. Thus
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Jon Pertwee (Third Doctor)

when Chicago Mayor Richard Daley was
seen aggressively giving profanity-laced
commands to police to a ack the
protestors, clearly there must be a largescale problem with those in authority.
(Gitlin, 338) When students were shown
rio ng outside the American Embassy,
there was clearly a very large youth
problem in Britain, even though many of
the issues driving student protests were
not unique to, nor even necessarily
directly problema c in the UK. (O’Hagan)

Woodstock fes val in 1969, the early
1970s represented a me of social
fallout. The students had protested. The
ac vists had marched. The hippies had
gathered. Thousands had sung,
meditated, and go en high. Yet the war
con nued in Vietnam. The entrenched
poli cal and social power structure was
largely intact. The world, in short, was
unmoved. What most embodied the ﬁrst
years of the 1970s became the ques on
of ‘Now what?’ There was a certain
amount of ‘Now what?’ on Doctor Who,
as well. The year 1970 saw both a new
Doctor, and a new spin on the
programme as the character was exiled
to Earth. Within the produc on limits
and budget constraints the BBC imposed,
though, there was an opportunity for the
programme to evolve, and evolve it did,
to reﬂect the developing social norms of
the new decade.

Jon Pertwee’s take on the Doctor was a
marked shi in the character’s heroic
abili es and inclina ons. Most notably,
the third Doctor was a much more ac ve
ﬁgure than the previous two. While the
ﬁrst Doctor could wield a mean walking
s ck when absolutely required, there is
no meaningful way he could be
considered an ac on hero. The second
In the wake of all the societal upheaval of Doctor was more ac ve than that, but
the ac on tended to be running away
the late 1960s then, and even allowing
the mostly posi ve moment that was the from things rather than ﬁgh ng with
them. But the third Doctor was diﬀerent.
While violence was never his ﬁrst choice,
this Doctor knew Venusian aikido, and
was more than willing to disable an
a acker with a resounding “Hai!” if the
moment called for it. Interes ngly, this
par cular form of alien mar al arts was
very low contact, and tended to produce
unusual eﬀects on the vic m, such as
causing one’s arms to s ck straight out,
even as the opponent was instantly
immobilized, as opposed to the more
typical ﬁght sequences in other
programmes. Another new ac on twist,
driven in part by Jon Pertwee’s love of
automobiles, was that the third Doctor
was not above a good bit of dashing
about in a car, too, whether in the
redoubtable yellow roadster Bessie, or
Patrick McNee as Steed
the ﬂying-saucer shaped “Whomobile”

that appeared in a few stories. For all the his encounters with SPECTRE and the
ac on, though, this Doctor was always a introduc on of the Master as a nemesis
for the Doctor.
gentleman.
While there is no explicit statement from
writers or producers to support the
premise, it is possible to see the third
Doctor as Doctor Who’s take on the
character of Steed from The Avengers.
Both ﬁgures were
always impeccably
dressed, o en
courteous to a fault,
but equally capable of
reducing any foe to a
crumpled mess in an
instant when the need
arose. If anything, the
Doctor was a bit more
easily ﬂustered than
the ever-polished and
suave Steed, as when
the Doctor’s plans went
awry it was usually
fairly obvious to those
involved, while Steed
could play oﬀ even the
most unexpected
outcomes as being something fully
intended all along. It is worth no ng the
possible inﬂuence of the James Bond
ﬁlms on Jon Pertwee’s portrayal as well.
Bond and Steed are arguably cut from
the same cloth, though Bond was at
mes more grandiose in his ac ons and
plans, not unlike some of the more
grandiose plans of the Doctor.

Whatever the inﬂuences on the
character, the third Doctor was
undeniably much more of a man of
ac on than his past incarna ons had
been. It is a bit more specula ve to

Tom Baker (the Fourth Doctor)

address why these character changes
took place. One answer may lie in a
byproduct of the exile-based plot shi
Doctor Who underwent in 1970.
Following two previous encounters
Colonel and then Brigadier Alistair
Gordon Lethbridge Stewart in the second
Doctor stories “The Web of Fear” and
“The Invasion,” while conﬁned to Earth
the Doctor gets associated with UNIT,
The change of loca on for Doctor Who
which in the 1970s stories stood for the
may have been a contribu ng factor in
United Na ons Intelligence Taskforce,
the decision to play up similar aspects to though in the post-2005 revival the
Steed and Bond in his character.
acronym changed slightly. The military
Whereas Hartnell and Troughton were
has tradi onally been seen as a heroic
far-ranging travelers, Pertwee’s Doctor
force for the people. Classic cinema
was in an exile on Earth, cut oﬀ from his works have focused on the
most valuable resource, as the TARDIS
resourcefulness of various branches or
had been rendered inoperable. This
units of military force, such as in the
Doctor, then, had to serve as both the
Bri sh 1955 ﬁlm The Dam Busters and
heroic ﬁgure and his own MI6,
the 1962 American ﬁlm The Longest Day.
developing gadgets that ranged from the However, in the wake of the struggles
sonic ‘door handle’ in “Inferno” to ki ng and unresolved nature of the Korean
out Bessie with enough special features conﬂict in the 1950s and the apparently
to make Bond’s Aston Mar n posi vely
unending morass of American
pale in comparison. There was even the involvement in Vietnam which was s ll
nice parallel between James Bond and
ongoing in 1970, there was a growing

sense that the military might not be the
solu on to every problem. In the early
1970s then, UNIT oﬀered a
representa on of the tradi onal heroic
forces of society, but one that was
surprisingly unable to cope with much of
what they encountered when the Doctor
was around. While the Brigadier most
commonly wanted to shoot or blow up a
problem, the third
Doctor provided a
1970s counterpoint,
a consummate
gentleman that
would rather think
his way out of a
problem than ﬁght it,
although he could
use physical force
when the situa on
required it. It may
even be fair, to the
Doctor’s chagrin, to
call the third Doctor
a hero for the ‘Age of
Aquarius’, an
enlightened man of
ac on that provided
a means for viewers to contrast the
tradi onal heroic forces of UNIT with the
more reﬁned and though ul methods of
a heroic gentleman.
What on Gallifrey happened with Tom
Baker, then? For all the wonderful
exuberance and ﬂare (and possibly ham)
he brought to role of the Doctor, when
the charm that was inherent in Tom
Baker’s portrayal of the Doctor was
stripped away, the fourth Doctor was
o en arrogant, brash and even rude,
marking more of a return to the William
Hartnell characteriza on. Despite that,
he remains one of the best loved Doctors
from the programme’s long run. A more
interes ng aspect of the later 1970s on
Doctor Who, though, it that it was during
Tom Baker’s me in the TARDIS that the
Doctor went from being a hero to being a
superhero.
| David Johnson
Part two will appear in the next issue
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Big Finish Produc ons. Along with
If one wanted to summarize the
the character’s role in the 2013
gulf between Doctor Who’s
poten al and its mid-80s reality in comics series Prisoners of Time,
a single word, Frobisher would be they make a strong case for
Frobisher as the most beloved
an ideal choice. Introduced in
Doctor Who Magazine
(DWM herea er) in
1984, the shape-changer
“Even by the standard of companions
who preferred the form
created for spin-off media, Frobisher
of a penguin
is difficult to reconcile with
accompanied the comiccontinuity at large.”
strip incarna on of the
Doctor for the en rety
of his all-too-brief
tenure. In the three decades since companion never to have
par ng ways with the Doctor, the appeared in the TV series itself.
character has lived on in other
Even by the standard of
media, appearing in both one of
the BBC’s Past Doctor Adventures companions created for spin-oﬀ
novels and two audio dramas for media, Frobisher is diﬃcult to
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reconcile with con nuity at large,
which seems thoroughly ﬁ ng for
the character. At a me when
those making the TV program
o en seemed ﬁxated on
reprocessing Doctor Who’s
past, the tandem of writer
Steve Parkhouse and ar st
John Ridgway opted to test
the limits of what kind of
stories it could hold. A
companion capable of
adop ng virtually any form
complemented their work
perfectly.
His ini al adventure appropriately tled The Shape
Shi er - was a parody of hardboiled detec ve stories in which

compelling.
In fairness to the produc on team, a story with
Voyager's scope would have been virtually
impossible to execute credibly on the TV program's
budget. However, that doesn't excuse the lack of
imagina on. Just a few years removed from wizardmonks who could reshape the universe with
mathema cs and a mashup of Lord Peter Wimsey
and Brideshead Revisited, the 1985 model had
largely replaced cosmic curiosity with selfreferen al cynicism. It's ironic that the comic strip
from the magazine geared toward self-iden ﬁed
fans presented stories more accessible to a general
audience than the actual TV program intended to be
Doctor Who's mainstream itera on.
More to the point, Voyager feels more
representa ve of Doctor Who than even the be er
he took the shape of everything from a telephone to stories from the 1985 season, let alone the
following year's The Trial of a Time Lord. Through it
the Doctor himself by way of a pigeon and the
all stood Frobisher (aside from the occasional lieTARDIS me-rotor. What he didn't do was use the
name Frobisher. That moniker, along with his more down, that is). Even when Peri rejoined the Doctor
and Steve Parkhouse stepped down as the writer,
familiar avian appearance were introduced in the
the shape-changer
following storyline,
con nued to inject a
Voyager.
fanciful element into the
“More
to
the
point,
Voyager
feels
proceedings. Alan
Voyager is both a
more
representative
of
Doctor
Who
McKenzie's stories were a
touchstone and a
bit more conven onal - at
ﬂashpoint in Doctor Who’s
than even the better stories from the
mes closer to the tone of
history. Using Astrolabus 1985 season.”
the TV program - than
a mysterious renegade
Parkhouse's, but the sense
Time Lord possessing
of presen ng something
arcane knowledge - as the
antagonist is noteworthy as a point of comparison beyond what television could oﬀer remained.
to and demarca on from that era of the TV series.
With The Mark of the Rani preparing for produc on Colin Baker's Doctor and Peri bowed out of DWM's
comic a er Grant Morrison's anything but
around the same me, introducing another rogue
conven onal story The World Shapers. Frobisher
Time Lord was clearly not an idea John Nathanstuck around for the magazine's ﬁrst story with
Turner and Eric Saward were opposed to, but the
Sylvester McCoy's incarna on then said his hear elt
approach taken in the comics could hardly have
goodbye. Frobisher would make a subsequent
been more diﬀerent. Rather than presuming the
Time Lords to be inherently interes ng, Parkhouse appearance in DWM when Paul McGann was the
and Ridgway gave Astrolabus a mythical dimension, incumbent Doctor - though neither character
recognized each other - prior to ge ng involved in
weaving history and legend into a character that
didn't require immersion in the program's lore to be the exploits of later Doctors in the series Prisoners
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whimsy inherent in the character
with a scenario reminiscent of I,
Claudius, Rob Shearman gave
Frobisher (played by Robert Jezek)
a compelling storyline to rival
Voyager. The play also oﬀered
Colin Baker’s Doctor the balance
of humor and menace that only
rarely coalesced for him on
television and is arguably one of
the building blocks of his Doctor's
restored reputa on.
Unfortunately, based on The Holy
Terror’s legendary reputa on as
one of Big Finish’s all- me worst
sellers, not many fans seem to
The shape-shi er also appeared in have shared that feeling.
the 1998 novel
Mission:
Imprac cal by
David McIntee,
“Paradoxically the reception of Frobisher
which was an
is all the more significant as a symbol
ideal mix of
of Doctor Who’s flexibility.”
writer and
character.
McIntee’s
contribu ons to
Paradoxically the recep on of The
the New Adventures novels and
Holy Terror makes Frobisher all
their successors o en explored
the more signiﬁcant as a symbol
the edges of Doctor Who’s
of Doctor Who’s ﬂexibility.
con nuity, and by his own
account this book was intended as Because fans want Doctor Who to
be taken seriously, some mes the
the "grand ﬁnale" of that
program internalizes that feeling
approach. No other companion
would have felt quite appropriate and takes itself too seriously,
for a story featuring Sabalom Glitz subs tu ng intensity for
that's set a er The Trial of a Time imagina on. Three decades on
Lord yet before the comics where Frobisher remains a wonderful
reminder that the serious path
Frobisher met Peri.
isn't necessarily the best or most
Another perfect pairing of writer interes ng one.
and companion characterized
| Don Klees
Frobisher’s appearances in Big
Of Time some years later.
Finish’s line of Doctor Who audio
However, the character remains dramas, par cularly The Holy
most associated with Colin Baker's Terror. Counterpoin ng the
Doctor, and the majority of his
post-DWM appearances are set
during that period, including one
wri en by the Doctor himself.
Unsa sﬁed with the end of his
incarna on's TV tenure, in 1994
Colin Baker wrote the graphic
novel The Age of Chaos which
followed up on the events of The
Trial of a Time Lord. Reﬂec ng his
proper place in this Doctor’s
comic-strip adventures, Frobisher
accompanied the Time Lord on his
visits to the descendants of Peri
and King Yrcanos.
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What can I say, except ever since ge ng a
tease on Free Comic Book Day, I drooled over
this tle, and I devoured it when I ﬁnally
bought it. I will admit I was slightly
disappointed as the “four” adver sed wasn’t
properly “four,” but other than that, it was a
fun ride.
This tle brings together three Doctor
incarna ons, and their present-at-the- me
companions. We are met with the Tenth
Doctor and his companion Gabby Gonzalez,
the Eleventh Doctor and his companion Alice
Obiefune, and the Twel h Doctor and his
companion Clara Oswald. The story starts oﬀ
with the War Doctor on the planet Marinus
during the Time War. Remember Marinus? A
classic story with the First Doctor, Ian,
Barbara, and Susan. The Voord are s ll alive,
but fear for what the Time Lords winning the
war may lead to – like ex nc on of their race.

Alt.12 is actually the Voord leader.
A er he sent Clara away, he was
incredibly lonely, and found both
compassion and purpose with the
Voord. Alt. 12 u lized this mee ng
of other Doctors in order to make
his meline, the correct meline, to
properly create himself.
Madness ensues! More madness
than before!
Ten, Eleven, Twelve, and Clara are
captured, and have their memories
wiped clean. Gabby and Alice run
for it, hoping to set everything right,
however, Alice is shot in the
process, leaving everything up to
Gabby.

To back track, Eleven had a parcel
on him this whole me, apparently
No, the War Doctor was not the “fourth”
of French comics, which Gabby now
Doctor, but merely used to introduce the
has possession of. Upon opening,
Voord into the story to come.
she was sent back in me to when
Introduc ons and mee ngs out of the way,
the three companions met at the
the Doctors discover a con nuity bomb,
coﬀee shop. Those were no French
which promptly goes oﬀ in their presence.
comics, but a ny Weeping Angel
When it does, it shows an alternate meline (you’ll see how this happened later
for each incarna on. The Tenth Doctor never on). She convinces everyone of what is
saves Wilf, and ends up becoming a tyrannical happening before she disappears back into
ruler who gets assassinated by a Slitheen. The her own meline.
Eleventh Doctor never allows himself to
become rescued, so it is 5:02 pm on April 22, New meline!
2011 for eternity. The Twel h Doctor sends
Clara away a er she betrays him by burning
The Doctors and companions go to Marinus
the TARDIS keys, and ends up going mad. In
on their own terms, ready to ﬁght. Twelve
order to escape the loop the con nuity bomb imitates Alt. 12 and becomes one with the
placed them in, they make contact with mad Voord mind, mee ng his other self, one on
12, which ends up bringing alterna ve
one. That is, un l the others join them in the
universe 12 (I’ll refer to him as Alt.12 from
Voord mind, defea ng Alt. 12 on his own terf.
now on) into their proper meline.
With a job well done, they meet back up at
If you think that didn’t sound like a good idea, the coﬀee shop to see a familiar face inside.
you’d be right. Oh, and Alt.12 is the “fourth” The Ninth Doctor, and his companion Rose,
in the “Four Doctors.” I could be totally
laughing. Evidently, Nine wasn’t used as the
wrong, but he’s the only other Doctor that is Voord couldn’t ﬁnd an alternate reality where
around long enough to warrant the tle of
he wasn’t… wait for it… “Fantas c.”
the “fourth” of the group. The War Doctor
silhoue e is on the cover in the background, That sounded like a complete cop-out to me.
but I personally feel he wasn’t in the
C’mon, the Ninth Doctor could’ve totally
immediate ac on, so he doesn’t count.
messed up and created a nega ve meline of
his own! Again, not wan ng to use a proper
Onto freeing Alt. 12 being a bad idea…
“fourth” for the tle “Four Doctors.”
The group lands back on Marinus to discover

If you needed a small break from the main

storyline, don’t worry, there were ﬁve short
comics to break up the ac on. Two of them
are ed directly to the main storyline which
actually explains where the ny Weeping
Angel came from. I thought that was cute.
You wouldn’t think it would explain a crucial
scene in the main storyline due to its diﬀerent
art style and humor, but it does! The ny
Weeping Angel was the right size for a me
shi of a certain length – sending Gabby back
to the coﬀee shop. The other shorts are just
for comedy, like an “AA” mee ng of
companions or the Doctors trying stand-up
comedy. You know. Fluﬀ.
As you can see, I’m s ll miﬀed over the
improper use of ‘four Doctors’ but, then
again, there was an improper use of ‘ﬁve
Doctors’ in, well, “The Five Doctors.” Upon
reading it a second me for this retrospect, I
s ll devoured the storyline, and enjoyed it for
what it was. S ll miﬀed, but s ll enjoyable.
I’m sure this will be a classic somewhere in
the future. But hey, me will tell, it always
does.
| Jessica Chaleﬀ
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In memory of Whotopia’s long-standing
contributor Gary Phillips, this column
picks up from where ‘Dalek’s Advocate’
le oﬀ, with a serious – and some mes
not so serious – rethink of those
characters and stories which have
a racted opprobrium. And, as the
column tle suggests, even in the
downright awful there are nuggets of
goodness to be found.

some weight behind the posi ve.
Looking for a silver lining is a view that
seems to be at odds with some parts of
fandom, at least according to the results
of the aforemen oned episode polls. I
ﬁnd the Society’s polls (which reach back
to 2010) a fascina ng barometer for the
series’ popularity amongst its more
commi ed followers. The most recent
results are no less intriguing. They seem
to paint a picture of growing discontent
between some fans and the direc on in
which the series is being steered.

is solid, and if ﬂatulence can be a
characteris c of monster adversaries in
the form of the human-suited Slitheen,
and cute fat-grown Adipose aliens are
reasonable addi ons to the show, why
not the big-eyed needle-toothed P ng?
Well, if these polls are anything to go by,
the answer is a resounding no.

A quick look at these results makes my
point plain. The last two stories of Series
11 – “It Takes You Away” and “The Ba le
of Ranskoor Av Kolos” – each receive

The ﬁnal story of late, Resolu on, fares a
li le be er, though there’s s ll enough
thumbs down vo ng to raise concerns,
for me at least. I’d love to know whether
the issue here is in the wri ng, the style,
or something more integral. Or perhaps
all three. Whatever the answer, I’m
worried. No other series, since these polls
began, has been quite so poorly received.
Of course, if it were a few TV magazine

For inspira on, then, I looked back over
the column’s previous incarna on
‘Dalek’s Advocate’. I no ced that most of
the topics came from stories and
characters from the original series (Adric,
Mel, Foamasi, Timelash etc.). So I started
thinking about something more recent.
The thing was, I’d given Steven Moﬀat’s
showrunning a look in Whotopia 30, so
what was le ? That was when I began
quite a pounding, with the bo om most
looking through the Doctor Who
polling category, tled ‘Awful’, ge ng
Apprecia on Society’s online series poll
results, and the topic hit me: Series 11.
more votes than any other single
category. The same can be said for
Now, you could say it’s s ll too soon to
“Demons of the Punjab” and “Kerblam!”.
call it. A er all, the BBC trailers for Jodie The trend for bo oming out is triggered
by the mid-series oﬀering “The Tsuranga
Whi aker’s New Year special have only
just faded from our screens. But
Conundrum”. Hardly a heavyweight, the
cri quing this collec on of episodes is
challenge of the P ng and its toll on the
exactly what I’ve seen happening, and it’s crew of the medical ship is at least a nice
not all sunshine and roses, either. So, I’d diversion from the darker stories which
say now’s as good a me as any to throw tend to populate Doctor Who. The ac ng

cri cs carping on about it, or the casual
viewer switching over to something else,
I’d certainly be sorry but we’ve all been
there and got the t-shirt. It’s nothing new.
The loyal fans mu nying is another thing
altogether. When the people who read
and write about the series start to
complain, my cloister bell begins to ring.
It was the fans who helped to keep the
series going when Michael Grade tried to
kill it oﬀ in the 1980s. Fan interest
maintained the series as an audio-print

*****
Un l a few weeks ago I’d been puzzling
how to follow my last instalment. Bob had
put out the word that he was looking for
ar cles for Whotopia 34, but I ﬁgured I’d
covered most of the obvious ones (I’m
looking at you, Meglos). The cupboard
was looking bare.

“When the people who read and write
about the series start to complain,
my cloister bell begins to ring.”
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en ty for more than a decade and a half
when there were no new TV adventures
to enjoy. Fans and fandom ma er. So if
some parts of fandom are growing
disenchanted with the series, what’s to
be done about it?
Well, this is where my argument shi s
gear. Instead of trying to ﬁnd a diamond
in the rough, a reason why a certain story
or character deserves reappraising, I’m
going to focus on some things which tend
to point to Series 11’s failings being more
apparent than real.
First, a quick reality
check. I’ll admit, for
example, that Whi aker’s
cas ng le me worried.
Was Chibnall’s call a
bridge too far? Was he
guilty of playing the
gender card to make the
series more current?
Je soning half a
century’s worth of
con nuity was certainly
evident in the new worlds
and challenges
encountered by the ﬁrst
female Doctor. And the
opening episode – “The
Woman Who Fell to
Earth” – didn’t do a lot for
me either. It seemed to be channeling
Juliet Bravo circa 1981, the most recent
series of Luther, and ﬂashes of The XFiles. But a er that it se led for me, and
most importantly my two children, aged 8
and 10, started to watch the series again.

opinion carries weight. Period. It’s got the
sort of ballast that can provide vital
feedback and oﬀer a more nuanced
picture of how things are going. But it’s
not going to bring the series back when
the public decides it’s had its day. That’s
where viewing ﬁgures begin to tell a
story. According to Wikipedia (which I’m
sure is kept in touch by some very
sta s cally-savvy fans), Whi aker’s ﬁrst
This is my second point. Doctor Who 2018 series – in comparison to all other series
since 2005 – has an average number of
was more drama than anything else,
viewers which surpasses all-but Tennant’s
which is exactly what Chibnall is about.
third series in the part, and the specials in
That’s his background, his wheelhouse,
2008-2009 and 2013. None of Capaldi’s
it’s how he’s done his best work for a
eﬀorts, nor Smith’s, nor
Eccleston’s one-oﬀ,
match up to Series 11.
And before you say
Whi aker’s debut
adventure skews the
ﬁgures upwards and
there’s a drop-oﬀ
therea er, the same can
be said of every other
season, barring Series 4
where “Journey’s End”
sucked in more viewers
than the opener,
“Partners in Crime”. So,
in terms of raw viewing
ﬁgures Whi aker’s
debut series has been a
popular, if not cri cal,
success.
good few years now. When the BBC
brought him on board as the new
showrunner that was what he was tasked Polls are useful devices, they tell us
to do. All the complexi es of Moﬀat were where things seem to be, but they can
never give us the complete story. The
discarded at the drop of a hat. The soap
same can be said of viewing ﬁgures, of
opera of Russell T. Davies was a distant
course, whose value is lessened as people
memory. In their stead was a style of
ﬁnd more ways of accessing media. But if
wri ng that was fresh, to the point, and
my family’s experience is anything to go
more or less accessible to all. Chibnall is
wri ng for the casual viewer, because as by, there’s more fuel le in the tank, and
Chibnall’s next series may yet prove to be
much as it’s the fans who keep things
a hit not just with the casual viewer in
going when the chips are down, it’s the
popular terms, but with fandom in cri cal
casual viewer who acts as the BBC’s
tracer bullet where success is concerned. terms, too. And I for one will be checking
in on the Doctor Who Apprecia on
Diehard fans in the UK number in the
thousands, casual viewers number in the Society’s online polls to ﬁnd out.
millions and that’s the market the BBC –
and therefore Chibnall – is trying to
Un l then, here’s to Series 12 and more
reach.
family evenings around the telly.

again. Oddly enough my wife, who was
hooked during the Tennant years, and
then switched oﬀ more or less completely
during Ma Smith’s me and Capaldi’s
too, also found herself returning to the
fold. She wasn’t always sold on a story or
a villain, but the essence of the series, in
its stand alone, uncomplicated
storytelling, was more appealing.

This is my ﬁrst point. Jodie Whi aker’s
Doctor had my kids enthralled. Each
Sunday evening would come along and
they’d sit down for their latest dose of
me travel and adventure. They enjoyed
the drama and ques oned what was
happening. The toothy visage of the killer
alien in her debut story was awesome for
them. They were hooked, and I imagine a
fair few other children of their age felt
the same way. They were sorry when the
series ended, and even sorrier to learn it
would be quite a while before any new
Which brings me to my ﬁnal point. Fan
adventures would be on the gogglebox
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In an a empt to ﬁght nega vity, I’ll try
and come up with 10 posi ve reasons to
enjoy every Doctor Who story. Yes, even
Underworld in a later issue. To avoid
preamble, let’s start with the First
Doctor.
An Unearthly Child

1) Those opening tles with the music
crashing into the opening scene. Look
at the sheer conﬁdence! The theme
plays over our policeman,
bombas cally announcing this show
as something worth no cing.
2) The en re ﬁrst episode. It’s s ll a TV
masterpiece.
3) Alethea Charlton, one of Who’s
unsung guest actresses.
4) Warris Hussien’s proac ve reac on
shot/ligh ng based direc on which
holds up well ﬁ y years on when
some shows made in half that me
period have dated.
5) Cavemen portrayed as intelligent folk
– Newark’s Za manages to outsmart
Ian.
6) Eileen Way.
7) The infamous scene where the Doctor
tries to “dash Za’s head with a rock”.
8) The Kal/Za ﬁght scene.
9) The way in which the Doctor helps
the locals unmask Kal as murderer of
the Old Mother.
10) “Fear makes companions of all of us.”
The Daleks
1) The sink plunger of doom from the
Episode 1 cli anger is righ ully
mythologised but the build up is of
equal merit, as the audience becomes
aware something intelligent is closing
down the escape routes for Barbara,
so that she winds up walking right
into the trap.

4) The Doctor thinking Ian or Barbara
have been possessed.
5) The level of suspicion between the
regulars.
6) Someone’s strangling the Doctor!
7) The solu on.
8) The Fast Return Switch.
9) Barbara gets an apology from the
Doctor! He’s star ng to mellow!
10) That the show tried to deal with a
two-episode gap in such an inven ve
way, rather than stretching out the
2) The Daleks shoot Ian, but only to
Dalek story.
paralyse his legs. The Daleks here are
wri en as any other mul -faceted
character would be, and not like the Marco Polo
generic robots folk would later tend
to think of them as.
3) The Dalek who tries the an dote and
has a panic a ack. Poor genocidal
creature...
4) The unearthly eﬀect as the creature
in the pool arises.
5) 10 minutes of actors crossing a small
crack on a set is somehow genuinely
gripping life or death stuﬀ.
6) The blatantly mischievous way in
1) The Doctor’s laughing ﬁt.
which the Doctor removes the ﬂuid
2) Tegana, a wonderful villain, suitably
link.
underplayed by Derren Nesbi .
7) The glance between the regulars as
they realise the ﬂuid link has been le 3) The Kublai Khan/Doctor interac on.
4) The sense of scale.
in the Dalek city.
5) The costumes, going by our
8) Some wonderful Billyﬂuﬀs – “sittelesnaps.
solidiﬁed” – the crowning glory of
which is William Russell’s double take 6) “And expired...”
7) The Susan/Cho roman c subplot.
at the “radia on gloves...drugs”.
9) Poor old Temmosus, he gave his cod- 8) John Lucaro managing to get an
example of how condensa on works
Shakespearean peace oﬀering so well
into the plot.
before dying. Shame the Doctor
9) Mark Eden’s engaging Marco Polo,
didn’t bother warning him it was a
nearly three decades before he had
trap 30 seconds earlier!
10) The Daleks, dying, ask the Doctor for
an unfortunate mee ng on Corrie
help, only to be brushed aside. None
with a tram.
of the Thals make much of an
10) Some of those one-episode villains
impression in the seven episodes, but
are quite nasty.
the Daleks scheme, manipulate,
murder, get scared, excitable... they The Keys of Marinus
1) George Coulouris from Ci zen Kane!
steal the show eﬀortlessly. And
Doctor Who is one degree of
before we leave, a word for Ray
Cusick’s design: bloody meless.
separa on from Orson bloody Welles.
(Mee ng of geekdoms explodes...)
Edge of Destruc on
2) Episode 2. Especially the Doctor
happily admiring what is actually
1) The regulars are all in ﬁne form.
2) Highly unse ling, like an early
rubbish, and the nightmarish quality
of the disconnect between the
episode of the Twilight Zone.
illusion of utopia and Barbara actually
3) The general ethereal quality.
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less obvious card carrying villain out
of it, but the joy in the performance
more than makes up for it. Ringham
was a top-class actor, in his own in
Shakespeare or Dickens or Tolstoy,
but willing to take any role, and never
slummed it.
2) The scene in which Barbara a acks
The Doctors a tude to “improving”
history. Jacqueline Hill’s ﬁnest hour...
3) Unless we count the scene in which
Barbara points out she has the upper
seeing what’s there.
hand over Tlotoxl, while proving his
3) The sets are quite nice in the next
point to him at the same me.
two episodes.
4) The cli angers are drama c pauses
4) The courtroom scenes in Episode 5
rather than explosive reveals, and
and 6 are genuinely engaging. I wish
more sa sfying.
that’d been the 6-parter instead – set
5) The Doctor, Cameca, cocoa, and
it on the illusion world and we have
some heart-warming scenes played
another classic.
by both actors. The older Doctor falls
5) Norman Kay’s music.
in aﬀec on. It works be er than
6) Stephen Dartnell doing his best as
enforced scenes in New Who and he
Yartek.
keeps the bracelet...
7) The novelisa on is quite good.
6) Susan’s amusing, jus ﬁed but
8) A er a holiday of two episodes, the
problema c, plot wise, reac on to
moment William Hartnell shows up
her proposed marriage.
again in Episode 5. And he gets to
7) The script – its bloody marvellous.
play Sherlock Holmes.
9) The number of “Oh it’s him from such 8) The music – you can see even here
why Richard Rodney Benne went
and such” moments: Donald
onto such a grand career. And he
Pickering, the aforemen oned
wasn’t an unknown back in 1964
George Coulouris, and Fiona Walker
either, so it was a hell of a coup for
all make small appearances to name
Who to grab the highly talented
but three.
composer.
10) "I don't believe that man was made
9) The ﬁrst sacriﬁce vic m, u erly
to be controlled by machines.
confounding audience expecta ons.
Machines can make laws but they
These aren’t ignorant savages, but
cannot preserve jus ce. Only human
intellectual, intelligent, living people,
beings can do that."
as valid as mee ng Marco Polo a few
thousand miles down the road in the
The Aztecs
same century was.
10) Tlotoxl wins!
The Sensorites

1) John Ringham. I try to imagine Tlotoxl
played as something other than
Richard III. We might have go en a
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1) The ﬁrst episode.
2) That shot where they leave the
TARDIS in one movement. Aweinspiring.
3) Stephen Dartnell’s performance as a
PTSD vic m, actually quite realis c
for its me.
4) “I had never thought of that!”
5) Peter R Newman taking his war
experiences, which had shaped his
wri ng in the Hammer war ﬁlm
Yesterday’s Enemy and expanding it
into the Doctor Who universe.
6) Our strange aliens are actually
(mostly) amiable allies.
7) “I heard them over...over talking!”
8) The realisa on that the Administrator
only has the natural reac on the
viewers has to aliens in Doctor Who
nine mes out of ten. This is a more
highly skilled script than given the
credit.
9) Telepathy!
10) Mervyn Pinﬁeld. He had an eye for
nice technical shots.
Reign of Terror

1) Here are our new guest stars. Oh,
hang on, they’ve been brutally
murdered.
2) The grimy realism of revolu onary
Paris.
3) Edward Brayshaw, always a delight.
4) The scene where Barbara and Ian
argue morality onto a historical
event.
5) Robespierre.
6) That roadside seer chap the Doctor
sees to.
7) Napoleon shows up. “That isn’t
historical accurate!” “Who cares?
Rule of awesome applies...”
8) Roy Herrick’s ﬁne Jean – the poor

chap is in “Underworld” but gets to
show his ac ng chops here.
9) Jack Cunningham’s nasty jailer. The
type who will survive, like
cockroaches. Cunningham was sadly
one of the ﬁrst people involved in
Doctor Who to die (in January 1967)
but his role lives on.
10) The ﬁrst Dennis Spooner script.
Planet of Giants

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

The cat!
The sink!
The matchbox!
The ﬂy!
I mean, that en re produc on is a
marvel on a Doctor Who budget.
6) The murder mystery is more a
Thirteen Problems than an ABC
Murders, but seeing it played out
front ala Colombo is quite cool.
7) The mely science.
8) Someone called Smithers, in Doctor
Who.
9) Douglas Camﬁeld direc ng!
10) A script by David Whitaker is be er
than a script not by David Whitaker.

3) Daleks on Westminster Bridge!
4) The ﬁrst proper moment the Doctor
decides to stay somewhere to aid the
greater good.
5) Robomen. Prototype Cybermen,
perhaps, but very chilling.
6) That friendly baby crocodile everyone
is terriﬁed of.
7) Alan Judd’s marvellous, tragic
performance as Dortmun. His
sacriﬁce in par cular is one of the
more moving Who scenes. Judd sort
of disappeared in the 1980s, and
despite quizzing the ﬁnest minds on
the subject (i.e. Andrew Pixley and
Toby Hadoke) no one seems to know
for sure when he ended up.
8) Bernard Kay watch! And quite a
naturalis c performance in such an
outlandish story too.
9) The Dalek who kills Baker a er he did
his heroic save the Doctor bit, and
a er he surrenders. And the one who
murders the man oﬀscreen, and all
we hear is him screaming at it that its
murdered his family. Rarely are the
Daleks more chilling than in that 20
second snippet.
10) Susan’s leaving scene. It’s as good as
everyone says.
The Rescue

Dalek Invasion of Earth

1) The opening suicide. (Words not
o en used in Who!)
2) The sense of scale.

1) The episode one cli anger: some
spikes slowly move out from a wall,
pushing Ian towards a 2-foot incline,
while his path back to the Doctor is
blocked by two easily nego able bars.
Meanwhile a vegetarian sand dragon
yawns apprecia ngly. Its wonderfully
naﬀ.
2) The Doctor excitedly uncovers the
mystery, only to realise he’s alone
with an insane desperate murderer
who isn’t crippled a er all. (and

indeed, that the Doctor twigs what is
going on, as he’s been on the planet
before, and so recognises
“Koquillion” for what it actually is.)
3) The Doctor being saved by ghosts (is
how I interpret that ﬁnish).
4) Vicki. She is quite sweet natured, and
a contrast to Susan from oﬀ the bat.
5) That friendly sand dragon. Then
Barbara goes and shoots it.
6) Ray Barre ’s double (or triple, if we
count the diﬀerence between
“vic m” Benne and “murderer”
Benne ) performance.
7) The Doctor’s blatant depression at
losing his granddaughter early on,
and how the schoolteachers react. It’s
played by the actors as if mourning a
death.
8) The planet Dido, long before it
dueted with Eminem.
9) Koquillions costume, and William
Russell’s (deliberate) inability to say
the name in any way that isn’t a
double entendre.
10) The en re thing is basically M.R.
James as Doctor Who, with William
Hartnell as an interested dusty old
an quarian bystander. Benne
murders the crew of his ship, and the
friendly locals, and all that is le in
the way of him ge ng away with it is
the young Vicki. Right when it looks
like he gets away with it, the ghostly
image of two of his dead vic ms
show up, like the old book lover in
The Tractate Middoth, and take oﬀ
Benne to his doom. Course, one
could see it as a dues ex machina
involving actual locals, but the above
is how I saw “The Rescue” on ﬁrst
viewing, and how it s ll comes across
to me.
The Romans
1) All of it. It’s bloody marvellous. But if
one must delegate...Nero...
2) Tavius, played by wonderful Michael
Peake who alas died in his 40s.
3) The Doctor, doing his best Emperor’s
New Clothes impression with the lyre.
4) The script: “She watches all the liars”,
“A roaring success”, and enough puns
and clever wording to make a
wordsmith glee.
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5) Ian and Barbara, couple.
6) That poor old slave that keeps ge ng
in the way. And how Nero dispatches
of him.
7) The First Doctor, thumping his
a empted assassin.
8) That despite the humour, the horror
of Nero’s Rome is never far oﬀ the
screen. (Our centurion from Episode
1 is bumped oﬀ, oﬀ screen, as one
example...)
9) Kay Patricks Poppaea. Never mind
antagonist).
Nero, she’s bloody terrifying.
3) Jean Marsh. A na onal treasure.
10) The Doctors glee at shaping history.
4) That Doctor Who had the gall to
approach 13th Century religious
The Web Planet
poli cs and treat them even handed. I
can’t imagine many TV shows then or
now having the courage.
5) The scenes where Barbara protects
the young girl.
6) El Akir. He is a nasty sod.
7) Sir Ian!
8) The argument between The Doctor
and the Earl of Leicester. The words v
ac on debate carries over the
centuries as easily.
9) David Whitaker, at the risk of being
redundant. He is awesome.
1) The Zarbi are u erly alien. None of
10) “The only pleasure le for you is
this Klingon stuﬀ.
death. And death is very far away.”
2) The episode 1 cli anger – quadruple
Like I said, a nasty sod.
jeopardy.
3) That the Zarbi are as much vic ms as The Space Museum
everyone else.
4) The dis nctly unsubtle cancer
metaphor.
5) The self-sacriﬁce scene.
6) A brave a empt to create a totally
alien landscape on a BBC Budget.
7) William Russell trea ng this as he
would talking to Richard the
Lionheart.
8) The choreography is quite impressive.
9) Custom work by Daphne Dare.
10) Mar n Jarvis, long before he had a
highly respected career.
1) “Revolu on!” Poor chaps had been
on this planet for ages wai ng for the
The Crusade
locals to do an uprising so they could
1) Julian Glover, never failingly
be pensioned oﬀ as war heroes.
wonderful.
2) The guard captain who thinks up
2) Bernard Kay, admi edly “done up”
excuses for his men’s incompetence
for his role as Saladin, but giving an
on the spot.
equally though ul performance as
3) William Hartnell playing at being a
the war weary but far seeing rival.
Dalek.
(And never the villain, merely the
4) The ﬁrst episode, which is very good.
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5) Mervyn Pinﬁeld doing his best again.
6) The Doctors interroga on scene.
7) In the words of Jon Arnold, that
nobody no ced it was trying to be a
comedy.
8) “Have any of our arms fallen into
Xeron hands?”
9) For all their bored nature, they nearly
do in the Doctor.
10) That the earlier gag was actually
Chekhov’s Dalek…
The Chase

1) The Time and Space TV.
2) Daleks vs Dracula
3) Peter Purves as bonkers American,
who meets and survives the Daleks.
4) Edmund Warwick, Doctor Who.
5) The Marie Celeste.
6) Mechanoids!
7) Steven having a toy panda.
8) The scenes in the desert look nicely
shot.
9) The nervous Dalek.
10) The Doctors angry Ian and Barbara
depart. He’s grown fond of them, you
know.
The Time Meddler

1) Peter Bu erworth. The ﬁnest part of
the Carry On team gives an equally

ﬁne performance as The Meddling
Monk.
2) Steven’s ﬁrst moments outside the
TARDIS, and the Doctor’s increasing
frustra ng that he doesn’t believe
he’s gone back in me. “What do you
think this is, a space helmet for a
cow?”
3) Alethea Charlton in another ﬁne role
(with darker material to cover).
Between the two Dr Who stories and
her Thriller appearance, she seemed
quite a decent actress, and her early
death was a loss.
4) The look of fury William Hartnell gives
in the First Episode cli anger.
5) Another ﬁne Dennis Spooner script.
6) The Monk’s mischievous “to do” list.
7) Viking stock footage.
8) The distor on on the monk chants
(due to it being a vinyl, and not
monks).
9) Bizarrely, this story has Vikings (and
every kid loves Vikings) yet they are
the least interes ng thing in the
story, performance wise. One of them
has a moustache that wouldn’t look
out of place on Rik Mayall’s Flash. It’s
quite something.
10) All together now: “It’s a TARDIS! The
Monk’s got a TARDIS!”
Galaxy Four

8) The Chumbley that sacriﬁces its life.
9) Another in the ﬁne tradi on of Dr
Who stories telling folk not to judge
by their appearances.
10) Verity Lambert. What a stalwart to
Doctor Who. Her last credit.
Mission to the Unknown.

1) Varga plants. They sound great on
audio.
2) The planet Kembel is an u erly
hos le atmosphere.
3) The sound of the piece in general.
4) That Marc Cory is a bit of a git. Just
not as big one as the Daleks.
5) The Daleks and their delegates.
Whatever they were called.
6) Lowery’s panic as he realises he’s
been stung by a Varga plant.
7) The increasing despera on as the
Daleks blow up the space ship.
8) The cold way Cory deals with the
infected Lowery.
9) That we spend the en re story as
newcomers awai ng the Doctors
arrival.
10) That he never shows up, Cory gets
exterminated, and the Daleks appear
to have won.
The Myth Makers

1) Being able to see Episode 3.
2) The Rills.
3) Those Chumblies – you can see why
they were popular with the kids back
then. Even Dad recalls them fondly.
4) The ﬂashback.
5) Maaga being a card-carrying villain
and no one no cing for ages.
6) Derek Mar nus’s direc on.
7) Poor old Peter Purves, ac ng his
heart out in limited opportuni es.

1) Donald Co on’s script.

2) The pauses in the audio, which
suggest some awesome visual bits are
happening.
3) “Woe to Troy!” “It’s too late to say
woah to the horse!”
4) That the en re set up (comedy,
followed by massacre) might have
inspired Blackadder.
5) Odysseus being portrayed as the git
he probably ought to be portrayed as.
6) “You killed him!” “But in your
honour!”
7) Poor Tu e Lemkow. He’s in three
Doctor Who stories, and every single
one of his episodes are missing.
8) Cassandra.
9) Max Adrian shows up in Dr Who,
gives a grand performance, and
inadvertently starts up rumours forty
years a er his death that his old
friend Billy wouldn’t appear alongside
him in the story because of his sexual
orienta on.
10) “Small Prophet, Quick Return” “Horse
of Destruc on”. T’is a pity “Is there a
Doctor in the Horse” got nixed.
The Dalek’s Master Plan

1) The epic length.
2) Episode 4 which sees a companion, a
would-be aide and an ally all dead
within 10 minutes.
3) Daleks vs Mice.
4) The cruelty with which the Daleks
dispose of Tran s, experimen ng
with the me destructor on him, and
then extermina ng him when he
survives.
5) “And incidentally, a Merry Christmas
to all of you at home.”
6) The Monk shows up. And soon wishes
he hadn’t.
7) Daleks vs Ancient Egyp ans.
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8) The TARDIS lands during a cricket
match. From the perspec ve of the
cricket commentators.
9) Mavic Chen.
10) The grim ﬁnale. “What a waste. What
a terrible waste.”
The Massacre

1) The Hartnell double role.
2) Se ng the story in a historical event
the viewers were largely ignorant of,
and milking that for drama c
poten al.
3) That Steven, too, is equally ignorant
of the event ahead.
4) “Do you know, Nicholas, a er I'd
explained the situa on to him, he
turned to me and he said if we do ally
ourselves with the Dutch, you, De
Coligny, will go down to history as the
'Sea Beggar'. The Sea Beggar. It's a
tle I'd be proud of.” One of the
greatest “oh shit” cli angers in
Doctor Who history.
5) The cast: Andre Morrell
(Quatermass!), Eric Thompson (Magic
Roundabout!), et all.
6) The disappearance of the Doctor
adding to the foreshadowing gloom
that palls over proceedings.
7) The sliding scale of morality. The
Abbot seems a villain but is small fry
to Tavannes. And even Tavannes
stu ers in horror when he realises
the full scale of what Catherine de
Medici is ordering.
8) The tragic but well meaning King.
9) The set up to De Coligny’s
assassina on a empt, and the fall
out a erwards.
10) “My dear Steven, history some mes
gives us a terrible shock, and that is
because we don't quite fully
understand. Why should we? A er
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all, we're too small to realise its ﬁnal
pa ern. Therefore, don't try and
judge it from where you stand. I was
right to do as I did. Yes, that I ﬁrmly
believe...Steven... Even a er all this
me, he cannot understand. I dare
not change the course of history.
Well, at least I taught him to take
some precau ons; he did remember
to look at the scanner before he
opened the doors. And now, they're
all gone. All gone. None of them
could understand. Not even my li le
Susan. Or Vicki. And as for Barbara
and Cha erton — Chesterton — they
were all too impa ent to get back to
their own me. And now, Steven.
Perhaps I should go home. Back to my
own planet. But I can't... I can't...
One of Hartnell’s ﬁnest moments. He
hated long monologues too, but
really got into this one when he
realised how important it was to the
character, anecdotal evidence tells
us.
The Ark

The Celes al Toymaker

1) Michael Gough. He’s usually
wonderful (on screen).
2) The games come across quite well in
the book.
3) Cyril.
4) Dolls. Dolls are creepy.
5) Carmen Silvera from Allo Allo shows
up.
6) Hopscotch...of doom!
7) That John Wiles is defeated and we
get William Hartnell back!
8) The way in which the Toymaker is
defeated.
9) “Make your move, Doctor. Make your
last move.”
10) The Doctor’s pained look a er his
bites into the sweet.
The Gunﬁghters

1) All those zoom shots.
2) Dodo nearly kills the en re human
race.
3) The Episode 2 cli anger.
4) A security kitchen.
5) The elephant.
6) Invisible creatures again!
7) “Are you up to something?”
“Errr...no.”
8) The Quisling chap in Episodes 3 and 4.
9) The tease it was going to be a two
parter, which develops into a look at
repercussions of the Doctors
travelling.
10) The Earth dies.

1) The Ballad’s lyrics. And the Ballad
itself, when it gets sung by the cast.
2) The Clantons.
3) William Hartnell, responds to a top
class comic actor (Anthony Jacobs)
showing up by raising his game.
4) All the visual comedy. Even the
“u erly un-subtle double takes” as
Peter Purves refers to his style of
reac on.
5) For such an amusing li le story, it’s
quite a violent one too. There’s more

bodies in it than in the three science
ﬁc on stories around it combined.
6) Laurence Payne’s Johnny Ringo. He
plays it straight and the comedy
anchors itself around him.
7) Wya Earp, o en looking like “What
the hell have I got myself into here?”
8) The sets, and Rex Tucker’s great use
of them.
9) That the actual history is told to sod
oﬀ in the interest of crea ve licence.
10) The script. It’s ﬂipping marvellous.
“Let’s hope the piano knows it.”
“This is the Clantons.” “Oh dea…I
mean how do you do?”
“Thank goodness I didn’t need to get
my tonsils out.”
“Dr. Caligari...”
“You can't walk into the middle of a
Western town and say you've come
from outer space! Good gracious me.
You would be arrested on a vagrancy
charge!”
“I have no inten on of trying
anything, only people do keep giving
me guns and I wish they wouldn't! I
wonder err, would you mind looking
a er it for me?”
"So pick him up gentle / and carry
him slow / he's gone kind of mental /
from Earp's heavy blow.”
I may need to go watch it again soon...
The Savages

1) People who watch Doctor Who on
TV...
2) The Doctor’s fury at the Elders
experiments.
3) Frederick Jaegar’s William Hartnell
impression.
4) Nobody dies.

5) The ghostly aspect of the
experimented folk.
6) “That, Sir, is protracted murder!”
7) Steven’s leaving scene.
8) Kay Patrick shows up again.
9) The Doctor’s joy at smashing up
machinery.
10) “I’m very proud of you, dear boy.”
The War Machines
the sugges on of voodoo.
4) Pike and his false arm.
5) The way the villains all bump each
other oﬀ, viciously.
6) George A Cooper.
7) John Ringham appearing again.
8) The Doctor staying to save the
feckless smugglers against the
pirates.
9) The Doctor working out the loca on
1) The Doctor breezes into the POT, and
of the gold.
is accepted by all and sundry as top
10) The script.
brass oﬀ screen.
2) It’s the bloody internet!
Tenth Planet
3) The ﬁght Krimpton puts up against
possession, making him being the
only possessed person with a name
to die being all the more tragic.
4) The caring newspaper that gives the
tramp an obit.
5) The Episode 3 cli anger, with the
Doctor steadfast against approaching
menace as the army falls back.
6) Dodo leaves. Ben and Polly are far
be er.
7) Kenneth Kendall’s cameo.
1) Cybermen!
8) The Doctor senses Daleks. Which
2) Robert Bea y.
later on in the show proves highly
3) The build up to the episode 3
accurate.
cli anger.
9) The en re plot seems to take place in 4) Earl Cameron, astronaut.
24 hours. WOTAN is highly eﬃcient, 5) The se ng.
clearly.
6) That the Cybermen come not to
10) “Doctor Who is required.”
conquer, but to “save” the humans.
It’s a wonderfully quaint piece of
7) The ﬁrst glimpses of Cybermen
dialogue, but the number of fan heart
walking through the snow storm.
a acks it causes never fails to give
8) Hartnell, when we get a chance to
me a smile.
see him.
9) Ben’s agonising when he kills a
The Smugglers
Cyberman by accident.
1) The se ng (the li le we can see of
10) The regenera on.
it).
2) William Hartnell in ﬁne form one
| Michael S. Collins
more me.
3) That Ben and Polly get out of jail via
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It is no secret that for the be er
part of a quarter of a century
1967’s The Tomb of the Cybermen
was considered to be amongst
Doctor Who’s many missing
stories. Yet its popularity amongst
fans endured during that me,
thanks in large part to the oﬀ-air
audio recordings made during the
story’s original TV broadcast.
Indeed, listening to the story
today, now nearly twenty years
since the TV version was
rediscovered, it is apparent why
that was the case and why some
fans were disappointed by what
the TV version had to oﬀer.
Certainly Tomb is one of the most
evoca ve stories in the audio
medium, something that is
especially surprising considering it
was originally made not for audio
but for TV. Some of the dialogue
in fact seems to be be er suited
for audio. A perfect example is
where the tular tombs are ﬁrst
entered in Episode Two.
Throughout that scene and those
that follow it, the dialogue gives
the listener a word picture of the
tombs ranging from its
honeycomb like structure, the
frozen atmosphere of the cavern
in which it is located, the size of
the cavern that is hinted at by the
occasional echo of the actors’
voices and a sense of
claustrophobia made apparent by
Cyril Shaps’ performance as
Viner.

sells the sequence and air of
menace and tension. Thanks to
the fact that the music is only
occasionally interrupted by the
sound eﬀects of the Cybermen
tearing their way out of the
tombs, means that this en re
sec on – that goes on for a
couple of minutes – is largely the
result of a single piece of music.
Audio also heightens the
eﬀec veness of the Cybermen as
well. The cli anger of Episode
Two, where the Cyber Controller
speaks for the ﬁrst me a er
suddenly seizing Klieg’s arm,
comes as something of a surprise
as it announces with no emo on
simply that “You belong to us.
You shall be like us.” Or even take
the moments in Episode Four,
where the Cyber Controller
speaks whilst its energy dwindles
away as it tries to begin its
revitaliza on cycle, the voice
alone carrying no emo on yet
seemingly crying out for help in
despera on. That is something
that makes its claims that “We
will survive,” all the more
menacing as it ﬁnally does so.

Perhaps, though, it is the
Cybermen’s small, metal minions,
the Cybermats, who are the more
eﬀec ve of the two on audio.
Jamie’s descrip on of them in
Episode One as being small and
caterpillar-like is the only real
piece of descrip on the listener
gets of them before they become
a more threatening presence
The eﬀec veness of the story in
later on in the story. From then
audio is made all the more
apparent by the iconic sequence on the Cybermats become a
of the Cybermen emerging from menacing set of beeps whose
their tombs. The sequence, which eﬃcacy is helped out greatly by
by its very nature is perhaps best both actors’ reac ons to them
represented in the original TV
and by the music as well. The best
version, is incredibly eﬀec ve
example of this is their a empted
a ack on the Doctor and
thanks to the combina on of
music and sound eﬀects. In fact it company in Episode Three, where
all three of those elements come
is the music, the Cybermen’s
together for a couple of minutes
1960s theme music Space
Adventures by Mar n Slavin that of sheer tension. This, though,
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not give hint to that some fans could not
seem to help seizing upon, such as
occasions with some all too obvious kirby
wires for example. Or the simple fact
Tomb’s impact in the audio medium,
coupled perhaps with Gerry Davis’ Target that the Cybermats, who were seemingly
so eﬀec ve in the story’s audio
noveliza on and fan memories of the
incarna on, were revealed to be rather
original broadcast, gave it a strong
following amongst the show’s devotees too silly to be taken seriously as a threat
even decades later. This fact is, perhaps, on a visual level. Even sequences that
were impressive visually, such as the
no be er demonstrated then by the
Cybermen emerging from their tombs in
1983 survey of fans taking part at the
Episode Two, did not seem to quite live
Longleat Doctor Who event, that asked
fans which story was their
most sought a er for the
then s ll new home video
market – the response was
none other then The Tomb
of the Cybermen despite its
status as a missing story.
Keeping that point in mind,
it is no surprise that Tomb
was amongst the ﬁrst stories
picked for release on audio
casse e tape when the BBC
began oﬃcial releases of
missing stories. This release
of Tomb, supervised by
former TV Doctor Who
producer John NathanTurner and with narra on
provided by Third Doctor
actor Jon Pertwee, was set
for release in 1992 when
something unexpected
happened.
was des ned to one day become a
problem.

the audio version of Tomb merely served
to create images, or rather expecta ons,
which never could have been fulﬁlled.
That fact is both the biggest compliment
and the biggest cri cism of the audio
version of the story.

That having been said, the audio version
of Tomb has not been forgo en. The
delayed audio casse e release of the
story ﬁnally did see the light of day as
part of the releases that marked Doctor
Who’s thir eth anniversary
in 1993. Thirteen years later
in 2006, the story was
chosen to launch the release
on audio CD of s ll exis ng
TV stories. Featuring
narra on from Frazer Hines
and using a higher quality
version of the story (taken
from the returned TV
version rather the oﬀ-air
recordings used for the
1990s audio casse e
release), this audio CD
represented the highest
quality audio version of the
story released to date.
Indeed the reputa on of the
story itself, despite losing its
status as a missing story, has
held up rather well as
demonstrated by its
placement as the twentyﬁ h best Doctor Who story
of all me in DWM’s Mighty
A er nearly a quarter of a
century of being apparently missing a er up to expecta ons. The ques on is: could 200 poll in 2009.
anything have, though?
its original broadcast, Tomb was
Though The Tomb of the Cybermen is no
suddenly no longer missing. Film prints of
This should not have come as much of a longer missing, the audio version of the
the story were discovered to exist a er
story s ll has much to teach us fans. Its
surprise, however. If these reac ons to
all in Hong Kong, and, following their
legacy in that format and fan reac ons to
return, BBC video rushed to release the the TV version teach us anything, it is
more about the audio version then its TV its rediscovery shows us the allure of
story on VHS in 1992 with a special
Doctor Who’s missing stories. It also
counterpart. Audio, by its very nature,
introduc on by director Morris Barry
demonstrates to us the power of the
playing before the story itself began. For creates pictures in the mind of the
audio medium to create enthralling
listener through its combina on of
the ﬁrst me in decades, fans could sit
ac ng, music and sound eﬀects. Missing stories and create both pictures and
down and watch the story and put
expecta ons in the mind of a listener.
stories are no excep on to that fact,
pictures to what previously had been
Above all else, maybe, it teaches us that
especially in the me period before
only noise.
things are not always as they appear or
Tomb was rediscovered. Today with
With the VHS release, twenty-ﬁve years things like the Loose Cannon recons we sound to be.
of expecta ons were put on trial. Some as fans have perhaps a somewhat be er
| Ma hew Kresal
concept of what the various missing
things lived up to expecta ons, others
did not. There were things that audio did stories might have originally looked like;
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Six Decades of Adventure in Space and Time – A
social, cultural and screen history of Doctor
Who is a new overview of the series by Frank
Danes. It’s no dry, academic tome, but a witty and
engaging gallop through the history of Doctor Who.
It’s a social history because it tracks the
experience of watching the show from 1963-now
(and the author was there...); a cultural history,
because it relates Doctor Who to the changes in
ideology and thought over the last 55 years, and a
screen history because it contains all the behind
the scenes gossip.
Frank Danes’ previous book on Doctor Who – Fifty
Years in Time and Space – was acclaimed by reviewers.
The Southland Times of New Zealand wrote:
If there was such a thing as a time travellers’ check list,
Frank Danes would tick every box ... He has been watching
the show since the beginning and he knows what is good,
what is bad and what is ugly and he’s not afraid to talk
about these things. Danes’ book is...for anyone who wants to
understand its history, whether they have been with the show
since Hartnell or joined it at any point in its half century.
493 pages, published BWCC RRP £15.95
To order with a 10% discount, go to
www.imforemansjunkyard.co.uk
Click the ‘contact us’ button at the bottom of the
shop’s page and write on the form that you heard
about the book in . They'll invoice you through
PayPal for your copy. Or you can buy it straight
away, send an email, and your 10% will be
refunded.
(There is an additional postage cost
for non-UK customers).
Again, use the 'contact us' form to send
I M Foreman's Junkyard a message,
and they'll send you an invoice.
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